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This is the Flux RFC project.
We collect specifications for APIs, file formats, wire protocols, and processes.
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CONTENTS

CHAPTER

ONE

ACTIVE RFC DOCUMENTS

1.1 1/C4.1 - Collective Code Construction Contract
The Collective Code Construction Contract (C4.1) is an evolution of the github.com Fork + Pull Model, aimed at
providing an optimal collaboration model for free software projects.

1.2 2/Flux Licensing and Collaboration Guidelines
The Flux framework is a family of projects used to build site-customized resource management systems for High
Performance Computing (HPC) data centers. This document specifies licensing and collaboration guidelines for Flux
projects.

1.3 3/Flux Message Protocol
This specification describes the format of Flux messages, Version 1.

1.4 4/Flux Resource Model
The Flux Resource Model describes the conceptual model used for resources within the Flux framework.

1.5 5/Flux Broker Modules
This specification describes the broker extension modules used to implement Flux services.
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1.6 6/Flux Remote Procedure Call Protocol
This specification describes how Flux Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is built on top of Flux request and response
messages.

1.7 7/Flux Coding Style Guide
This specification presents the recommended standards when contributing C code to the Flux code base.

1.8 8/Flux Task and Program Execution Services
A core service of Flux is to launch, monitor, and handle I/O for distributed sets of tasks in order to execute a parallel
workload. A Flux workload can include further instances of Flux, to arbitrary recursive depth. The goal of this RFC is
to specify in detail the services required to execute a Flux workload.

1.9 9/Distributed Communication and Synchronization Best Practices
Establishes best practices, preferred patterns and anti-patterns for distributed services in the flux framework.

1.10 10/Content Storage
This specification describes the Flux content storage service and the messages used to access it.

1.11 11/Key Value Store Tree Object Format v1
The Flux Key Value Store (KVS) implements hierarchical key namespaces layered atop the content storage service
described in RFC 10. Namespaces are organized as hash trees of content-addressed tree objects and values. This
specification defines the version 1 format of key value store tree objects.

1.12 12/Flux Security Architecture
This document describes the mechanisms used to secure Flux instances against unauthorized access and prevent privilege escalation and other attacks, while ensuring programs run with appropriate user credentials and are contained
within their set of allocated resources.
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1.13 13/Simple Process Manager Interface v1
The MPI process manager interface (PMI) version 1 is a de-facto standard API and wire protocol for communication
between MPI runtimes and resource managers. It was added to the MPICH2 MPI-2 reference implementation in late
2001, and has since been widely implemented, but was not officially standardized by the MPI Forum and has been only
lightly documented. This RFC is an attempt to document PMI-1 to guide developers of resource managers that must
support current and legacy MPI implementations.

1.14 14/Canonical Job Specification
A domain specific language based on YAML is defined to express the resource requirements and other attributes of one
or more programs submitted to a Flux instance for execution. This RFC describes the canonical form of the jobspec
language, which represents a request to run exactly one program.

1.15 15/Independent Minister of Privilege for Flux: The Security IMP
This specification describes Flux Security IMP, a privileged service used by multi-user Flux instances to launch, monitor, and control processes running as users other than the instance owner.

1.16 16/KVS Job Schema
This specification describes the format of data stored in the KVS for Flux jobs.

1.17 18/KVS Event Log Format
A log format is defined that can be used to log job state transitions and other date-stamped events.

1.18 19/Flux Locally Unique ID (FLUID)
This specification describes a scheme for a distributed, uncoordinated flux locally unique ID service that generates 64
bit k-ordered, unique identifiers that are a combination of timestamp since some epoch, generator id, and sequence
number. The scheme is used to generate Flux job IDs.

1.19 20/Resource Set Specification
This specification defines the version 1 format of the resource-set representation or R in short.

1.13. 13/Simple Process Manager Interface v1
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1.20 21/Job States and Events Version 1
This specification describes Flux job states and the events that trigger job state transitions.

1.21 22/Idset String Representation
This specification describes a compact form for expressing a set of non-negative, integer ids.

1.22 23/Flux Standard Duration
This specification describes a standard form for time duration.

1.23 24/Flux Job Standard I/O Version 1
This specification describes the format used to represent standard I/O streams in the Flux KVS.

1.24 25/Job Specification Version 1
Version 1 of the domain specific job specification language canonically defined in RFC14.

1.25 26/Job Dependency Specification
An extension to the canonical jobspec designed to express the dependencies between one or more programs submitted
to a Flux instance for execution.

1.26 27/Flux Resource Allocation Protocol Version 1
This specification describes Version 1 of the Flux Resource Allocation Protocol implemented by the job manager and
a compliant Flux scheduler.

1.27 28/Flux Resource Acquisition Protocol Version 1
This specification describes the Flux service that schedulers use to acquire exclusive access to resources and monitor
their ongoing availability.
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1.28 29/Hostlist Format
This specification describes the Flux implementation of the Hostlist Format – a compressed representation of lists of
hostnames.

1.29 30/Job Urgency
This specification describes the Flux job urgency parameter.

1.30 31/Job Constraints Specification
This specification describes an extensible format for the description of job constraints.

1.31 32/Flux Job Execution Protocol Version 1
This specification describes Version 1 of the Flux Execution Protocol implemented by the job manager and job execution
system.

1.32 33/Flux Job Queues
This specification describes Flux Job Queues. A Flux Job queue is a named, user-visible container for job requests
sorted by priority.

1.33 34/Flux Task Map
The Flux Task Map is a compact mapping between job task ranks and node IDs.

1.33.1 1/C4.1 - Collective Code Construction Contract
The Collective Code Construction Contract (C4.1) is an evolution of the github.com Fork + Pull Model, aimed at
providing an optimal collaboration model for free software projects.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_1.rst
• Forked from: rfc.zeromq.org/spec:22/C4.1
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: draft

1.28. 29/Hostlist Format
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Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 2/Flux Licensing and Collaboration Guidelines
• 7/Flux Coding Style Guide
Goals
C4.1 is meant to provide a reusable optimal collaboration model for open source software projects. It has these specific
goals:
• To maximize the scale of the community around a project, by reducing the friction for new Contributors and
creating a scaled participation model with strong positive feedbacks;
• To relieve dependencies on key individuals by separating different skill sets so that there is a larger pool of
competence in any required domain;
• To allow the project to develop faster and more accurately, by increasing the diversity of the decision making
process;
• To support the natural life cycle of project versions from experimental through to stable, by allowing safe experimentation, rapid failure, and isolation of stable code;
• To reduce the internal complexity of project repositories, thus making it easier for Contributors to participate
and reducing the scope for error;
• To enforce collective ownership of the project, which increases economic incentive to Contributors and reduces
the risk of hijack by hostile entities.
Design
Preliminaries
• The project SHALL use the git distributed revision control system.
• The project SHALL be hosted on github.com or equivalent, herein called the “Platform”.
• The project SHALL use the Platform issue tracker.
• The project SHOULD have clearly documented guidelines for code style.
• A “Contributor” is a person who wishes to provide a patch, being a set of commits that solve some clearly
identified problem.
• A “Maintainer” is a person who merge patches to the project. Maintainers are not developers; their job is to
enforce process.
• Contributors SHALL NOT have commit access to the repository unless they are also Maintainers.
• Maintainers SHALL have commit access to the repository.
• Everyone, without distinction or discrimination, SHALL have an equal right to become a Contributor under the
terms of this contract.

8
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Licensing and Ownership
• The project SHALL use a share-alike license, such as the GPLv3 or a variant thereof (LGPL, AGPL), or the
MPLv2 for reasons outlined in RFC 2.
• All contributions to the project source code (“patches”) SHALL use the same license as the project.
• All patches are owned by their authors. There SHALL NOT be any copyright assignment process.
• The copyrights in the project SHALL be owned collectively by all its Contributors.
• The git commit history SHALL be considered the primary source of contributor identities.
Patch Requirements
• Maintainers and Contributors MUST have a Platform account and SHOULD use their real names or a well-known
alias.
• A patch SHOULD be a minimal and accurate answer to exactly one identified and agreed problem.
• A patch MUST adhere to the code style guidelines of the project defined in RFC 7.
• A patch MUST adhere to the “Evolution of Public Contracts” guidelines defined below.
• A patch SHALL NOT include non-trivial code from other projects unless the Contributor is the original author
of that code.
• A patch MUST compile cleanly and pass project self-tests on at least the principle target platform.
• A patch MUST be accompanied by a commit message.
• A commit message SHOULD consist of a title (50 characters or less) summarizing the change, optionally followed by a blank line and a message body.
• A commit message SHOULD be written in the imperative (Fixes or Fix).
• A commit message title MAY denote the section of code being changed with a tag followed by a single colon,
e.g. name: short description.
• A commit message title SHOULD NOT include a period.
• A commit message body SHOULD be wrapped at 72 characters, with the exception of non-prose lines like list
items, quoted text, or quotes from other commits.
• A commit message body SHOULD include a description of the change being made and its reason and/or purpose.
• Where applicable, a commit message body SHOULD reference an Issue by number (e.g. Fixes #33”).
• A commit message body SHOULD begin with Problem: and a short paragraph describing the problem solved
by the commit. Even commits that add features MAY include such a problem statement.
• A “Correct Patch” is one that satisfies the above requirements.

1.33. 34/Flux Task Map
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Development Process
• Change on the project SHALL be governed by the pattern of accurately identifying problems and applying minimal, accurate solutions to these problems.
• To request changes, a user SHOULD log an issue on the project Platform issue tracker.
• The user or Contributor SHOULD write the issue by describing the problem they face or observe.
• The user or Contributor SHOULD seek consensus on the accuracy of their observation, and the value of solving
the problem.
• Users SHALL NOT log feature requests, ideas, suggestions, or any solutions to problems that are not explicitly
documented and provable.
• Thus, the release history of the project SHALL be a list of meaningful issues logged and solved.
• To work on an issue, a Contributor SHALL fork the project repository and then work on their forked repository.
• To submit a patch, a Contributor SHALL create a Platform pull request back to the project.
• A Contributor SHALL NOT commit changes directly to the project.
• If the Platform implements pull requests as issues, a Contributor MAY directly send a pull request without logging
a separate issue.
• To discuss a patch, people MAY comment on the Platform pull request, on the commit, or elsewhere.
• To accept or reject a patch, a Maintainer SHALL use the Platform interface.
• Maintainers SHOULD NOT merge their own patches except in exceptional cases, such as non-responsiveness
from other Maintainers for an extended period (more than 1-2 days).
• Maintainers SHALL NOT make value judgments on correct patches.
• Maintainers SHALL merge correct patches from other Contributors rapidly.
• The Contributor MAY tag an issue as “Ready” after making a pull request for the issue.
• The user who created an issue SHOULD close the issue after checking the patch is successful.
• Maintainers SHOULD ask for improvements to incorrect patches and SHOULD reject incorrect patches if the
Contributor does not respond constructively.
• Any Contributor who has value judgments on a correct patch SHOULD express these via their own patches.
• Maintainers MAY commit changes to non-source documentation directly to the project.
• Autotools products, if applicable, SHOULD NOT be checked into the project revision control system
Release Process
• Releases SHALL be tagged with git annotated tags.
• Release names SHALL employ version numbers that follow the Semantic Versioning 2.0.0 standard, (C.f. https:
//semver.org).
• Release materials for projects that use GNU Autotools SHOULD include “dist tarballs”; that is, a source distribution with pre-generated configure script, Makefile.in, etc..
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Creating Stable Releases
• The project SHALL have one branch (“master”) that always holds the latest in-progress version and SHOULD
always build.
• The project SHALL NOT use topic branches for any reason. Personal forks MAY use topic branches.
• To make a stable release someone SHALL fork the repository by copying it and thus become maintainer of this
repository.
• Forking a project for stabilization MAY be done unilaterally and without agreement of project maintainers.
• A stabilization project SHOULD be maintained by the same process as the main project.
• A patch to a stabilization project declared “stable” SHALL be accompanied by a reproducible test case.
Evolution of Public Contracts
• All Public Contracts (APIs or protocols) SHOULD be documented.
• All Public Contracts SHOULD have space for extensibility and experimentation.
• A patch that modifies a stable Public Contract SHOULD not break existing applications unless there is overriding
consensus on the value of doing this.
• A patch that introduces new features to a Public Contract SHOULD do so using new names.
• Old names SHOULD be deprecated in a systematic fashion by marking new names as “experimental” until they
are stable, then marking the old names as “deprecated”.
• When sufficient time has passed, old deprecated names SHOULD be marked “legacy” and eventually removed.
• Old names SHALL NOT be reused by new features.
• When old names are removed, their implementations MUST provoke an exception (assertion) if used by applications.
Project Administration
• The project founders SHALL act as Administrators to manage the set of project Maintainers.
• The Administrators SHALL ensure their own succession over time by promoting the most effective Maintainers.
• A new Contributor who makes a correct patch SHALL be invited to become a Maintainer.
• Administrators MAY remove Maintainers who are inactive for an extended period of time, or who repeatedly fail
to apply this process accurately.
Further Reading
• ZeroMQ - The Guide, Chapter 6: The ZeroMQ Community
• Argyris’ Models 1 and 2 - the goals of C4.1 are consistent with Argyris’ Model 2.
• Toyota Kata - covering the Improvement Kata (fixing problems one at a time) and the Coaching Kata (helping
others to learn the Improvement Kata).

1.33. 34/Flux Task Map
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Implementations
• The ZeroMQ community uses the C4.1 process for many projects.
• OSSEC uses the C4.1 process.

1.33.2 2/Flux Licensing and Collaboration Guidelines
The Flux framework is a family of projects used to build site-customized resource management systems for High
Performance Computing (HPC) data centers. This document specifies licensing and collaboration guidelines for Flux
projects.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_2.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Goals
A Flux project is defined as software which implements a resource manager function, or is otherwise tightly coupled
to the resource manager or its communications framework. Flux projects are expected to have contributors spanning
academic institutions, government laboratories, companies, and individuals.
Our licensing and collaboration guidelines must balance the following goals:
• Encourage participation in the Flux community by all interested parties.
• Ensure that the Flux community remains healthy and active by welcoming contributions, vetting changes in the
open, collectivizing ownership, and distributing responsibility.
• Allow Flux projects to leverage a large body of open source, including from the HPC ecosystem1 .
• Ensure that end users have full source code to their particular Flux system to maximize their ability to self-support
and obtain help from the Flux community.
• Ensure that successful Flux systems are fully replicatable and redistributable across platforms and sites.
• Facilitate the use of Flux and its programming interfaces by external projects such as applications, application
runtimes, and tools, that are distributed under a wide variety of open source and commercial licenses.
1
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Design
Collaboration Model for Flux Projects
• Flux projects SHALL adopt the Collective Code Construction Contract (C4.1) described in Flux RFC 1.
• It is RECOMMENDED that Flux projects be hosted under the Github flux-framework organization, including
use of the Github tracker as outlined in C4.1.
• It is RECOMMENDED that Flux projects be discussed on the Flux discussion list <flux-discuss@lists.llnl.gov>.
License for Flux Projects
• Flux projects are RECOMMENDED to be licensed under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL)
version 3.
• Flux projects are RECOMMENDED to permit redistribution and/or modification under the project’s base license
version, or any later version per Free Software Foundation recommendations.
Copyright
• Copyright for a particular Flux project SHALL be held jointly by the contributors to that project.
• Flux projects SHALL NOT require a legal document such as a contributor license agreement or copyright assignment document to be signed by contributors.
• Copyright for each source code module MAY be held by its authors.
• All source code contributed to a Flux project SHALL include a copyright notice that declares the copyright
holders and the license under which the source code may be copied, for example:
/* Copyright 2014 Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC
* (c.f. AUTHORS, NOTICE.LLNS, COPYING)
*
* This file is part of the Flux resource manager framework.
* For details, see https://github.com/flux-framework.
*
* SPDX-License-Identifier: LGPL-3.0
*/
• The SPDX license shorthand is RECOMMENDED2 .

1.33.3 3/Flux Message Protocol
This specification describes the format of Flux message broker messages, Version 1.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_3.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: draft
2

The Software Package Data Exchange (SPDX).

1.33. 34/Flux Task Map
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Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 6/Flux Remote Procedure Call Protocol
• 12/Flux Security Architecture
• ZeroMQ Message Transfer Protocol (ZMTP)
Goals
The Flux message protocol v1 provides a way for Flux utilities and services to communicate with one another within
the context of a flux instance. It has the following specific goals:
• Enable Flux components to communicate within a Flux instance.
• Enable the remote procedure call communication idiom.
• Enable the publish-subscribe communication idiom.
• Allow Flux services to be deployed and accessed without consulting a location service.
• Avoid sending Flux data over networks without encryption.
• Allow messages to be propagated over different transports including, but not limited to, ZeroMQ.
• Enable scalability to many thousands of nodes.
• Implement failure mitigation strategies that are simple to reason about.
• Ensure that messages between any pair of endpoints are received in transmission order.
Background
The flux-broker is a message broker daemon for the Flux resource manager framework. A Flux instance is a set of
flux-broker processes that form an overlay network for distributed communication. Flux components communicate
with each other by exchanging messages over the overlay network.
In a Flux instance of size N, each broker is assigned a rank from 0 to N - 1. The overlay network is a tree topology,
with the root of the tree at rank 0. Different tree shapes are permitted as long as peer connections are only between tree
levels, and each node has at most one parent. The tree shape, the instance size, and each broker’s rank are fixed once
the instance begins running.
The overlay network is capable of routing messages using several methods. Messages may be routed over the shortest
path between any two brokers, using “smart host” routing where messages are forwarded upstream until a more informed
broker knows how to route it, or by multi-casting to all broker ranks. These capabilities support remote procedure call
(RPC) and publish-subscribe, the two main communication idioms used in Flux.
If a broker fails or its connection is lost, any pending RPCs involving that broker as a target or as a message router
receive automatic error responses, and the broker is forced to restart before reconnecting. If the failed broker is an
interior node of the tree acting as a router, its entire sub-tree is forced to restart. In a Flux system instance, this restart
is managed by systemd.
Flux messages share a common structure that is strongly influenced by ZeroMQ conventions, since ZeroMQ provides a
transport for Flux messages, and certain ZeroMQ socket types impose structural requirements on messages for routing

14
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Fig. 1: The Flux overlay network with root broker at rank 0.
and subscription filtering. Flux messages may be sent over other transports, however. For example, regular UNIX
domain stream sockets transport messages between local processes and Flux brokers.
There are four distinct Flux message types: request and response messages for remote procedure call; event messages
for publish-subscribe, and control messages for internal use by the overlay network implementation.
Implementation
Common Message Format
All Flux messages share a common message structure that is compatible with the ZeroMQ message transport:
• Message SHALL be divided into ordered parts.
• Messages SHALL support a route stack of message parts for source-address routing.
• Messages SHALL support a topic string message part for subscriber filtering.
The boundary between message parts SHALL be preserved by message transports; that is, Flux messages sent as an
array of parts MUST be received as an array of parts, not a concatenated blob.
Message transports MAY modify Flux messages if directed to do so. For example, a ZeroMQ ROUTER socket implements source-address routing by adding a message part in one direction and removing one in the opposite direction.
Optional Message Parts
The following message parts MAY appear in Flux messages, in the following order:
routes
Messages MAY contain a route stack for request/response message routing. Each route SHALL be a message
part containing a NULL-terminated UUID string that represents one route hop. The most recent hop SHALL be
on the top of the stack.
route stack delimiter
The route stack delimiter is an empty message frame that delimits the route stack from other message parts. The
delimiter is REQUIRED if the message contains any routes. The routes and delimiter MUST be the first message
parts in the message, if present.
topic string
Messages MAY contain a NULL-terminated string representing an event topic or a RPC service endpoint.
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payload
Messages MAY contain a payload of zero or more bytes of user-specific content.
Required Message Parts
Flux messages are REQUIRED to have one message part that acts as a protocol header and is encoded as described by
the following ABNF2 grammar. This block of data MUST be the last message part in the message. Note the following
about the message header:
• It has a fixed length.
• It includes the message type.
• Some fields (notably the last two 4-byte integers) have different meanings depending on the message type.
• The message flags determine which of the optional message parts are present.
• The message credentials (userid and rolemask) are those of the user that sent the message, and are set when the
message is accepted by a broker.
PROTO

= request / response / event / control

request
response
event
control

=
=
=
=

; Constants
magic
version

= %x8E
= %x01

magic
magic
magic
magic

version
version
version
version

%x01
%x02
%x04
%x08

flags
flags
flags
flags

userid
userid
userid
userid

rolemask
rolemask
rolemask
rolemask

nodeid
errnum
sequence
type

matchtag
matchtag
unused
status

; magic cookie
; Flux message version

; Flags: a bitmask of flag- values below
flags
= OCTET
flag-topic
= %x01
; message has topic string frame
flag-payload
= %x02
; message has payload frame
flag-noresponse = %x04
; request message should receive no response
flag-route
= %x08
; message has route delimiter frame
flag-upstream
= %x10
; request should be routed upstream
;
of nodeid sender
flag-private
= %x20
; event message is requested to be
;
private to sender, instance owner
flag-streaming = %x40
; request/response is part of streaming RPC
; Userid assigned by connector at message ingress
userid
= 4OCTET / userid-unknown
userid-unknown = 0xFF.FF.FF.FF
; Role bitmask assigned by connector at message ingress
rolemask
= 4OCTET
; Matchtag to correlate request/response
matchtag
= 4OCTET / matchtag-none
matchtag-none
= %x00.00.00.00
(continues on next page)
2

For convenience: the C:request, S:response, S:event, and C:control ABNF non-terminals refer to multi-part messages, sent by client
(C) or server (S). Message part size framing is not shown for clarity.
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(continued from previous page)

; Target node ID in network byte order
nodeid
= 4OCTET / nodeid-any
nodeid-any
= %xFF.FF.FF.FF
; UNIX errno in network byte order
errnum
= 4OCTET
; Monotonic sequence number in network byte order
sequence
= 4OCTET
; Control message type
type
= 4OCTET
; Control message status
status
= 4OCTET
; unused 4-byte field
unused
= %x00.00.00.00

Request Message Type
When the message header indicates a message type of request (1), the following rules apply:
• The message SHALL include a route delimiter.
• The message MAY include routes. One SHALL be added by the system each time the request transits a socket.
• The message SHALL include a topic string, which MAY include period delimiters. The first portion (up to the
first period) SHALL be interpreted as a service name.
• The message MAY include a payload.
• The header MAY include the upstream flag, which affects request routing.
• The header SHALL include a nodeid field which affects request routing.
• The header SHALL include a matchtag field, used to match requests and responses.
• If the header noresponse flag is set, responses to the request SHALL be suppressed.
Request Routing
Request messages received by a broker are routed in three ways, depending on the value of the nodeid header field and
the upstream header flag:
1. If the request nodeid is set to the nodeid-any constant, the broker SHALL attempt to match a locally-registered
service with the request topic string. On a match, the message SHALL be routed to that service. Otherwise, it SHALL
be routed to the next upstream broker peer, which does the same. If the message reaches the root broker without
matching a service, that broker SHALL generate a response message containing POSIX error number 39 (Function not
implemented).
2. If the request nodeid is not nodeid-any and the upstream flag is clear, the nodeid SHALL be interpreted as the
destination broker rank. Brokers SHALL use topology data to route these requests to the destination broker. Upon
receipt, the destination broker SHALL attempt to match a locally-registered service with the request topic string. On
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a match, the message SHALL be routed to that service. Otherwise, the broker SHALL generate a response message
containing POSIX error number 39 (Function not implemented).
3. If the request nodeid is not nodeid-any and the upstream flag is set, the nodeid SHALL be interpreted as the broker
rank of the sender. The receiving broker SHALL NOT attempt to match a locally-registered service on that rank.
Instead, the message SHALL be routed to the upstream broker peer, as in the first case, until a service is matched or an
error is generated.
Note: The upstream flag enables a distributed service that registers the same service name on all broker ranks to send
requests to its own service on an upstream broker. Without the flag, the request would be looped back to the sender.
The same could be accomplished by addressing the request to the upstream broker’s rank, but that requires knowledge
of the topology, which is a little more involved than setting a message flag.

Response Message Type
When the message header indicates a message type of response (2), the following rules apply:
• The message SHALL include a route delimiter and routes copied from the request. A route SHALL be removed
by the system each time the response transits a socket. The route selects the next peer hop.
• The message SHALL include a topic string, copied from the request.
• The message MAY include a payload.
• The header SHALL include a errnum field.
• The header SHALL include a matchtag field, copied from the request.

Fig. 2: Example of (a) Flux request message, and (b) Flux response message. Integer values are in hex, and for clarity
are not converted to network byte order.
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Event Message Type
When the message header indicates a message type of event (4), the following rules apply:
• The message SHALL NOT include routes or a route delimiter.
• The message SHALL include a topic string.
• The message MAY include a payload.
• The header SHALL include a monotonically increasing event sequence number.
• The header MAY include the private flag, which instructs the broker only to deliver the event to connections with
credentials matching the event sender or the instance owner.
Event messages SHALL only be published by the rank 0 broker. Other ranks MAY cause an event to be sent by first
forwarding it to rank 0.
Control message type
When the message header indicates a message type of control (8), the following rules apply:
• The message SHALL NOT include routes or a route delimiter.
• The message SHALL NOT include a topic string.
• The message SHALL NOT include a payload.
• The header SHALL include two general purpose 4-byte integers labeled type and status.
• The message SHALL NOT be routed - it is only for use between direct peers.
Note: Control messages are currently used between overlay network peers to communicate status, send heartbeats,
and to force disconnects. They are also used between broker modules and the broker module loader to communicate
module status. Since they are not routed, they are not of much use outside of those contexts.

Payload Conventions
Request, response, and event messages MAY contain a payload. Payloads MAY consist of any byte sequence. To
maximize interoperability, norms are established for common payload types:
1. String payloads SHALL include a terminating NULL character.
2. Structured objects are RECOMMENDED to be represented as JSON1 .
3. JSON payloads SHALL conform to Internet RFC 7159.
4. JSON payloads SHALL be objects, not arrays or bare values.
5. JSON payloads SHALL include a terminating NULL character.
1

RFC 7159: The JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) Data Interchange Format, T. Bray, Google, Inc, March 2014.
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Message Framing and Security
When Flux uses ZeroMQ for transport (overlay network peer connections and the shmem connector), ZeroMQ handles
security and message framing. When Flux uses a UNIX domain stream socket for transport (local connector), Flux
handles security and message framing as described below. The remainder of this section applies only to connection
over UNIX domain stream sockets.
Upon accepting a connection from a new client, Flux SHALL determine the peer identity using SO_PEERCRED and
apply security policies described in RFC 12 to determine if user is authorized to access Flux. If the user is denied
access, a single nonzero byte representing a POSIX errno SHALL be sent to the client. When the client receives a
nonzero errno byte, it SHOULD interpret the error and disconnect. If the user is allowed access, a single zero byte
SHALL be sent to the client. Upon receipt of the zero byte, the client MAY proceed to exchange Flux messages on the
socket.
Messages SHALL be framed as follows: First, within a message, message parts SHALL be encoded as a size field
followed by a data field. The size field consists of a short message size (1 byte) followed by an optional long message
size (4 bytes). The message sizes SHALL be interpreted as unsigned integers in network byte order.
short message parts
If the data field is from 0 to 254 bytes, its length SHALL be placed in the short message size. The long message
size SHALL be omitted.
long message parts
If the data field is 255 bytes or greater, its length SHALL be placed in the long message size. The short message
size SHALL be set to a value of 255.
After the message parts are encoded and concatenated, the message SHALL be prefaced with a 4 byte magic value of
(FF, EE, 00, 12) and a 4-byte unsigned integer message length in network byte order. The message length SHALL be
set to the size of the concatenated message parts, including their length fields.

Fig. 3: Example of a Flux request message with framing for transmission over a UNIX domain stream socket.
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1.33.4 4/Flux Resource Model
The Flux Resource Model describes the conceptual model used for resources within the Flux framework.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_4.rst
• Editor: Mark Grondona <mgrondona@llnl.gov>
• State: draft
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
14/Canonical Job Specification
Goals
The Flux Resource Model provides a common conceptual model for resources described and managed by the Flux
framework and its components. The goals of this model are to:
• Develop a generalized, extensible model for resources within the framework such that all present and future
resource types fit the model
• Provide a common configuration scheme for these resources
• Provide a common storage, access, modification and discovery APIs for managing resource information
Background
As in traditional resource management software, the Flux framework requires a method for the description, configuration, tracking, and assignment of consumable and other resources in the system being managed. The Flux Framework,
however, requires a more generalized and flexible definition of resources and overall approach. This document describes the basic concepts used to describe each individual resource and its relationship with other resources. Further,
it illustrates how Flux uses these concepts to model some of the common high performance computing (HPC) resources
in relation to other resource management components. We term the model for describing resources in Flux The Flux
Resource Model.
The Flux Resource Model
The Flux Resource Model combines two basic concepts to describe individual resources and various relationships
among them.
The concept to describe each identifiable resource is called resource pool. A resource pool is a group of one or more
indistinguishable resources of a same kind. Each resource in a pool cannot be individually identified, and therefore,
the resources in the pool are collectively represented as a quantity. 32GB memory on a compute node, for instance,
MAY be described as a memory-resource pool with its pool size being 32 (i.e., 32 equal chunks of 1 GB memory).
One of the benefits of introducing the pool concept is flexibility in describing a resource with different levels of detail.
When a resource needs to described at coarse granularity, it can be pooled together with other resources of the same
type. Conversely, when finer granularity is required, it can be promoted to its own individual pool. If the compute
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node consists of 2 sockets and non-uniform memory access performance between them is an important consideration,
32GB memory can be modeled as 2 distinct memory-resource pools instead, each on a socket with its pool size being
16 (i.e., 16 equal chunks of 1 GB memory).
A resource pool with size 1 SHALL be the finest granularity at which a resource can be described. Although this
is identical to describing the resource as a scalar, we SHALL still call it a resource pool to avoid introducing a new
concept. When a distinction is needed, a pool with size 1 SHALL be called a “degenerate resource pool”.
The second concept borrows from graph theory to describe relationships among such individual resource pools. A
graph consists of a set of vertices and edges, where each vertex represents an individual resource pool and an edge a
certain relationship between them.
Each edge SHALL be either directional or bidirectional and have a type as well as a subsystem name such that the
union of the set of all edges with a same name and the set of all vertices connected by these edges SHALL represent a
unique subsystem of resources (e.g., a compute subsystem, a parallel I/O subsystem, a power subsystem, etc).
Resource Pool Data Model
This section describes the resource pool data required to be stored, tracked, and queried. Resource pool data SHALL
be composed of base data and OPTIONAL extended data. The base data captures the static properties of the resource
pool instance being modeled so that it SHALL include, but be not limited to:
• Type
• UUID (Unique ID for this resource)
• Basename
• Name
• ID (OPTIONAL numeric ID to be appended to basename to get name)
• Properties (static properties associated with this instance)
• Size (Total number of resources in this pool)
• Units (OPTIONAL units associated with the size value)
The default value for basename SHALL be the type. The default value for name SHALL be a concatenation of
basename and ID, or just basename when the ID value is not assigned.
The value for name SHALL support arbitrary resource attributes and properties (e.g. a system might have node names
formatted like “node-${frameid}-${rack}”).
The value for properties SHALL support multiple identifying properties which could be used to uniquely characterize the resource.
On the other hand, the OPTIONAL extended data SHALL enable a user, typically a management service such as a
scheduler, to extend, store and update its own data along with the base data of the target resource pool instance.
It MAY include, but be not limited to:
• Tags (dynamic list of tags)
• State (e.g., up, down, degraded, failing, unknown, null)
• Scheduling state data such as job allocations and reservations
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Graph Data Model
A graph consists of a set of vertices and edges. The Flux Resource Model uses a vertex to represent a resource pool.
However, it is RECOMMENDED to avoid embedding all of the resource pool data (i.e., base and extended data)
directly into the vertex itself. Instead, only a minimal set of metadata on the resource pool is RECOMMENDED to be
embedded directly within to the vertex while keeping a reference to the pool data itself. The metadata MAY pertain to
traversal and search optimization: e.g., optimizing the retrieval of vertices of certain types of resources, speeding up
graph traversal by eliminating unnecessary descents of a tree graph, etc.
An edge SHALL have data indicating its direction(s), type and belonging subsystem name. The direction and type of
an edge SHALL provide a semantic meaning to the relationship between its connecting vertices, and the name SHALL
identify a subsystem this edge belongs to.

Fig. 4: An edge capturing a “has-a” relationship
As shown in Figure 1, for example, the edge of the “CONTAINS” type represents the “has-a” relationship: i.e., Cluster
A has a rack called Rack1.

Fig. 5: Edges representing “conduit-of” relationships
Similarly, as shown in Figure 2, each edge of “CONDUIT_OF” type represents a directional flow relationship: i.e.,
EdgeSwitch3 is a conduit of CoreSwitch1 through which data flows. A bidirectional relationship MAY be represented
either as a single edge with arrows in the both ends or two opposite directional edges.
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Fig. 6: Opposite relationship
A directional relationship MAY be accompanied not only by the same type but also by the opposite type in the opposite
direction. For example, a directional “CONTAINS” edge MAY be accompanied by an “IN” edge in the other direction,
as shown in Figure 3.
Finally, the subsystem name of an edge SHALL be given such that the union of the set of all edges annotated with
a same name and the set of all vertices connected by these edges represent a subsystem of resources. Both edges in
Figure 3 MAY be named “physical hierarchy” if this graph belongs to that named hierarchy. Similarly, if the graph
shown in Figure 2 is a part of the I/O data path of a parallel file system, PFS1, its name MAY be “PFS1 I/O bandwidth
hierarchy.”
Common Patterns
The Flux Resource Model SHALL support a range of resource sets, from all of the resources in the center to a small
subset allocated to one Flux instance. In addition, the Flux Resource Model SHALL support management operations
at multiple granularity. In such a scheme, the higher the Flux instance is in the Flux instance hierarchy, the coarser
resource granularity it MAY be configured to operate at. For example, a higher-order Flux instance MAY be configured
to operate at the racks and aggregates on their containing nodes while a lower-level instance MAY actually operate at
the nodes and cores as the finest resource granularity.
The following provides common examples to illustrate how Flux composes two basic concepts to model some of the
common HPC resources.
The Composite Resource Pool
The dominant form of the Flux Resource Model is called composite resource pool, the combination of a composite type
(i.e., resources with 0 or more children and at most one parent, arranged in a hierarchical “has-a” graph relationship),
and a resource pool.
Borrowing from an object-oriented design pattern, the composite resource pool leads to the natural representation of
resources as a hierarchy of individual or pooled resources bound to a root which will typically be a “cluster” or “center”
resource.
Figure 4 shows a simple example of a composite resource pool representing a compute-hardware containment hierarchy.
Use of the composite resource pool in Flux has the following properties:
• Groups of related resources are treated the same as a single instance
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Fig. 7: Modeling a containment hierarchy using the composite resource pool
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• A subset of a composite resource pool is a valid composite resource pool
• Composite resource naturally describes resources in a “has-a” relationship
• High level resources can be created piece-wise from base resource types.
The Channeled Resource Pool
As HPC centers are becoming increasingly data- and power-constrained, the Flux Resource Model MUST be flexible
to be able to model how data and/or power flow through its distribution units (e.g., a high performance switch for data
and a power distribution unit for power). One specific form of the Flux Resource Model to represent the notion of a
flow is called channeled resource pool. Here, two resource pool instances, each representing a distribution capacity of
a flow, are related under a channel-of or conduit-of relationship.

Fig. 8: Modeling a file I/O bandwidth hierarchy using the channeled resource pool
Figure 5 shows how the I/O bandwidth subsystem of a parallel file system, PFS1, can be modeled using this form.
The resource pool in each vertex describes its distribution capacity and each edge represents which direction data is
distributed to.
Using this representation, an I/O bandwidth-aware scheduler MAY allocate the bandwidth capacity required by a job
on all of the distribution units that lie along the data path up to PFS1 when the platform is I/O bandwidth-constrained.
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Unifying Different Patterns under the Same Model
Because any specialized form of a resource subsystem SHALL be itself built out of the same basic concepts, the Flux
Resource Model SHALL be capable of easily combining different patterns into a unified form.

Fig. 9: Unified graph
Figure 6 shows how the above two different forms of the Flux Resource Model can be seamlessly represented under
the same paradigm. While simple, this example shows how the Flux Resource Model generalizes ways to model any
resources, their individual relationships, and perhaps more importantly subsystems of these resources.
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Abstract Interfaces
The abstract interfaces of the Flux Resource Model SHALL include, but not be limited to the following. These interfaces
are again broken down by two fundamental concepts of the Flux Resource Model: resource pool and graph. The
implementors of the Flux Resource Model MAY use this as a guide to determine the proper abstraction level exposed
by the implementations.
Resource Pool
When operating on a resource pool as an object, the following methods SHALL be supported. The majority of methods
are accessors.
Getters
Query both the base and extended data of the resource pool, including its size.
Setters
Update certain base and extended data, which includes “Tag (K, [V])”, a method for tagging a resource pool
object with arbitrary key (K) and OPTIONAL value (V) pairs, if the extended data includes Tags, and “State”, a
method for setting the state of the resource, if state is included in the extended data.
Matching support
Support various comparison operations from the filters that are being invoked by a walker (See the Graph subsection). Getters SHALL expose sufficiently detailed information so the evaluating filter can match on both base
and extended data (e.g., tags, properties, size, type, name, basename, ids, etc).
Graph
The following are the primary abstract types and their roles as relevant to the graph.
Walker
Provide generic ways to traverse the graph, visiting a subset of its vertices with a specific traversal pattern. It is
passed in the starting vertex and the name of a subsystem (e.g., the root vertex of a compute-hardware containment
hierarchy or an I/O bandwidth hierarchy) from which to walk. In particular, on a tree hierarchy, preorder and
postorder visiting patterns SHALL be supported, and a user MAY be able to register with it pre- and/or postorder callbacks, or “filters”, which are invoked by the walker on each visit event. The filters MAY be passed in
either from within the same service space or from a remote service space. The implementation that supports the
remote filter passing facilitates providing the the Flux Resource Model as a standalone “Resource” service.
Pruning Filter
Allow a user of the walker to continue or stop further traversal from the visiting vertex. On a tree hierarchy, this
filter is called back by the walker on each preorder visit event, and its return code influences the walker’s next
traversal action.
Evaluating Filter
Allow a user to evaluate the resource pool data of the visiting vertex. In particular, on a tree hierarchy, it is
invoked by the walker on each postorder visit event. This filter will typically calculate the matching score of
the visiting vertex, and if the score satisfies the criteria, it pushes the vertex into an accumulator that is capable
of tracking the selected vertices in descending score order. In addition, an evaluating filter can initiate a new
sub-walk into connecting vertices that belong to a subsystem different from the currently walking subsystem. In
this case, a different walker and filters MAY be used.
Accumulator
Allow an evaluating filter to store and keep the matching vertices in their sorted score order.
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Serializer
Allow for serializing/deserializing a subset of vertices along with their resource pool data. Allow for transmission
of this data over the wire, saving state to a file, etc.

1.33.5 5/Flux Broker Modules
This specification describes the broker extension modules used to implement Flux services.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_5.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 3/Flux Message Protocol
Background
Flux services are implemented as dynamically loaded broker plugins called “broker modules”. They are “actors” in
the sense that they have their own thread of control, and interact with the broker and the rest of Flux exclusively via
messages.
The flux-module front-end utility loads, unloads, and lists broker modules by exchanging RPC messages with a
module management component of the broker.
A broker module exports two symbols: a mod_main() function, and a mod_name NULL-terminated string.
The broker starts a module by calling its mod_main() function in a new thread. The broker provides a broker handle
and argv vector style arguments to the via mod_main() arguments. The arguments originate on the flux-module
load command line.
Prior to calling mod_main(), the broker registers a service for the module based on the value of mod_name. Request
messages with topic strings starting with this service name are diverted by the broker to the module as described in
RFC 3. The portion of the topic string following the service name is called a “service method”. A module may register
many service methods.
The broker also pre-registers handlers for service methods that all modules are expected to provide, such as “ping” and
“shutdown”. These handlers may be overridden by the module if desired.
The broker module implementing a new service is expected to register message handlers for its methods, then run the
flux reactor. It should use event driven (reactive) programming techniques to remain responsive while juggling work
from multiple clients.
Status messages are sent to the broker via pre-registered reactor watchers to indicate when the module is initializing,
running, finalizing, or exited. At initialization, a module MAY also manually send a status message to indicate to the
broker when initialization is complete. This provides synchronization to the broker module loader as well as useful
runtime debug information that can be reported by flux module list.
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Implementation
Well known Symbols
A broker module SHALL export the following global symbols:
const char \*mod_name;
A null-terminated C string defining the module name.
int mod_main (void \*context, int argc, char \**argv);
A C function that SHALL serve as the entry point for a thread of control. This function SHALL return zero to
indicate success or -1 to indicate failure. The POSIX errno thread-specific variable SHOULD be set to indicate
the type of error on failure.
Status Messages
A broker module SHALL be considered to be in one of the following states, represented by the integer values shown
in parenthesis:
• FLUX_MODSTATE_INIT (0) - initializing
• FLUX_MODSTATE_RUNNING (1) - running
• FLUX_MODSTATE_FINALIZING (2) - finalizing
• FLUX_MODSTATE_EXITED (3) - mod_main() exited
Upon loading the module, the broker SHALL initialize the broker state to FLUX_MODSTATE_INIT.
After initialization is complete, a module SHALL send an RPC to the broker.module-status service with the
FLUX_RPC_NORESPONSE flag to notify the broker that the module has started successfully. In order to ensure this
happens for all modules, the RPC SHALL be sent via a pre-registered reactor watcher upon a module’s first entry to
the reactor if the module has not already sent the message.
Example payload:
{
"status":1
}
After exiting the reactor and before exiting the module thread, the module SHALL send an RPC to broker.
module-status indicating that it intends to exit. The module SHALL wait for a response to this message before
exiting mod_main().
Example payload:
{
"status":2
}
Finally once mod_main() has exited, the module thread SHALL send an RPC to `broker.module-status with the
FLUX_RPC_NORESPONSE flag including the error status of the module: zero if mod_main() exited with a return
code greater than or equal to zero, otherwise the value of errno.
{
"status":2,
"errnum":0
}
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Load Sequence
The broker module loader SHALL launch the module’s mod_main() in a new thread. The broker.insmod response is deferred until the module state transitions out of FLUX_MODSTATE_INIT. If it transitions immediately to
FLUX_MODSTATE_EXITED, and the errnum value is nonzero, an error response SHALL be returned as described
in RFC 3.
Unload Sequence
The broker module loader SHALL send a <service>.shutdown request to the module when the module loader
receives a broker.rmmod request for the module. In response, the broker module SHALL exit mod_main(), sending
state transition messages as described above, and exit the module’s thread or process. The final state transition indicates
to the broker that it MAY clean up the module thread.
Built-in Request Handlers
All broker modules receive default handlers for the following methods:
<service>.shutdown
The default handler immediately stops the reactor. This handler may be overridden if a broker module requires
a more complex shutdown sequence.
<service>.stats.get
The default handler returns a JSON object containing message counts. This handler may be overridden if modulespecific stats are available. The flux-module stats command sends this request and reports the result.
<service>.stats.clear
The default handler zeroes message counts. This handler may be overridden if module-specific stats are available.
The flux-module stats --clear sends this request.
<service>.rusage
The default handler reports the result of getrusage(RUSAGE_THREAD). The flux-module rusage sends this
request and reports the result.
<service>.ping
The default handler responds to the ping request. The flux-ping command performs ping RPCs.
<service>.debug
The default handler manipulates the value of an integer stored in the module’s broker handle aux hash, under the
key “flux::debug_flags”. The flux-module debug sends this request.
Built-in Event Handlers
In addition, all broker modules subscribe to and register a handler for the following events:
<service>.stats.clear
The default handler zeroes message counts. A custom handler may be registered for this event if module-specific
stats are available. The flux-module stats --clear-all publishes this event.
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Module Management Message Definitions
Module management messages SHALL follow the Flux message rules described in RFC 3 for requests and responses
with JSON payloads.
The broker module loader SHALL implement the broker.insmod, broker.rmmod, and broker.lsmod methods.
Module management messages are described in detail by the following ABNF grammar:
MODULE

= C:insmod-req S:insmod-rep
/ C:rmmod-req S:rmmod-rep
/ C:lsmod-req S:lsmod-rep

; Multi-part zeromq messages
C:insmod-req
= [routing] insmod-topic insmod-json PROTO ; see below for JSON
S:insmod-rep
= [routing] insmod-topic PROTO
C:rmmod-req
S:rmmod-rep

= [routing] rmmod-topic rmmod-json PROTO
= [routing] rmmod-topic PROTO

C:lsmod-req
S:lsmod-rep

= [routing] lsmod-topic PROTO
= [routing] lsmod-topic lsmod-json PROTO

; topic strings
insmod-topic
rmmod-topic
lsmod-topic

are optional service + module operation
= "broker.insmod"
= "broker.rmmod"
= "broker.lsmod"

; see below for JSON

; see below for JSON

; PROTO and [routing] are as defined in RFC 3.
JSON payloads for the above messages are as follows, described using JSON Content Rules
insmod-json {
"path"
"args"
}

: string,
: [ *: string ]

; path to module file
; argv array (first element is not special)

rmmod-json {
"name"
}

: string,

; module name

lsmod-obj {
"name"
"size"
"digest"
"idle"
"status"
}

:
:
:
:
:

;
;
;
;
;

lsmod-json {
"mods"
}

: [ *lsmod-obj ]
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module name
module file size
SHA1 digest of module file
idle time in heartbeats
module state (enumerated above)
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1.33.6 6/Flux Remote Procedure Call Protocol
This specification describes how Flux Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is built on top of request and response messages
defined in RFC 3.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_6.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 3/Flux Message Protocol
Goals
Flux RPC protocol enables broker modules, utilities, or other software communicating with a Flux instance to call the
methods implemented by broker modules. Flux RPC has the following goals:
• Support location-neutral service addressing, without a location broker.
• Support a high degree of concurrency in both clients and servers
• Avoid over-engineered mitigations for timeouts, congestion avoidance, etc. that can be a liability in high performance computing environments.
• Provide a mechanism to abort in-progress RPC calls.
Implementation
A remote procedure call SHALL consist of one request message sent from a client to a server, and zero or more response
messages sent from a server to a client. The client and server roles are not mutually-exclusive— broker modules often
act in both roles.
+--------+
Request
+--------+
|
| --------------> |
|
| Client |
| Server |
|
| <-------------- |
|
+--------+
Response
+--------+
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Request Message
Per RFC 3, the request message SHALL include a nodeid and topic string used to aid the broker in selecting appropriate routes to the server. The client MAY address the request in a location-neutral manner by setting nodeid to
FLUX_NODEID_ANY, then the tree-based overlay network will be followed to the root looking for a matching service
closest to the client.
The request message MAY include a service-defined payload.
Requests to services that send multiple responses SHALL set the FLUX_MSGFLAG_STREAMING message flag.
A request MAY indicate that the response should be suppressed by setting the FLUX_MSGFLAG_NORESPONSE
message flag.
Response Messages
The server SHALL send zero or more responses to each request, as established by prior agreement between client and
server (e.g. defined in their protocol specification) and determined by message flags.
Responses SHALL contain topic string and matchtag values copied from the request, to facilitate client response matching.
If the request succeeds and a response is to be sent, the server SHALL set errnum in the response to zero and MAY
include a service-defined payload.
If the request fails and a response is to be sent, the server SHALL set errnum in the response to a nonzero value
conforming to POSIX.1 errno encoding and MAY include an error string payload. The error string, if included SHALL
consist of a brief, human readable message. It is RECOMMENDED that the error string be less than 80 characters and
not include line terminators.
The server MAY respond to requests in any order.
Streaming Responses
Services that send multiple responses to a request SHALL immediately reject requests that do not have the
FLUX_MSGFLAG_STREAMING flag set by sending an EPROTO (error number 71) error response.
The response stream SHALL consist of zero or more non-error responses, terminated by exactly one error response.
The service MAY signify a successful “end of response stream” with an ENODATA (error number 61) error response.
The FLUX_MSGFLAG_STREAMING flag SHALL be set in all non-error responses in the response stream. The flag
MAY be set in the final error response.
Matchtag Field
RFC 3 provisions request and response messages with a 32-bit matchtag field. The client MAY assign a unique (to the
client) value to this field, which SHALL be echoed back by the server in responses. The client MAY use this matchtag
value to correlate responses to its concurrently outstanding requests.
Note that matchtags are only unique to the client. Servers SHALL NOT use matchtags to track client state unless paired
with the client UUID.
The client MAY set matchtag to FLUX_MATCHTAG_NONE (0) if it has no need to correlate responses in this way,
or a response is not expected.
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The client SHALL NOT reuse matchtags in a new RPC unless it is certain that all responses from the original RPC have been received. A matchtag MAY be reused if a response containing the matchtag arrives with the
FLUX_MSGFLAG_STREAMING message flag clear, or if the response contains a non-zero error number.
Exceptional Conditions
If a request cannot be delivered to the server, the broker MAY respond to the sender with an error. For example, per RFC
3, a broker SHALL respond with error number 38 “Function not implemented” if the topic string cannot be matched
to a service, or error number 113, “No route to host” if the requested nodeid cannot be reached.
Although overlay networks use reliable transports between brokers, exceptional conditions at the endpoints or at intervening broker instances MAY cause messages to be lost. It is the client’s responsibility to implement any timeouts or
other mitigation to handle missing or delayed responses.
Disconnection
If a client aborts with an RPC in progress, it or its proxy SHOULD send a request to the server with a topic string of
“service.disconnect”. The FLUX_MSGFLAG_NORESPONSE message flag SHOULD be set in this request.
It is optional for the server to implement the disconnect method.
If the server implements the disconnect method, it SHALL cancel any pending RPC requests from the sender, without
responding to them.
The server MAY determine the sender identity for any request, including the disconnect request, by reading the first
source-address routing identity frame (closest to routing delimiter frame) from the request message. Servers which
maintain per-request state SHOULD index it by sender identity so that it can be removed upon receipt of the disconnect
request.
Cancellation
A service MAY implement a method which allows pending requests on its other methods to be canceled. If implemented, the cancellation method SHOULD accept a JSON object payload containing a “matchtag” key with integer
value. The sender of the cancellation request and the matchtag from its payload MAY be used by the service to uniquely
identify a single request to be canceled.
The client SHALL set the FLUX_MSGFLAG_NORESPONSE message flag in the cancellation request and the server
SHALL NOT respond to it.
If the canceled request did not set the FLUX_MSGFLAG_NORESPONSE message flag, the server SHOULD respond
to it with error number 125 (operation canceled).

1.33.7 7/Flux Coding Style Guide
This specification presents the recommended standards when contributing code to the Flux code base.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_7.rst
• Editor: Tom Scogland <scogland1@llnl.gov>
• Original author: Don Lipari <lipari@llnl.gov>
• State: draft
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Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/CodingStyle
Goals
• Encourage a uniform coding style in flux-framework projects
• Provide a document to reference when providing style feedback in project pull requests
C Coding Style Recommendations
Flux projects written in C SHOULD conform to the C99 version of the language.
In general, Flux follows the “Kernighan & Ritchie coding style” with the following exceptions or examples:
1. Indenting SHALL be with spaces, and not tabs.
2. One level of indentation SHALL be 4 spaces.
3. One space SHALL separate function names and the opening parenthesis (enhances readability).
4. There SHALL be no trailing spaces (or tabs) after the last non-space character in a line.
5. Lines SHOULD be limited to 80 characters.
6. Comments SHOULD be indented to the depth of the code they are describing.
7. The return type SHOULD be on the same line as the function declaration.
8. One space SHOULD separate the star and type in pointer declarations. Example:
int *ptr;

Variable Names
Variable names SHOULD NOT include upper case letters. For example msg_count is OK, but MsgCount or
MSG_COUNT do not conform.
Preprocessor macro names SHOULD NOT include lower case letters. For example FLUX_FOO_MAGIC is OK but
flux_foo_magic and FluxFooMagic do not conform.
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Typedefs
C typedef names SHOULD NOT include upper case letters.
C typedef names for functions SHOULD end in _f and SHOULD be defined as function pointers, for example:
typedef int (*flux_foo_f)(int arg1, int arg2);
C typedef names for non-functions SHOULD end in _t, for example:
typedef int my_type_t;
Abstract types SHOULD be publicly defined as incomplete types, for example:
typedef struct foo foo_t;
Abstract types SHOULD NOT be defined as pointers to incomplete types, as this obscures the fact that they are pointers
when used in declarations.
Typedef names SHOULD be chosen such that they are unique within a framework project. For example avoid generic
types like struct a or typedefs like ctx_t. A good practice is to include the name of the relevant source file, module
or service in the typedef (e.g. fooservice_ctx_t).
Typedefs SHOULD NOT be used for fixed length character arrays, as this obscures the fact that they are merely pointers
when used in function prototypes, and give different sizeof results depending on context.
Structures
Structure tags SHOULD NOT contain the string “struct”.
In the same way that we would not write:
int count_int;
float val_float;
we also should not write:
struct foo_struct {};

Enums and constants
Enumerations SHOULD be used instead of preprocessor macros for integral constants. Each enum SHOULD have a
name, to facilitate bindings and avoid casts in stronger typed contexts, for example enum flux_<name> {}; rather
than enum {};. If possible, the name should be derived from the function or structure it is meant to apply to. Further,
the name SHOULD have a suffix of _b if it is a bitmask enum.
Examples:
// Good, named, none is not
enum flux_msg_type_b {
FLUX_MSGTYPE_REQUEST
FLUX_MSGTYPE_RESPONSE
FLUX_MSGTYPE_EVENT
FLUX_MSGTYPE_CONTROL

a valid state
=
=
=
=

0x01,
0x02,
0x04,
0x08,
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

FLUX_MSGTYPE_ANY
FLUX_MSGTYPE_MASK

= 0x0f,
= 0x0f,

};
// Good, named with suffix, bitmap with none valid
enum flux_flag_b {
FLUX_O_NONE = 0,
FLUX_O_TRACE = 1,
FLUX_O_CLONE = 2,
FLUX_O_NONBLOCK = 4,
FLUX_O_MATCHDEBUG = 8,
};
// Good, non-bitmap, and none is not a valid state, 0 isn't an option
enum flux_requeue_mode {
FLUX_REQUEUE_HEAD = 1,
/* requeue message at head of queue */
FLUX_REQUEUE_TAIL = 2,
/* requeue message at tail of queue */
FLUX_REQUEUE_RAND = 3,
/* requeue message at somewhere*/
};
In order to represent the full range of values, enums that use a zero for none or similar SHOULD include an item with
the value zero to represent that state.
Tools for C formatting
The flux-core repository includes a .clang-format file for use with clang-format, and SHOULD be used for automated formatting if possible.
Those using vi will automatically follow some of the Flux style based on the presence of the following at the end of
each file:
/*
* vi:tabstop=4 shiftwidth=4 expandtab
*/
In vim, use the following to highlight whitespace errors:
let c_space_errors = 1
In emacs, add this to your custom-set-variables defs to highlight whitespace errors:
'(show-trailing-whitespace t)
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Python coding style
• Python code SHALL be formatted with the Black code style.

1.33.8 8/Flux Task and Program Execution Services
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_8.rst
• Editor: Mark grondona <mgrondona@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Goals
A core service of Flux is to launch, monitor, and handle I/O for distributed sets of tasks in order to execute a parallel
workload. A Flux workload can include further instances of Flux, to arbitrary recursive depth. The goal of this RFC is
to specify in detail the services required to execute a Flux workload.
Terminology
• task A process, and its child processes, threads and fibers, launched directly by flux and assigned a unique, zero
origin, unsigned integer rank. This SHALL serve as the basic granularity of I/O aggregation and state tracking
in Flux.
• task slot A set of resources, which MAY be constrained by a container, each of which MUST be sufficient to
run at least one task.
• program A single unit of execution within a flux instance, defining the environment, initial working directory,
arguments, IO handling, and granularity and placement of task slots for its child tasks.
• job A synonym for program.
• program parameters Data for a program that impacts how its tasks are executed. For example, arguments,
environment, working directory.
• program specification The language and/or API used to communicate program parameters to a Flux instance.
• program context a per-program datastore in the enclosing instance where a program MAY store persistent state.
• instance A set of Flux framework services running within a single communication domain [RFC 3], that includes
a capability to launch programs. A Flux instance is such a program.
• enclosing instance The instance in which a program is running.
• task manager A service provided by a Flux instance for the management, execution, and manipulation of tasks
within a program.
• instance owner The user on behalf of which a Flux instance is running.
• program frontend A utility or service to run a program in the foreground.
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Basic Execution Services of an Instance
A Flux instance SHALL offer basic services to start programs on behalf of users that have access to the instance.
Programs SHALL only be started on resources to which the current Flux instance has been allocated.
Program Parameters
Program parameters accepted by a Flux instance SHALL be sufficient to fully define creation, distribution, and environment of tasks executed as part of the program. These parameters MAY include:
• Arguments (MAY be per task)
• Working directory (MAY be inherited from instance)
• Environment
• Limits
• Task mapping
• Dependencies on other programs
Program parameters SHALL be inherited where effective. For example, the environment for a task within a program
SHALL be inherited from the parent program, and a program SHALL inherit its environment from the program that
created it. A mechanism to override inherited program parameters SHALL be provided.
A Flux instance MUST support persistence of program parameters for normal program execution.
Program specification
The form in which program parameters and other program data are communicated to a Flux instance is called the
program specification.
The program specification is fully detailed in a future RFC, however in this document it is suggested that the program
specification have at a minimum the following properties
• scriptable interface
• ability to specify task slots
• ability to map tasks to task slots with arbitrary complexity
• ability to describe dynamic program properties
• optionally include binary data (e.g. include a tarball or other package format of executables, input data, etc.)
Scheduling Program Execution

FIXME
Tom argues this section should be removed. I don’t really disagree. . .
Programs SHALL be executed as scheduled by a Scheduler from the enclosing instance, unless an immediate or unscheduled execution is requested. It is RECOMMENDED that unscheduled program execution be restricted to the
instance owner.
When requesting immediate program execution, an explicit list of resources on which to target the program MUST be
supplied by the caller.
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When submitting a scheduled program execution, a suitable description of required resources for the program MUST
be supplied by the caller, and the scheduler of the enclosing instance SHALL be responsible for choosing resources on
which to execute the program.
Program Input/Output
Execution services within a Flux instance SHALL have the ability to direct standard input and output to and from tasks
within a program.
If running under control of a frontend utility, standard output and stderr SHALL be copied to the stdout/stderr of the
front end program. The IO MAY also be saved to another repository within the enclosing instance.
A Flux instance SHALL offer the ability to run a program without a frontend command, and to continue running a
program if the frontend command is terminated unexpectedly. In this case, stdout and stderr of the program MUST be
saved in some form for later retrieval.
A Flux instance SHALL offer a method or methods to send stdin to one or more tasks within an executing program.
The contents of stdin MAY be saved for later retrieval.
Initial Program (Program 1)
A newly created Flux instance SHALL support creation of an initial program analogous to the init program on a UNIX
system. The initial program SHALL be any valid program including a single process interactive shell or batch script.
A Flux instance SHALL complete and release resources upon exit of the initial program.
Parameters of the initial program SHALL be set by the enclosing instance as parent, and MAY include:
• Environment and namespace such that enclosing instance is default Flux instance for all subprocesses
• Credentials of the enclosing instance owner
• Contain a proper subset of enclosing instance
The task slot on which to run the initial program MAY be influenced by the program parameters of the instance.
The initial program of an instance MAY be used to further customize the enclosing instance, e.g. by loading extra
modules, spawning initial programs, running initialization scripts and so on.
Bootstrap Mechanism
All instances of Flux SHALL be started under a bootstrap mechanism. The bootstrap mechanism SHALL provide the
bare minimum services required to provide the processes with their initial configuration data and to assist them with
network discovery.
Program Containers
Programs MAY be run in containers that restrict program execution to resources assigned to the program. Instance
owners MAY OPTIONALLY run programs outside of any containment. Programs run without such containment
SHALL be bound by the container of the enclosing instance.
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Program States

FIXME
Need to incorporate @dongahn’s state as used by Job Status and Control Module.
• empty
• pending
• starting
• running
• complete
• growing
• shrinking
Program Interface

FIXME
@trws suggests we fully define here which interface and control methods are available in what contexts. Is there
a different interface from within a program?

FIXME
@dongahn would like to additionally address sync, bind, and contain
A Flux instance SHALL support at least the following program initiation and control methods:
• new Reserve a new program handle P. The handle P SHALL be considered to be an empty or reserved program.
new() → P
• current_program Get a program handle P for the program of the caller.
• allocate Allocate resources R from the enclosing instance using a resource description Rdesc. alloc(Rdesc) →
R
• grow Grow a program P by resource set R. If the user U is not the instance owner, then R MUST be a resource
set properly allocated from the enclosing instance. grow(P, R)
• map Map a task or tasks description T onto program P. map(T,P)
• exec Execute all pending tasks in program P. exec(P)
• shrink Remove resource set R’ from program P. Tasks within P will be constrained to the new resource set for P.
If migration of a task to the new resource set is impossible, the task MAY be terminated, stopped, or hibernated.
If R’ == R then P becomes an empty program and all running tasks are terminated.
• wait Wait on status changes in program P.
• signal Send signals to all executing tasks in program P.
• terminate Terminate program P and wait for completion.
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• reap Post-processing of the program context of a completed program by its enclosing instance.
Other methods MAY be built using these primitives. For instance, a run or launch compound command may combine
the allocate, new, grow, map, and exec into a single interface.
A Flux instance SHALL support at least the following program information methods:
• list List all programs known to enclosing instance
• getinfo List data for a program P. The data returned SHALL include all program parameters, all tasks and their
states, etc.
Flux methods called by programs MUST interact with the enclosing instance. Therefore, programs MUST first obtain
their own program handle in order to affect themselves with the methods above. Programs MAY have the ability to call
a subset of the above methods on sibling programs within the same instance. The enclosing instance SHALL arbitrate
these calls based on security policy and ownership of the instance.
As a program, a Flux instance MAY utilize any of the methods above as needed to make requests of its enclosing
instance.

1.33.9 9/Distributed Communication and Synchronization Best Practices
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_9.rst
• Editor: Tom Scogland <scogland1@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Goals
To establish best practices, preferred patterns and anti-patterns for distributed services in the flux framework. Several
of the core services of Flux, including messages, RPCs, and the KVS, provide services for distributed notification and
synchronization, but not all of them are suitable for all cases. For now, this is a listing of some common patterns and
anti-patterns, but may shape into a more comprehensive guide as the most effective patterns are identified.
Anti-Patterns
• Watch chaining: The KVS provides the capability to watch keys for changes in value, receiving a callback or
value on change. It is tempting to chain these events together, adding a new watch inside the callback from an
event in order to catch the next action of a remote service. This is extremely likely to result in race-conditions unless additional external synchronization is employed. Flux services SHOULD NOT employ a pattern of chained
watches.
• KVS replacement updates: When keys are used as triggers that represent streams of events to be read, services
SHOULD NOT use replacement on the value of each update. Keys for which only the most recent value is useful,
such as monotonically increasing counters, MAY prefer replacement since their historical values can be inferred.
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Best-Practices
General Guidelines
• Services SHOULD NOT block the reactor any longer than necessary. Prefer to place an asynchronous request
or RPC and return to the reactor rather than block for a reply, co-routines in message handlers are one way to
accomplish this.
• For global notifications, prefer events.
• For data which should be persisted and produce a notification, prefer to write to the KVS in a way that supports
watches.
Preferred Patterns
• Centralize update triggers: Services may notify completion or transition events through watches on known
points in the KVS. Services that use this form of notification SHOULD group the points to be watched and/or
retain the updates made by appending to rather than replacing values.
• KVS request and response: Communication that needs to be logged and then triggered may be written to the
KVS, but the service SHOULD provide either a single touch-point that it will watch in the KVS for requests or
an event or request name to trigger the read of the data. If out-of-band triggers are used, kvs_get_version()
SHOULD be used to retrieve the KVS version in which the data is ready, and kvs_wait_version() SHOULD
be used by the client to wait for consistency.

1.33.10 10/Content Storage Service
This specification describes the Flux content storage service and the messages used to access it.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_10.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 3/Flux Message Protocol
• 11/Key Value Store Tree Object Format v1
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Goals
The Flux content storage service is the storage layer for the Flux Key Value Store (KVS). The goals of the content
storage service are:
• Provide storage for opaque binary blobs.
• Once stored from any broker rank, content is available to all broker ranks.
• Stored content is immutable.
• Content may not be removed while the Flux instance is running.
• Stored content is addressable by its message digest, computed using a cryptographic hash.
• The cryptographic hash algorithm is configurable per instance.
This kind of store has interesting and well-understood properties, as explored in Venti, Git, and Perkeep (see References
below), for example:
• Writes are idempotent
• De-duplication is automatic
• The address may be used to check the integrity of the addressed content
Implementation
The content service SHALL be implemented as a distributed cache with a presence on each broker rank. Each rank
MAY cache content according to an implementation-defined heuristic.
Ranks > 0 SHALL make transitive load and store requests to their parent on the tree based overlay network to fill invalid
cache entries, and flush dirty cache entries.
Rank 0 SHALL retain all content previously stored by the instance.
Rank 0 MAY extend its cache with an OPTIONAL backing store, the details of which are beyond the scope of this
RFC.
The content service SHALL NOT be accessible by guest users.
Hash Algorithm
A Flux instance SHALL select a hash algorithm at startup. This selection MUST NOT change throughout the lifetime
of the instance.
The configured algorithm SHALL be made available to Flux components via the content.hash broker attribute.
The hash algorithm:
• MUST have a high enough collision resistance so that the probability of storing two different blobs with the same
address is extremely unlikely
• is RECOMMENDED to have high space efficiency
• is RECOMMENDED to have low computational overhead
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Content
Content SHALL consist of from zero to 1,048,576 bytes of data. Content SHALL NOT be interpreted by the content
service.
Note: The blob size limit was temporarily increased to one gigabyte to avoid failures resulting from extreme workloads.
The original limit will be restored once KVS hdir objects are implemented.
Address
Each unique, stored blob of content SHALL be addressable by its hash digest.
A human-readable blobref MAY be used as an alternate representation of the hash digest. A blobref SHALL consist
of a string formed by the concatenation of:
• the name of hash algorithm used to store the content
• a hyphen
• a message digest represented as a lower-case hex string
Example:
sha1-f1d2d2f924e986ac86fdf7b36c94bcdf32beec15
Note: “blobref” was shamelessly borrowed from Perkeep (see References below).
Store
A store request SHALL be encoded as a Flux request message with the blob as raw payload (blob length > 0), or no
payload (blob length = 0).
A store response SHALL be encoded as a Flux response message with the message digest as raw payload, or an error
response.
A request to store content that exceeds the maximum size SHALL receive error number 27, “File too large”, in response.
After the successful store response is received, the blob SHALL be accessible from any rank in the instance.
Load
A load request SHALL be encoded as a Flux request message with message digest as raw payload.
A load response SHALL be encoded as a Flux response message with blob as raw payload (blob length > 0), no payload
(blob length = 0), or an error response.
A request to load unknown content SHALL receive error number 2, “No such file or directory”, in response.
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Flush
A flush request SHALL cause the local rank content service to finish storing any dirty cache entries. A flush response
SHALL NOT be sent until there are no dirty cache entries.
On rank 0, “dirty” SHALL be defined as “not stored on a backing store”. On rank > 0, “dirty” SHALL be defined as
“not stored on rank 0”.
A flush request SHALL receive error number 38, “Function not implemented”, on rank 0 if a backing store is not
configured.
Dropcache
A dropcache request SHALL cause the local content service to drop all non-essential entries from its cache.
Garbage Collection
References to content are the responsibility of the Flux Key Value Store. Content that the KVS no longer references
MAY NOT be removed while the Flux instance is running.
A Flux instance that is configured to restart saves content before shutting down. The shutdown process, after the KVS
service has been stopped, MAY choose to omit content that the final KVS root does not reference as a form of garbage
collection.
References
• Perkeep lets you permanently keep your stuff, for life..
• Venti: a new approach to archival storage, Bell Labs, Quinlan and Dorward.
• git reference manual

1.33.11 11/Key Value Store Tree Object Format v1
The Flux Key Value Store (KVS) implements hierarchical key namespaces layered atop the content storage service
described in RFC 10. Namespaces are organized as hash trees of content-addressed tree objects and values. This
specification defines the version 1 format of key value store tree objects.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_11.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
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Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 10/Content Storage Service
Goals
• Define KVS metadata compatible with the RFC 10 content storage service.
• Tree objects can be parsed years after they were written (provenance).
• Values exceeding the blob size limit (RFC 10) can be represented.
• Tree objects exceeding the blob size limit (RFC 10) can be represented.
• Values support an append operation.
• A KVS namespace of arbitrary depth can be “rolled up” into one tree object.
• Tree objects are (somewhat) self-describing.
• Large directories are not expensive to access or update.
Implementation
In contrast to the original KVS prototype, in this specification, KVS values are unstructured, opaque data.
All tree objects SHALL be represented as JSON objects containing three top level names:
• ver, an integer version number
• type, a string type name
• data, a type dependent JSON object
There are six types:
• valref, data is an array of blobrefs. The concatenated blobs are an opaque data value (not a val object).
• val, data is a base64 string representing opaque data.
• dirref, data is an array of blobrefs. The concatenated blobs are interpreted as a dir or hdir object.
• dir, data is a map of names to tree objects.
• hdir, data is a map of integer-hashed names to dirref objects.
• symlink, data is an object containing a target key and optionally a namespace.
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Valref
A valref refers to opaque data in the content store (the actual data, not a val object).
{ "ver":1,
"type":"valref",
"data":["sha1-aaa...","sha1-bbb...",...],
}

Val
A val represents opaque data directly, base64-encoded.
{ "ver":1,
"type":"val",
"data":"NDIyCg==",
}
Short values that are not large enough to warrant a valref and independent blobs SHOULD be represented as a val
when written to the content store.
The val object MAY be used as part of the protocol for sending key-value tuples of any size to the KVS in the JSON
payload of an RPC.
Dirref
A dirref refers to a dir or hdir object that was serialized and stored in the content store.
{ "ver":1,
"type":"dirref",
"data":["sha1-aaa...","sha1-bbb...",...],
}
Although the dirref definition supports an array of multiple blobrefs, at this time the array size is limited to one.
Dir
A dir is a dictionary mapping keys to any of the tree object types.
{ "ver":1,
"type":"dir",
"data":{
"a":{"ver":1,"type":"dirref","data":["sha1-aaa"]},
"b":{"ver":1,"type":"val","data":"NDIyCg=="}
"c":{"ver":1,"type":"valref","data":["sha1-aaa","sha1-bbb"]},
"d":{"ver":1,"type":"dir","data":{...},
}
}
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Hdir
A hdir is a dictionary mapping keys to any of the tree object types, though a level of indirection. The hdir object is for
efficiently representing large directories.
A dir SHALL be converted to an hdir once the number of entries exceeds a configurable maxdirent value. The hdir
SHALL have a fixed number of buckets represented by size, fixed when the hdir is created. The hash function used
to map keys to buckets SHALL be identified with func. Hash buckets MAY be sparsely populated. Each hash bucket
contains a single dirref object.
{ "ver":1,
"type":"hdir",
"data":{
"size":8,
"func":"city32",
"bucket":[
{"ver":1,"type":"dirref","data":["sha1-aaa"]},
,,,,,
{"ver":1,"type":"dirref","data":["sha1-eee"]},
{"ver":1,"type":"dirref","data":["sha1-fff"]},
]
}
}
At this time, hdir objects have not been implemented.
Symlink
A symlink is a symbolic pointer to a another KVS key, which may or may not be fully qualified. Optionally, a namespace
can be specified for that key. If a namespace is not specified, the current namespace is assumed.
Example without namespace:
{ "ver":1,
"type":"symlink",
"data":{"target":"a.a"},
}
Example with namespace:
{ "ver":1,
"type":"symlink",
"data":{"namespace":"a","target":"b.b"},
}
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1.33.12 12/Flux Security Architecture
This document describes the mechanisms used to secure Flux instances against unauthorized access and prevent privilege escalation and other attacks, while ensuring programs run with appropriate user credentials and are contained
within their set of allocated resources.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_12.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 3/Flux Message Protocol
Goals
• Design for auditability.
• Minimize code running with elevated privilege.
• Security algorithms should be configurable according to site policy.
• Run programs with the credentials of the submitting user.
• Prevent unauthorized access.
• Assume networks are NOT physically secure by default.
• Programs are contained within allocated resources.
• Integration with Linux distribution security services
• Integration with site security services
Overview
Flux is distributed software that runs parallel programs on behalf of users in a multi-user Linux environment, including
but not limited to commodity HPC Linux clusters. Flux is unique among resource managers in that a Flux instance
may be launched as a parallel program by an unprivileged user.
A Flux instance is built upon message brokers communicating via overlay network(s). A Flux instance has an “instance owner” whose identity is used to launch the broker processes, and whose credentials secure overlay network
connections, for privacy and message integrity.
The instance owner has full control over the instance, including its resources (within bounds enforced by the enclosing
instance), its scheduling policies, its loadable extension modules, the access rights of other users within the instance,
even the non-privileged executable components of the instance.
Neither the instance owner nor the broker executables require special system privileges. The privilege necessary to
launch work as other users and establish containment to the allocated resources is concentrated in a single privileged
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command. Only work cryptographically shown to have been requested by a user AND authorized by the instance owner
to use a set of resources that it owns will be launched by the privileged command in a container with those resources.
This concentration of privilege combined with simple rules makes Flux security auditable, and safely gives the instance
owner flexibility to customize and augment Flux services.
A user interacts with a Flux instance (for example via a job submission command) by connecting to a broker, then
sending and receiving messages as described in RFC 3. Connections are established using broker plugins called “connectors”. The connector is responsible for authenticating the user, assigning the user one or more “roles”, and accepting
or denying the connection.
If a connection is accepted, the userid and role set are saved with connection state in the connector and subsequent messages originating from the connection are stamped with this information. The instance owner controls the configuration
for assignment of roles, thus controls what other users will be allowed do within the instance.
Services that have arranged to receive requests by users other than the instance owner can gate access to operations
using the userid and role stamped on the request message by the connector, according to the service’s security policy.
For example, a scheduler could allow a user to dequeue their own jobs, or if they have the “admin” role, to dequeue
jobs belonging to others.
A service’s security policy resides within the service, and is initialized to a default state by the service. The default
security policy for some services may be altered by instance owner. For example, the instance owner could extend job
cancellation to anyone with the “user” role.
Implementation
Flux Credentials
Flux credentials SHALL consist of a 32-bit userid and a 32-bit rolemask. A users’s Flux user ID SHALL be the same
as the user’s POSIX UID.
FLUX_USERID_UNKNOWN (2:sup:32 - 1) SHALL be a reserved userid to indicate “invalid user”.
The Flux rolemask MAY be assigned the following roles:
FLUX_ROLE_NONE (0) SHALL indicate “invalid rolemask”.
FLUX_ROLE_OWNER (1) SHALL confer the maximum privilege upon the user, and is REQUIRED to be assigned
to the instance owner.
FLUX_ROLE_USER (2) SHALL confer access, but no administrative privilege upon the user.
Other role bit definitions are TBD.
Configuration
The security policy of a Flux instance SHALL be configurable.
An instance SHALL restrict access to the instance owner, unless explicitly configured to allow guest users.
Additional configuration MAY include:
• Allowed types of user authentication
• Configuration for each allowed authentication method
• Allow/deny list gating access to specific users
• Assignment of special privileges to lists of users
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Connector Security
Flux connectors SHALL authenticate each connection, mapping it to a valid Flux userid and rolemask, or rejecting it.
As indicated in RFC 3, Flux messages have a userid and rolemask field. In messages received en route to the
broker, the connector SHALL rewrite these fields from the expected values of FLUX_USERID_UNKNOWN and
FLUX_ROLE_NONE to the authenticated userid and rolemask.
If the user is not authenticated with FLUX_ROLE_OWNER, and a message is received en route to the broker with
the userid and rolemask NOT set to the expected values, the message SHALL be rejected: if it is a request, a POSIX
EPERM (1) error response SHALL be returned to the sender; otherwise the message SHALL be dropped.
If the user is authenticated with FLUX_ROLE_OWNER, valid userid and rolemask fields SHALL NOT be rewritten.
This facilitates testing, and allows connectors implemented as processes or threads running as the instance owner to
authenticate messages, while themselves connecting to the broker via authenticated connector.
Connectors that support connections spanning physical networks SHALL protect against eavesdropping, man-in-themiddle, and other attacks on public networks.
Service Security Policy
Flux services that implement message handlers SHALL implement security policy based on the userid and/or rolemask
fields in inbound messages.
A policy mechanism SHALL be provided by the Flux reactor for each message handler that compares the rolemask of
inbound messages against an “allow” rolemask. If a logical and of the two rolemasks produces zero, the message is
rejected: requests SHALL receive a POSIX EPERM (1) error response; other message types SHALL be dropped. By
default the handler rolemask contains only FLUX_ROLE_OWNER.
A message handler MAY disable the built-in policy by setting its rolemask to FLUX_ROLE_ALL (2:sup:32 - 1).
It MAY then use message functions to access userid and rolemask to implement its own algorithm for accepting or
rejecting messages.
FLUX_ROLE_OWNER MUST NOT be excluded from the “allow” rolemask of a message handler.
Instance Owner
The Flux broker processes comprising a Flux instance SHALL run as a common userid termed the “instance owner”.
The instance owner SHALL have control over the instance and its resources; however, the instance owner SHALL NOT
have the capability to launch work as other users without their consent.
A system instance MAY run as a dedicated user, such as “flux”. The system instance owner SHALL NOT be the root
user.
Other users MAY start their own instances as parallel programs according to the policy of the enclosing instance.
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Overlay Networks
The overlay networks are for direct broker to broker communication within an instance.
Users other than the instance owner SHALL NOT be permitted to connect to an instance’s overlay networks. Since
overlay networks are implemented using the ZeroMQ messaging library, these connections SHALL be secured using a
configurable ZeroMQ security plugin that implements message privacy, authenticity, and integrity such as “CURVE”
or “GSSAPI”.
ZeroMQ security is documented in:
• ZeroMQ RFC 23 ZMTP ZeroMQ Message Transport Protocol
• ZeroMQ RFC 24 ZMTP PLAIN
• ZeroMQ RFC 25 ZMTP CURVE
• ZeroMQ RFC 26 CurveZMQ
• ZeroMQ RFC 27 ZAP ZeroMQ Authentication Protocol
• ZeroMQ RFC 38 ZMTP GSSAPI
The default ZeroMQ security plugin SHALL be “CURVE”, which requires minimal security infrastructure to operate.
When a CURVE public, secret key pair is stored on a file system, the key pair SHALL be encoded using the ZeroMQ
certificate format documented in:
• Securing ZeroMQ: Soul of a New Certificate, P. Hintjens, October 2013.
• ZeroMQ Certificates, Design Iteration 1, P. Hintjens, October 2013.
A long-term CURVE certificate SHALL NOT be used if it is damaged, or if file system permissions allow the private
key to be disclosed to users other than the Flux instance owner. If certificates are stored in a network file system, it is
RECOMMENDED that network file system traffic be protected from eavesdropping.
A Flux system instance using CURVE security is configured with access to a single, shared CURVE certificate for the
system.
A Flux instance that is launched with PMI self-generates a unique CURVE key pair within the memory of each broker.
Public keys are shared via the PMI KVS. After PMI synchronization, each broker reads the public keys of its immediate
peers, and authorizes them to communicate.
Process Management Interface (PMI)
Programs launched by a Flux instance MAY use PMI services, a quasi-standard set of APIs and wire protocols, to
obtain program attributes, exchange endpoint information, and to spawn additional tasks. Programs use PMI in one of
three methods:
1. Programs link against a shared library provided by the resource manager, which provides well known PMI API
calls.
2. Programs are given a connection to the resource manager by passing an inherited file descriptor, whose number
is communicated with an environment variable. Programs then use a well known PMI wire protocol to communicate with the resource manager.
3. programs and resource managers link against a shared library provided by a standalone PMI implementation,
which implements both a well known PMI API and a resource manager API. The PMI implementation manages
connections between programs and resource managers.
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In a multi-user instance, PMI service as in (1) SHALL be provided by a shared library that implements PMI API in
terms of its wire protocol, and proceeds as in (2).
In a single-user instance, PMI service as in (1) MAY be provided by a shared library that implements PMI API directly
in terms of Flux services, as a stop-gap measure while multi-user PMI is under development. Security is as described
for direct broker connections.
PMI service as in (2) SHALL be provided by a purpose-built Flux service that implements a handler for PMI wire
protocol and pre-connects programs using file descriptor passing. No security is required in this context. This PMI
service SHALL NOT expose Flux services directly to programs; for example, the PMI KVS calls SHALL NOT be
allowed full access to the Flux KVS namespace.
PMI service as in (3) requires auditing of the standalone PMI implementation to ensure that connections are properly
secured, and access to Flux services is limited as in (2). (This is the “preferred” PMIx model - viability TBD).
Other Program Services
TBD: Tool interfaces, grow/shrink.
Resource Containment
Programs launched by an instance SHALL be contained within their resource allotment.
TBD: Unprivileged instance needs to call unshare(2), which requires CAP_SYS_ADMIN, etc.
TBD: Containment should be implemented as a stack of plugins that execute at different points in the life cycle of a
program.
Integration with OS Security Software
As a general rule Flux, and the packages it depends on, SHOULD link against packaged, shared library versions of
security significant software provided by the OS distribution. This allows Flux to receive timely fixes for security
vulnerabilities, without requiring Flux to be rebuilt. These include:
• libzmq.so, libczmq.so
• libsodium.so (libzmq should avoid configuring built in “tweetnacl” alternative)
• libgssapi_krb5.so, libkrb5.so, libk5crypto.so, etc..
TBD: integration MAY be required with:
• SELinux
• Linux pluggable authentication modules (PAM)
• Linux cgroups
• Linux private namespaces (unshare(2))
• systemd
• SSH
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Integration with site services
TBD: integration MAY be required with:
• Kerberos V
• LDAP
• file systems
See also
• MUNGE Uid ‘N’ Gid Emporium, C. Dunlap
• Securing ZeroMQ: the Sodium Library, P. Hintjens, March 2013.
• Securing ZeroMQ: CurveZMQ protocol and implementation, P. Hintjens, March 2013.
• Securing ZeroMQ: draft ZMTP v3.0 Protocol, P. Hintjens, April 2013.
• Securing ZeroMQ: Circus Time, P. Hintjens, July 2013.
• Using ZeroMQ Security (part 1), P. Hintjens, September 2013.
• Using ZeroMQ Security (part 2), P. Hintjens, September 2013.
• Gist: ZeroMQ with GSSAPI, C. Busbey, April 2014.

1.33.13 13/Simple Process Manager Interface v1
The MPI process manager interface (PMI) version 1 is a de-facto standard API and wire protocol for communication
between MPI runtimes and resource managers. It was added to the MPICH2 MPI-2 reference implementation in late
2001, and has since been widely implemented, but was not officially standardized by the MPI Forum and has been only
lightly documented. This RFC is an attempt to document PMI-1 to guide developers of resource managers that must
support current and legacy MPI implementations.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_13.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 12/Flux Security Architecture
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Goals
• Decrease coupling between process managers and MPI implementations by clarifying their “contract” for communication.
• Document the PMI-1 application programming interface (API)
• Document the PMI-1 wire protocol
• Document compatibility issues between protocol versions.
• Decrease the amount of research required to implement a process manager.
• Identify which functions are optional, and under what circumstances.
PMI Versions
This document covers PMI 1.1 with a few notes about backwards compatibility with earlier versions.
The PMI version 2 API is disjoint from version 1. The version 2 wire protocol builds on the same fundamental structures
as version 1, but includes incompatible operations. Clients and servers negotiate the highest mutually supported protocol version, including across major protocol versions. Apart from version negotiation and the common fundamentals,
PMI version 2 a different protocol and not covered here.
PMIx (“x” for exascale, from the OpenMPI community) is a separate effort that provides compatible PMI version 1
and 2 APIs but uses an incompatible wire protocol. PMIx is not covered here.
PMIX (“X” for extension), is as set of extensions to PMI-2. The PMIX extensions are not covered here.
Overview
PMI was designed as an interface between process managers and parallel programs, including, but not limited to,
MPI runtimes. It has two main parts, one part designed to assist with bootstrap activities that need to take place
inside ‘MPI_Init()’, and the other part designed to support MPI-2’s dynamic process management features, such as
‘MPI_Comm_spawn()’.
A newly-launched MPI process needs to find out (minimally) its rank, the total number of ranks in the program, and
network addresses of other ranks. The rank and size can be trivially passed to the process from the process manager
via environment variables. Network addresses could be assigned by the process manager and passed in a similar way,
but that would require the process manager to have intimate knowledge of interconnects and the MPI implementation’s
internal wire-up topologies. To achieve a separation of concerns, the PMI designers wisely suggested that the process
manager only provide a generic mechanism for MPI processes to exchange information.
This mechanism consists of a key value store (KVS). What one process puts into the KVS can be read out by another
process, after appropriate synchronization. A simple collective barrier function provides this synchronization. Once
all processes have reached the barrier, all data has been written, and can be read once processes are released from the
barrier.
Programs may access PMI-1 services provided by a process manager using the PMI-1 wire protocol; a shared library
providing the PMI-1 API implemented using the PMI-1 wire protocol; or less flexibly, a shared library providing the
PMI-1 API implemented using a proprietary protocol.
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Terminology
Process manager
The provider of PMI services. A resource manager MAY operate in the role of process manager.
Process group
A parallel program, including but not limited to MPI programs. It is the user of PMI services. In this document
program is used interchangeably process group.
process
A UNIX process, in this context, a member of a process group or a program.
PMI library
A shared library that provides the PMI-1 API.
Caveats
Some deficiencies of PMI 1 are noted in the PMI-2 paper6 :
• There is no mechanism to scope a key locally for a subset of processes.
• PMI-1 is not thread safe. On a given PMI connection, only one request can be in flight concurrently.
• There is no way for a program to access the PMI KVS of another cooperating program.
• There is no mechanism for respawning processes when a fault occurs.
In addition, the lack of strong guidance from the MPI Forum has limited acceptance of the PMI wire protocol and
resulted in incomplete and non-conforming PMI library implementations. This in turn has resulted in stronger coupling
between process managers and MPI implementations than necessary.
Environment
The process manager MAY use the UNIX environment to communicate basic process group information to processes.
If the PMI wire protocol is offered, the process manager SHALL set the following environment variables:
Variable
PMI_FD
PMI_RANK
PMI_SIZE
PMI_SPAWNED

Description
file descriptor process SHALL use to communicate with process manager
rank of this process within the program (zero-origin)
size of the program (number of ranks)
only set (to 1) if the program was created by PMI_Spawn_multiple()

Application Programming Interface
Programs SHOULD NOT strongly bind to a particular process manager’s PMI library, for example with rpath, as this
complicates running a compiled program under multiple process managers, especially if a system includes process
managers that use proprietary protocols.
To provide maximum interoperability, a PMI library SHOULD
• implement the PMI-1 wire protocol
• be named “libpmi”
• have a shared library major version number of 0
6
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• provide all function signatures defined below
Functions tagged as “OPTIONAL” SHOULD be defined, but may be implemented to return PMI_FAIL with no effect.
There is no defined mechanism to extend PMI-1 without inadvertently coupling users of a extension to a PMI library
and/or process manager, therefore PMI libraries SHALL NOT implement functions not defined below.
Return Codes
All PMI-1 functions SHALL return one of the following integer values, indicating the result of the operation:
Name
PMI_SUCCESS
PMI_FAIL
PMI_ERR_INIT
PMI_ERR_NOMEM
PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG
PMI_ERR_INVALID_KEY
PMI_ERR_INVALID_KEY_LENGTH
PMI_ERR_INVALID_VAL
PMI_ERR_INVALID_VAL_LENGTH
PMI_ERR_INVALID_LENGTH
PMI_ERR_INVALID_NUM_ARGS
PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARGS
PMI_ERR_INVALID_NUM_PARSED
PMI_ERR_INVALID_KEYVALP
PMI_ERR_INVALID_SIZE

Value
0
-1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Description
operation completed successfully
operation failed
PMI not initialized
input buffer not large enough
invalid argument
invalid key argument
invalid key length argument
invalid val argument
invalid val length argument
invalid length argument
invalid number of arguments
invalid args argument
invalid num_parsed length argument
invalid keyvalp argument
invalid size argument

Initialization
int PMI_Init(int *spawned)
Initialize the PMI library for this process. Upon success, the value of spawned (boolean) SHALL bet set to (1) if this
process was created by PMI_Spawn_multiple(), or (0) if not.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_FAIL - initialization failed
int PMI_Initialized(int *initialized)
Check if the PMI library has been initialized for this process. Upon success, the the value of initialized (boolean)
SHALL be set to (1) or (0) to indicate whether or not PMI has been successfully initialized.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_FAIL - unable to set the variable
int PMI_KVS_Get_name_length_max(int *length)
int PMI_KVS_Get_key_length_max(int *length)
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int PMI_KVS_Get_value_length_max(int *length)
int PMI_Get_id_length_max(int *length)
Obtain the maximum length (including terminating NULL) of KVS name, key, value, and id strings. Upon success,
the PMI library SHALL set the value of length to the maximum name length for the requested parameter.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_FAIL - unable to set the length
Notes:
• Process Management in MPICH1 recommends minimum lengths for name, key, and value of 16, 32, and 64,
respectively.
• PMI_Get_id_length_max() SHALL be considered an alias for PMI_KVS_Get_name_length_max().
• PMI_Get_id_length_max() was dropped from pmi.h3 on 2011-01-28 in commit f17423ef.
int PMI_Finalize(void)
Finalize the PMI library for this process.
Errors:
• PMI_FAIL - finalization failed
int PMI_Abort(int exit_code, const char error_msg[])
Abort the process group associated with this process. The PMI library SHALL print error_msg to standard error,
then exit this process with with exit_code. This function SHALL NOT return.
Process Group Information
int PMI_Get_size(int *size)
Obtain the size of the process group to which the local process belongs. Upon success, the value of size SHALL be
set to the size of the process group.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_FAIL - unable to return the size
int PMI_Get_rank(int *rank)
Obtain the rank (0. . . size-1) of the local process in the process group. Upon success, rank SHALL be set to the rank
of the local process.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_FAIL - unable to return the rank
1
3
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int PMI_Get_universe_size(int *size)
Obtain the universe size, which is the the maximum future size of the process group for dynamic applications. Upon
success, size SHALL be set to the rank of the local process.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_FAIL - unable to return the size
Notes:
• See MPI-22 section 5.5.1. Universe Size.
int PMI_Get_appnum(int *appnum)
Obtain the application number. Upon success, appnum SHALL be set to the application number.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_FAIL - unable to return the appnum
Notes
• See MPI-22 section 5.5.3. MPI_APPNUM.
Local Process Group Information
int PMI_Get_clique_ranks(int ranks[], int length)
Get the ranks of the local processes in the process group. This is a simple topology function to distinguish between
processes that can communicate through IPC mechanisms (e.g., shared memory) and other network mechanisms. The
user SHALL set length to the size returned by PMI_Get_clique_size(), and ranks to an integer array of that
length. Upon success, the PMI library SHALL fill each slot of the array with the rank of a local process in the process
group.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_LENGTH - invalid length argument
• PMI_FAIL - unable to return the ranks
Notes:
• This function returns the ranks of the processes on the local node.
• The array must be at least as large as the size returned by PMI_Get_clique_size().
• This function was dropped from pmi.hPage 60, 3 on 2011-01-28 in commit f17423ef
• The implementation should fetch the PMI_process_mapping value from the KVS and calculate the clique ranks
(see below).
int PMI_Get_clique_size(int *size)
Obtain the number of processes on the local node. Upon success, size SHALL be set to the number of processes on
the local node.
Errors:
2

MPI-2: Extensions to the Message-Passing Interface
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• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_FAIL - unable to return the clique size
Notes:
• This function was dropped from pmi.hPage 60, 3 on 2011-01-28 in commit f17423ef
• The implementation should fetch the PMI_process_mapping value from the KVS and calculate the clique ranks
(see below).
Key Value Store
int PMI_KVS_Put(const char kvsname[], const char key[], const char value[])
Put a key/value pair in a keyval space.
The user SHALL set kvsname to the name returned from
PMI_KVS_Get_my_name(). The user SHALL set key and value to NULL terminated strings no longer (with NULL)
than the sizes returned by PMI_KVS_Get_key_length_max() and PMI_KVS_Get_value_length_max() respectively.
Upon success, the PMI value SHALL be visible to other processes after PMI_KVS_Commit() and PMI_Barrier() are
called.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_KVS - invalid kvsname argument
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_KEY - invalid key argument
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_VAL - invalid val argument
• PMI_FAIL - put failed
Notes:
• The function MAY complete locally.
• All keys put to a keyval space SHALL be unique to the keyval space.
• A key SHALL NOT be put more than once to a keyval space.
int PMI_KVS_Commit(const char kvsname[])
Commit all previous puts to the keyval space. Upon success, all puts since the last PMI_KVS_Commit() shall be stored
into the specified kvsname.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_FAIL - commit failed
Notes:
• This function commits all previous puts since the last ‘PMI_KVS_Commit()’ into the specified keyval space.
• It is a process local operation, thus in some implementations, it MAY have no effect and still return
PMI_SUCCESS.
int PMI_KVS_Get(const char kvsname[], const char key[], char value[], int length)
Get a key/value pair from a keyval space. The user SHALL set kvsname to the name returned from
PMI_KVS_Get_my_name(). The user SHALL set length to the length of the value array, which SHALL be no
shorter than the length returned by PMI_KVS_Get_value_length_max(). The user SHALL set ‘key’ to a NULL
terminated string no longer (with NULL) than the size returned by PMI_KVS_Get_key_length_max().
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Upon success, the PMI library SHALL fill value with the value of key.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_KVS - invalid kvsname argument
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_KEY - invalid key argument
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_VAL - invalid val argument
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_LENGTH - invalid length argument
• PMI_FAIL - get failed
int PMI_KVS_Get_my_name(char kvsname[], int length)
int PMI_Get_kvs_domain_id(char kvsname[], int length)
int PMI_Get_id(char kvsname[], int length)
This function returns the common keyval space for this process group. The user SHALL set set length to the length
of the kvsname array, which SHALL be no shorter than the length returned by PMI_KVS_Get_name_length_max().
Upon success, the PMI library SHALL set kvsname to a NULL terminated string representing the keyval space.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_LENGTH - invalid length argument
• PMI_FAIL - unable to return the kvsname
Notes:
• length SHALL be greater than or equal to the length returned by PMI_KVS_Get_name_length_max().
• PMI_Get_kvs_domain_id()
PMI_KVS_Get_my_name().

and

PMI_Get_id()

SHALL

be

considered

an

alias

for

• PMI_Get_kvs_domain_id() and PMI_Get_id() were dropped from pmi.hPage 60, 3 on 2011-01-28 in commit
f17423ef.
int PMI_Barrier(void)
This function is a collective call across all processes in the process group the local process belongs to. The PMI library
SHALL attempt to block until all processes in the process group have entered the barrier call, or an error occurs.
Errors:
• PMI_FAIL - barrier failed
Notes:
• This operation is the only collective defined for PMI-1.
• Some implementations MAY piggyback a KVS data exchange on the barrier operation internally.
• The barrier operation MUST be usable as a generic synchronization mechanism, without requiring KVS data to
be queued for exchange.
int PMI_KVS_Create(char kvsname[], int length)
int PMI_KVS_Destroy(const char kvsname[]);
int PMI_KVS_Iter_first(const char kvsname[], char key[], int key_len, char val[], int val_len)
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int PMI_KVS_Iter_next(const char kvsname[], char key[], int key_len, char val[], int val_len)
Notes:
• These functions are OPTIONAL.
• Dropped from pmi.hPage 60, 3 on 2011-01-28 in commit f17423ef,
Dynamic Process Management
typedef struct {
const char * key;
char * val;
} PMI_keyval_t;
int PMI_Spawn_multiple(int count, const char *cmds[], const char **argvs[], const int maxprocs[], const int
info_keyval_sizesp[], const PMI_keyval_t *info_keyval_vectors[], int
preput_keyval_size, const PMI_keyval_t preput_keyval_vector[], int errors[])
This function spawns a set of processes into a new process group. count refers to the size of the array parameters cmd,
argvs, maxprocs, info_keyval_sizes and info_keyval_vectors. preput_keyval_size refers to the size of
the preput_keyval_vector array.
preput_keyval_vector contains keyval pairs that will be put in the keyval space of the newly created process group
before the processes are started.
The maxprocs array specifies the desired number of processes to create for each cmd string. The actual number of
processes may be less than the numbers specified in maxprocs. The acceptable number of processes spawned may be
controlled by “soft” keyvals in the info arrays.
Environment variables may be passed to the spawned processes through PMI implementation specific info_keyval
parameters.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_FAIL - spawn failed
Notes:
• This function is OPTIONAL in process managers that do not support dynamic process management.
• The “soft” option is specified by mpiexec in the MPI-2 standard.
• See MPI-2Page 61, 2 section 5.3.5.1. Manager-worker Example, Using MPI_SPAWN.
int PMI_Publish_name(const char service_name[], const char port[])
int PMI_Unpublish_name(const char service_name[])
int PMI_Lookup_name(const char service_name[], char port[])
Publish/unpublish/lookup a name.
Errors:
• PMI_ERR_INVALID_ARG - invalid argument
• PMI_FAIL - unable to publish service
Notes:
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• These functions are OPTIONAL in process managers that do not support dynamic process management.
• See MPI-2Page 61, 2 section 5.4.4. Name Publishing.
int PMI_Parse_option(int num_args, char *args[], int *num_parsed, PMI_keyval_t **keyvalp, int *size)
int PMI_Args_to_keyval(int *argcp, char *((*argvp)[]), PMI_keyval_t **keyvalp, int *size)
int PMI_Free_keyvals(PMI_keyval_t keyvalp[], int size)
int PMI_Get_options(char *str, int *length)
Notes:
• These functions are OPTIONAL.
• These functions were dropped from pmi.hPage 60, 3 on 2009-05-01 in commit 52c462d
Wire Protocol
The reference implementation of the PMI-1.1 wire protocol is the MPICH Hydra4 process manager.
The protocol is comprised of request and response messages. All messages SHALL be terminated with a newline.
Messages SHALL consist of a series of key=value tuples, as defined below.
Only the client (process) SHALL send request messages. Only the server (process manager) SHALL send response
messages. The client and server exchange request and response messages in lock-step.
The PMI-1.1 wire protocol is defined below in ABNF form. For maximum interoperability, a message parser SHOULD
allow
• key=value tuples to appear out of order within a message
• additional white space to appear between tuples
• additional keys to be present
Connection
If the wire protocol is offered, the process manager SHALL “pre-connect” a file descriptor, arrange for the file descriptor
to be inherited by the process, and pass its number in the PMI_FD environment variable at process launch time.
Version Negotiation
The client SHALL send the init request first, with the highest version of PMI supported by the client. The server
SHALL respond with the version of PMI that will be used for this connection. The client SHALL NOT send other
commands until the init operation has completed.
4

MPICH simple PMI implementation
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Error Handling
All responses MAY include an “rc” key. On error, the “rc” key SHALL be set to a nonzero value. On success, the “rc”
key MAY be set to zero, or it may be omitted.
Some responses MAY include a “msg” key. On error, the “msg” key MAY be set to an error message. On success, the
“msg” key MAY be set to “success”, or it may be omitted.
If a protocol error occurs, the detecting side SHALL immediately close the connection and abort the program. IT
SHOULD log the message so that the problem can be tracked down.
Spawn Operation
The spawn request consists of multiple newline-terminated messages. These messages SHALL NOT be interspersed
with messages for other operations.
The spawn operation passes zero or more arguments, zero or more “preput” elements, and zero or more “info” elements.
The numbered indices of these elements SHALL begin with zero and increase monotonically.
Protocol Definition
PMI1

=
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

C:init
C:maxes
C:abort
C:finalize
C:universe
C:appnum
C:put
C:kvsname
C:barrier
C:get
C:publish
C:unpublish
C:lookup
C:spawn

S:init
S:maxes
S:abort
S:finalize
S:universe
S:appnum
S:put
S:kvsname
S:barrier
S:get
S:publish
S:unpublish
S:lookup
S:spawn

; Initialization
C:init
S:init

= "cmd=init" SP "pmi_version=" uint SP "pmi_subversion=" uint LF
= "cmd=response_to_init"
[SP "rc=" int]
[SP "pmi_version=" uint SP "pmi_subversion=" uint]
LF

C:maxes
S:maxes

= "cmd=get_maxes" LF
= "cmd=maxes"
[SP "rc=" int]
[SP "kvsname_max=" uint SP "keylen_max=" uint SP "vallen_max=" uint]
LF

C:abort
S:abort

= "cmd=abort" LF
= LF
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

C:finalize
S:finalize

= "cmd=finalize" LF
= "cmd=finalize_ack"
[SP "rc=" int]
LF

; Process Group Information
C:universe
S:universe

= "cmd=get_universe_size" LF
= "cmd=universe_size"
[SP "rc=" int]
[SP "size=" uint]
LF

C:appnum
S:appnum

= "cmd=get_appnum" LF
= "cmd=appnum"
[SP "rc=" int]
[SP "appnum=" uint]
LF

; Key Value Store
C:put
S:put

= "cmd=put" SP "kvsname=" word SP "key=" word SP "value=" string LF
= "cmd=put_result"
[SP "rc=" int]
LF

C:kvsname
S:kvsname

= "cmd=get_my_kvsname" LF
= "cmd=my_kvsname"
[SP "rc=" int]
[SP "kvsname=" word]
LF

C:barrier
S:barrier

= "cmd=barrier_in" LF
= "cmd=barrier_out"
[SP "rc=" int]
LF

C:get
S:get

= "cmd=get" SP "kvsname=" word SP "key=" word LF
= "cmd=get_result"
[SP "rc=" int]
[SP "value=" string]
LF

; Dynamic Process Management
C:publish
S:publish

= "cmd=publish_name" SP "service=" word SP "port=" word LF
= "cmd=publish_result"
[SP "rc=" int]
[SP "msg=" string]
LF
(continues on next page)
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C:unpublish
S:unpublish

= "cmd=unpublish_name" SP "service=" word LF
= "cmd=unpublish_result"
[SP "rc=" int]
[SP "msg=" string]
LF

C:lookup
S:lookup

= "cmd=lookup_name" SP "service=" word LF
= "cmd=lookup_result"
[SP "rc=" int]
SP ["port=" word / "msg=" string ]
LF

C:spawn

= "mcmd=spawn" LF
"nprocs=" uint LF
"execname=" string LF
"totspawns=" uint LF
"spawnssofar=" uint LF
*["arg" int "=" string LF]
"argcnt=" uint LF
"preput_num=" uint LF
*["preput_key_" uint "=" word LF "preput_val_" uint "=" string LF]
"info_num=" uint LF
*["info_key_" uint "=" string LF "info_val_" uint "=" string LF]
"endcmd" LF
= "cmd=spawn_result"
[SP "rc=" int]
[SP "errcodes=" intlist]
LF

S: spawn

; macros
intlist
word
string
int
uint

=
=
=
=
=

int *["," int]
1*(%x21-3C %x3E-7E)
1*(SP HTAB VCHAR)
*1("+" "-") uint
1*DIGIT

;
;
;
;
;

comma-delimited integers
visible char minus =
visible char plus tab, space
signed integer
unsigned integer

Back Compatibility
Earlier versions of the PMI-1 wire protocol did not include the init operation in which versions are exchanged. Protocol
operations that were culled in PMI 1.1 are not covered here.
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Local Process Group Information
The process manager SHALL provide the local process group information to programs via the KVS under the
“PMI_process_mapping” key. It MAY be used by MPI to determine which process ranks are co-located on a given
node.
The value SHALL consist of a vector of “blocks”, where a block is a 3-tuple of starting node id, number of nodes, and
number of processes per node, in the following format, expressed in ABNF:
PMI_process_mapping = "(vector," blocklist ")"
block
blocklist

= "(" uint "," uint "," uint ")" ; 3-tuple: (nodeid,nnodes,ppn)
= block *["," block]
; comma delimited blocks

uint

= 1*DIGIT

nnodes*ppn
2*2
2*4
2*2 + 2*4
4096*256

; unsigned integer

Table 1: PMI_process_mapping examples
block
cyclic
(vector,(0,2,2))
(vector,(0,2,1),(0,2,1))
(vector,(0,2,4))
(vector,(0,2,1),(0,2,1),(0,2,1),(0,2,1))
(vector,(0,2,2),(2,2,4)) (vector,(0,4,1),(0,4,1),(2,2,1),(2,2,1))
(vector,(0,4096,256))
long string

If the process mapping value is too long to fit in a KVS value, the process manager SHALL return a value consisting
of an empty string, indicating that the mapping is unknown.
References

1.33.14 14/Canonical Job Specification
A domain specific language based on YAML is defined to express the resource requirements and other attributes of one
or more programs submitted to a Flux instance for execution. This RFC describes the canonical jobspec form, which
represents a request to run exactly one program.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_14.rst
• Editor: Tom Scogland <scogland1@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
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Related Standards
• 4/Flux Resource Model
• 8/Flux Task and Program Execution Services
• 20/Resource Set Specification Version 1
• 26/Job Dependency Specification
• 31/Job Constraints Specification
Goals
• Express the resource requirements of a program to the scheduler.
• Allow graph-oriented resource requirements to be expressed.
• Express program attributes such as arguments, run time, and task layout, to be considered by the program execution service (RFC 12)
• Express dependencies relative to other programs executing within the same Flux instance.
• Emphasize expressivity over simplicity, as this canonical form may be generated from other user-friendly forms
or interfaces.
• Facilitate reproducible runs.
• Promote sharing and reuse of jobspec.
Overview
This RFC describes the canonical form of “jobspec”, a domain specific language based on YAML1 . The canonical
jobspec SHALL consist of a single YAML document representing a reusable request to run exactly one program.
Hereafter, “jobspec” refers to the canonical form, and “non-canonical jobspec” refers to the non-canonical form.
Non-canonical jobspec SHALL be decomposed into jobspec before it is enqueued for the scheduler and program execution service.
User facing tools MAY generate jobspec from non-canonical jobspec, or other sources. Such tools MAY:
• generate a batch of dependent jobspecs representing a scientific workflow
• generate a stream of jobspecs representing a steered parameter study
• convert simulation parameters into jobspec containing computed resource requirements, etc.
• convert command line arguments to jobspec, e.g. “flux mpirun”
1
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Jobspec and Program Life Cycle
The jobspec SHALL be submitted to a job submission service. Malformed jobspec SHALL be immediately rejected
by the job submission service. A stack of plugins SHALL test jobspec against site or user defined criteria, and on
failure, MAY reject the jobspec, or MAY warn the user and continue on. The job submission service SHALL enqueue
the jobspec for consideration by the scheduler.
The scheduler SHALL consider each enqueued jobspec in the context of its dependencies and the pool of available
resources. When the scheduler chooses to execute a job, it allocates resources, associates them with the jobspec, and
notifies the program execution service to start the program(s).
The program execution service, described in RFC 12, launches the program(s). Task slots, containment, and task layout
SHALL be created within the allocated resources as described by the jobspec, or if that is not possible, the job SHALL
enter a failed state and resources SHALL be returned to the scheduler.
Once a job is retired, the jobspec SHALL be retained as part of its provenance record.
Resource Matching
Resources are represented as hierarchies or graphs, as described in RFC 4.
FIXME: describe how Flux hierarchical resource representation affects jobspec design.
Terminology
FIXME: Fill in
Jobspec Language Definition
A canonical jobspec YAML document SHALL consist of a dictionary defining the resources, tasks and other attributes
of a single program. The dictionary MUST contain the keys resources, tasks, attributes, and version.
Each of the listed jobspec keys SHALL meet the form and requirements listed in detail in the sections below. For
reference, a ruleset for compliant canonical jobspec is provided in the Schema section below.
Resources
The value of the resources key SHALL be a strict list which MUST define at least one resource. Each list element
SHALL represent a resource vertex or resource descriptor object as a dictionary (described below). The list of resources defined under the resources key SHALL represent a composite resource request for the program defined in
the jobspec.
A resource vertex SHALL contain the following keys:
type
The type key for a resource SHALL indicate the type of resource to be matched. Some type names MAY be
reserved for use in the jobspec language itself. The currently reserved type is slot, used to define task slots.
Reserved types are described in the Reserved Resource Types section below.
count
The count key SHALL indicate the desired number or range of resources matching the current vertex. The
count SHALL have one of two possible values: either a single integer value representing a fixed count, or a
dictionary which SHALL contain the following keys:
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min
The minimum required count or amount of this resource
and additionally MAY contain the following keys:
max
The maximum required count or amount of this resource
operator
An operator applied between min and max which returns the next acceptable value
operand
The operand used in conjunction with operator
The default value for max SHALL be infinite, therefore a count which specifies only the min key SHALL be
considered a request for at least that number of a resource, and the scheduler SHALL generate the R that contains
the maximum number of the resource that is available and subject to the operator and operand. By contrast, if
a fixed count is given to the count key, the scheduler SHALL match any resource that contains at least count
of the resource, but its R SHALL contain exactly count of the resource (potentially leaving excess resources
unutilized).
A resource vertex MAY additionally contain one or more of the following keys
unit
The unit key, if supplied, SHALL have a string value indicating the chosen units applied to the count value or
values.
exclusive
The exclusive key SHALL be a boolean indicating, when true, that the current resource is requested to be
allocated exclusively to the current program. If unset, the default value for exclusive SHALL be false for
vertices that are not within a task slot. The default value for exclusive SHALL be true for task slots (type:
slot) and their associated resources.
with
The with key SHALL indicate an edge of type out from this resource vertex to another resource. Therefore, the
value of the with key SHALL be a dictionary conforming to the resource vertex specification.
label
The label key SHALL be a string that may be used to reference this resource vertex from other locations within
the same jobspec. label SHALL be local to the namespace of the current jobspec, and each label in the current
jobspec must be unique. label SHALL be mandatory in resource vertices of type slot.
id
The value of the id key SHALL be a string indicating a set of matching resource identifiers.
Reserved Resource Types
slot
A resource type of type: slot SHALL indicate a grouping of resources into a named task slot. A slot
SHALL be a valid resource spec including a label key, the value of which may be used to reference the named
task slot during tasks definition. The label provided SHALL be local to the namespace of the current jobspec.
A task slot SHALL have at least one edge specified using with:, and the resources associated with a slot SHALL
be exclusively allocated to the program described in the jobspec, unless otherwise specified in the exclusive
field of the associated resource.
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Tasks
The value of the tasks key SHALL be a strict list which MUST define at least one task. Each list element SHALL be
a dictionary representing a task or tasks to run as part of the program. A task descriptor SHALL contain the following
keys:
command
The value of the command key SHALL be a list representing an executable and its arguments.
slot
The value of the slot key SHALL match a label of a resource vertex of type slot. It is used to indicate the
task slot on which this task or tasks shall be contained and executed. The number of tasks executed per task slot
SHALL be a function of the number of resource slots and total number of tasks requested to execute.
count
The value of the count key SHALL be a dictionary supporting at least the keys per_slot, per_resource, and
total, with other keys reserved for future or site-specific extensions.
per_slot
The value of per_slot SHALL be a number indicating the number of tasks to execute per task slot allocated to the program.
per_resource
The value of per_resource SHALL be a dictionary which SHALL contain the following keys:
• type The value of the type key SHALL be a resource type explicitly declared in the associated task’s
slot.
• count The value of the count key SHALL be a number indicating the number of tasks to execute per
resource of type type occurring in the task’s slot.
total
The value of the total field SHALL indicate the total number of tasks to be run across all task slots,
possibly oversubscribed.
attributes
The attributes key SHALL be a free-form dictionary of keys which may be used for platform independent or
optional extensions.
distribution
The value of the distribution key SHALL be a string, which MAY be used as input to the launcher’s algorithm
for task placement and layout among task slots.
Attributes
The value of the attributes key SHALL be a dictionary of dictionaries. The attributes dictionary MAY contain
one or both of the following keys which, if present, must have values. Values MAY have any valid YAML type.
user
Attributes in the user dictionary are unrestricted, and may be used as the application demands. Flux may provide
additional tools that can identify jobs based on user attributes.
system
Attributes in the system dictionary are additional parameters to a Flux instance that affect program execution,
scheduling, etc. All attributes in system are reserved words, however unrecognized words SHALL trigger no
more than a warning. This permits jobspec reuse between multiple flux instances which may be configured
differently and recognize different sets of attributes.
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Most system attributes are optional. Flux modules SHALL provide reasonable defaults for any system attributes
that they recognize when at all possible.
Some common system attributes are:
duration
The value of the duration attribute is a floating-point number greater than or equal to zero representing time
span in seconds. If duration is greater than zero, then the scheduler SHALL allocate the requested resources
for the number of seconds specified in duration. A duration value of 0. SHALL be interpreted as unlimited
or unset, and the scheduler SHALL use a duration that is the minimum of any configured duration default
and the time span to the currently defined instance expiration. If no default duration is configured, and the
current instance has no expiration, then resources shall be allocated without expiration.
environment
The value of the environment attribute is a dictionary containing the names and values of environment variables
that should be set (or unset) when spawning tasks. For each entry in the environment dictionary, the key is
a string representing the environment variable name and the value is a string representing the environment
variable value to set. A null value represents unsetting the environment variable given by key. The values
provided here can be overridden per-rank by providing the attributes.environment dictionary under the
target task.
cwd
The value of the cwd attribute is a string containing the absolute path to the current working directory to use
when spawning the task.
dependencies
The value of the dependencies attribute SHALL be a list of dictionaries following the format specified in RFC
26.
constraints
The value of the constraints attribute SHALL be a dictionary expressing job constraints following the specification in RFC 31.
job
The job attribute is an optional dictionary containing job metadata. This metadata may be used for searching
and filtering of jobs. Every value in the dictionary must be a string. The application is free to create keys of
any name, however the following are reserved for special use:
name
The name key contains the name of the job. The default name of a job is the first argument of the command
run by the user, or it can be set by the user to an arbitrary value.
shell
The shell attribute is an optional dictionary containing job shell metadata, such as configuration options. The
application is free to create keys of any name, however the following are reserved for special use:
options
The options key is a dictionary containing configuration options for the job shell. A job shell and its
plugins are free to define what keys and values should go into options.
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Example Jobspec
Under the description above, the following is an example of a fully compliant canonical jobspec. The example below
declares a request for 4 “nodes” each of which with 1 task slot consisting of 2 cores each, for a total of 4 task slots. A
single copy of the command app will be run on each task slot for a total of 4 tasks.
version: 1
resources:
- type: node
count: 4
with:
- type: slot
count: 1
label: default
with:
- type: core
count: 2
tasks:
- command: [ "app" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Another example, running one task on each of four nodes.
version: 1
resources:
- type: slot
count: 4
label: default
with:
- type: node
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "hostname" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
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Schema
A jobspec conforming to the canonical language definition SHALL adhere to the following ruleset, described using
JSON Schema2 .
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "http://github.com/flux-framework/rfc/tree/master/data/spec_14/schema.json",
"title": "canonical-jobspec",
"description":

"Flux canonical jobspec",

"definitions": {
"complex_range": {
"description": "a complex range of numbers",
"type": "object",
"properties":{
"min": { "type": "integer", "minimum" : 1 },
"max": { "type": "integer", "minimum" : 1 },
"operator": { "type": "string", "enum": ["+", "*", "^"] },
"operand": { "type": "integer", "minimum" : 1 }
},
"required": ["min"],
"dependencies": {
"max":
{ "required": ["operator", "operand"] },
"operator": { "required": ["max", "operand"] },
"operand": { "required": ["max", "operator"] }
},
"additionalProperties": false
},
"resource_vertex_base": {
"description": "base schema for slot/other resource vertex",
"type": "object",
"required": ["type", "count"],
"properties": {
"type": { "type": "string" },
"count": {
"oneOf": [
{ "type": "integer", "minimum" : 1 },
{ "$ref": "#/definitions/complex_range" }
]
},
"exclusive": { "type": "boolean" },
"with": {
"type": "array",
"items": { "$ref": "#/definitions/resource_vertex" }
},
"id": { "type": "string" },
"unit": { "type": "string" },
"label": { "type": "string" }
},
"additionalProperties": false
(continues on next page)
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},
"resource_vertex_slot": {
"description": "special slot resource type - label assigns to task slot",
"allOf": [
{ "$ref": "#/definitions/resource_vertex_base" },
{
"properties": {
"type": { "enum": ["slot"] }
},
"required": ["label"]
}
]
},
"resource_vertex_other": {
"description": "other (non-slot) resource type",
"allOf": [
{ "$ref": "#/definitions/resource_vertex_base" },
{
"properties": {
"type": { "not": { "enum": ["slot"] } }
}
}
]
},
"resource_vertex": {
"oneOf":[
{ "$ref": "#/definitions/resource_vertex_slot" },
{ "$ref": "#/definitions/resource_vertex_other" }
]
}
},
"type": "object",
"required": ["version", "resources", "attributes", "tasks"],
"properties": {
"version": {
"description": "the jobspec version",
"type": "integer"
},
"resources": {
"description": "requested resources",
"type": "array",
"minItems": 1,
"items": { "$ref": "#/definitions/resource_vertex" }
},
"attributes": {
"description": "system and user attributes",
"type": ["object", "null"],
"properties": {
"system": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
(continues on next page)
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"duration": { "type": "number", "minimum": 0 },
"cwd": { "type": "string" },
"environment": { "type": "object" },
"dependencies" : {
"$ref": "file:data/spec_26/schema.json"
},
"constraints" : { "type": "object" }
}
},
"user": {
"type": "object"
}
},
"additionalProperties": false
},
"tasks": {
"description": "task configuration",
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"required": ["command", "slot", "count" ],
"properties": {
"command": {
"type": "array",
"minItems": 1,
"items": { "type": "string" }
},
"slot": { "type": "string" },
"count": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"per_slot": { "type": "integer", "minimum" : 1 },
"total": { "type": "integer", "minimum" : 1 }
}
},
"distribution": { "type": "string" },
"attributes": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"environment": { "type" : "object"}
},
"additionalProperties": { "type": "string" }
}
},
"additionalProperties": false
}
}
}
}
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Basic Use Cases
To implement basic resource manager functionality, the following use cases SHALL be supported by the jobspec:
Section 1: Node-level Requests
The following “node-level” requests are all requests to start an instance, i.e. run a single copy of flux start per
allocated node. Many of these requests are similar to existing resource manager batch job submission or allocation
requests, i.e. equivalent to oarsub, qsub, and salloc.
Use Case 1.1
Request Single Resource with Count
Specific Example
Request 4 nodes
Existing Equivalents
Slurm
PBS

salloc -N4
qsub -l nodes=4

Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
count: 4
label: default
with:
- type: node
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 1.2
Request a range of a type of resource
Specific Example
Request between 3 and 30 nodes
Existing Equivalents
Slurm

salloc -N3-30

Jobspec YAML
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version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
count:
min: 3
max: 30
operator: "+"
operand: 1
label: default
with:
- type: node
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 1.3
Request M nodes with a minimum number of sockets per node and cores per socket
Specific Example
Request 4 nodes with at least 2 sockets each, and 4 cores per socket
Existing Equivalents
Slurm (a)
Slurm (b)
OAR

srun -N4 --sockets-per-node=2 --cores-per-socket=4
srun -N4 -B '2:4:*'
oarsub -l nodes=4/sockets=2/cores=4

Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
count: 4
label: nodelevel
with:
- type: node
exclusive: false
count: 1
with:
- type: socket
count:
min: 2
with:
- type: core
(continues on next page)
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count:
min: 4
tasks:
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: nodelevel
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 1.4
Exclusively allocate nodes, while constraining cores and sockets.
Specific Example
Request an exclusive allocation of 4 nodes that have at least two sockets and 4 cores per socket:
Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
count: 4
label: nodelevel
with:
- type: node
count: 1
with:
- type: socket
count: 2
with:
- type: core
count: 4
tasks:
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: nodelevel
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 1.5
Complex example from OAR
Specific Example
ask for 1 core on 2 nodes on the same cluster with 4096 GB of memory and Infiniband 10G + 1 cpu on 2 nodes
on the same switch with bicore processors for a walltime of 4 hours
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— http://oar.imag.fr/docs/2.5/user/usecases.html#mixing-every-together
Existing Equivalents
OAR oarsub -I -l "{memnode=4096 and ib10g='YES'}/cluster=1/nodes=2/
core=1+{nbcore=2}/switch=1/nodes=2/cpu=1,walltime=4:0:0"
Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: cluster
count: 1
with:
- type: slot
count: 2
label: ib
with:
- type: node
count: 1
with:
- type: memory
count: 4
unit: GB
- type: ib10g
count: 1
- type: switch
count: 1
with:
- type: slot
count: 2
label: bicore
with:
- type: node
count: 1
with:
- type: core
count: 2
tasks:
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: ib
count:
per_slot: 1
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: bicore
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 14400.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
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Use Case 1.6
Request resources across multiple clusters
Specific Example
Ask for 30 cores on 2 clusters (total = 60 cores), with 1 flux broker launched per node
Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: cluster
count: 2
with:
- type: slot
count: 1
label: default
with:
- type: node
count: {min: 1}
exclusive: false
with:
- type: core
count: 30
tasks:
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: default
count:
per_resource:
type: node
count: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 1.7
Request N cores across M switches
Specific Example
Request 3 cores across 3 switches, with 1 flux broker launched per node
Existing Equivalents
OAR

oarsub -I -l /switch=3/core=1

Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: switch
count: 3
with:
- type: slot
(continues on next page)
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count: 1
label: default
with:
- type: node
count: {min: 1}
exclusive: false
with:
- type: core
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: default
count:
per_resource:
type: node
count: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"

Section 2: General Requests
The following use cases are more general and include more complex slot placement and task counts.
Use Case 2.1
Run N tasks across M nodes
Specific Example
Run hostname 20 times on 4 nodes, 5 per node
Existing Equivalents
Slurm
PBS

srun -N4 -n20 hostname or srun -N4 --ntasks-per-node=5 hostname
qsub -l nodes=4,mppnppn=5

Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
label: default
count: 4
with:
- type: node
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "hostname" ]
slot: default
count:
(continues on next page)
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per_slot: 5
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 2.2
Run N tasks across M nodes, unequal distribution
Specific Example
Run 5 copies of hostname across 4 nodes, default distribution
Existing Equivalents
Slurm

srun -n5 -N4 hostname

Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
count: 4
label: myslot
with:
- type: node
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "hostname" ]
slot: myslot
count:
total: 5
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 2.3
Run N tasks, Require M cores per task
Specific Example
Run 10 copies of myapp, require 2 cores per copy, for a total of 20 cores
Existing Equivalents
Slurm

srun -n10 -c 2 myapp

Jobspec YAML
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version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
label: default
count: 10
with:
- type: core
count: 2
tasks:
- command: [ "myapp" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 2.4
Run different binaries with differing resource requirements as single program
Specific Example
11 tasks, one node, the first 10 tasks each using one core and 4G of RAM for read-db, the last task using 6 cores
and 24G of RAM for db
Existing Equivalents
None Known
Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: node
count: 1
with:
- type: slot
label: read-db
count: 10
with:
- type: core
count: 1
- type: memory
count: 4
unit: GB
- type: slot
label: db
count: 1
with:
- type: core
count: 6
- type: memory
count: 24
(continues on next page)
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unit: GB
tasks:
- command: [ "read-db" ]
slot: read-db
count:
per_slot: 1
- command: [ "db" ]
slot: db
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 2.5
Run command requesting minimum amount of RAM per core
Specific Example
Run 10 copies of app across 10 cores with at least 2GB per core
Existing Equivalents
Slurm

srun -n 10 --mem-per-cpu=2048 app

Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
label: default
count: 10
with:
- type: memory
count:
min: 2
unit: GB
- type: core
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "app" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
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Use Case 2.6
Run N copies of a command with minimum amount of RAM per node
Specific Example
Run 10 copies of app across 2 nodes with at least 4GB per node
Existing Equivalents
Slurm srun -n10 -N2 --mem=4096 app
OAR oarsub -p memnode=4096 -l nodes=2 "taktuk -c oarsh -f $OAR_FILE_NODES
broadcast exec [app]"
Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
label: 4GB-node
count: 2
with:
- type: node
count: 1
with:
- type: memory
count:
min: 4
unit: GB
tasks:
- command: [ "app" ]
slot: 4GB-node
count:
total: 10
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 2.7
Override the global environment
Specific Example
Run two different tasks, one with the global environment and one with an overridden environment (i.e., unset
FOO and set BAR=2).
Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
count: 1
label: default
with:
- type: node
(continues on next page)
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count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
environment:
FOO: null
BAR: "2"
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
FOO: "/tmp"
BAR: "1"
Use Case 2.8
Specify dependencies
Specific Example
Depend on two previously submitted jobs.
The first job’s Flux ID (fluid) is known
(hungry-hippo-white-elephant). The second job’s fluid is not known but its out dependency (foo)
is known. Also provide an out dependency (bar) that other jobs can depend on.
Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
count: 1
label: default
with:
- type: node
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
dependencies:
- type: in
scope: user
scheme: fluid
(continues on next page)
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value: hungry-hippo-white-elephant
- type: in
scope: user
scheme: string
value: foo
- type: out
scope: user
scheme: string
value: bar
Use Case 2.9
Specify constraints based on properties
Specific Example
Require that allocated resources have the amd-mi50 property
Jobspec YAML
version: 999
resources:
- type: slot
count: 1
label: default
with:
- type: node
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
constraints:
properties:
- amd-mi50

1.33.15 15/Independent Minister of Privilege for Flux: The Security IMP
This specification describes Flux Security IMP, a privileged service used by multi-user Flux instances to launch, monitor, and control processes running as users other than the instance owner.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_10.rst
• Editor: Mark A. Grondona <mgrondona@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
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Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 12/Flux Security Architecture
Introduction
In the traditional resource management model, a monolithic resource manager runs with the credentials of a privileged
user, typically using long-running daemons with elevated privileges on compute resources. These daemons allow the
resource manager to complete necessary privileged work, such as modification of containers, system preparation (such
as prolog/epilog scripts), and most importantly allow the transition of credentials to that of the requesting user, so that
jobs may be successfully executed in a multi-user environment.
Drawbacks to this monolithic approach include:
• Total amount of code running with privilege is increased above what is strictly necessary
• Testing of privileged code is more difficult
• Security patches and updates require a new release of entire project
In the Flux model, however, an instance runs at most with the credentials of the instance owner (a normal, unprivileged
user), including all processes running on computational resources of the instance. This design works well for singleuser instances of Flux, but multi-user capable instances require some mechanism to perform privileged operations,
most notably when executing work on behalf of a non instance owner (a guest).
In the Flux system, this privilege - along with all related operations - is contained within a single service, the Independent Minister of Privilege (IMP), which is responsible for allowing instance owners to run work on behalf of a guest
when the guest user has authorized the instance to do so.
By placing all code running with elevated privilege into a single service, the following benefits are realized:
• Code running under privilege is reduced to the logical minimum
• The privileged service can be tested separately from other Flux components
• The privileged software release cycle is decoupled from core Flux code, allowing updates to be applied out of
band.
• The privileged service is completely under sysadmin control, while still allowing users to run test or private
versions of Flux even in multi-user mode.
• More fine grained administrative control of privilege. For example, simple filesystem access controls may be used
to limit which users are allowed to run multi-user without preventing these users from launching Flux instances
altogether.
• Arbitrary users can run multi-user instances of Flux, thus allowing users to share their jobs
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User Roles
For the purposes of this RFC there are four main user roles:
owner, instance owner, or resource owner
The user under which a Flux instance is running, not privileged. This user is considered the owner of all resources
to which the Flux instance is running.
system owner
The user under which the system instance of Flux is running. The default owner of all resources on the system.
guest user, or guest
A user wishing to use services or run work in a Flux instance when they are not the instance owner.
superuser, or root
A user with access to perform required privileged operations during multi-user execution, such as gaining credentials of other users, system setup or initialization, container manipulation, etc. Typically the root user.
Implementation Requirements
The Flux Security IMP SHALL be implemented with the following overall design
• The IMP SHALL be an independent Flux Framework project, with the ability to be tested standalone
• The IMP SHALL be implemented as an executable, flux-imp, which MAY be installed with setuid permissions
in cases where multi-user Flux is required.
• The IMP SHALL accept and process data using stdin, to avoid putting sensitive data on the command line or
environment.
Implementation of the IMP as a separately installed, setuid executable allows sysadmin control over where and how the
IMP is enabled. If the flux-imp executable is not installed, or installed without setuid bits enabled, then multi-user
Flux is simply not available, though single user instances of Flux will still operate. The file permissions, access controls,
or SELinux policy of flux-imp may also be manipulated to restrict access to a user or group of users. For instance, a
site may configure permissions such that only a flux user has execute permissions, thus allowing a multi-user system
instance running as flux, but disallowing sub-instance jobs access to multi-user capabilities.
Overall Design
When a guest makes a request for a job to a multi-user instance of Flux, the guest will create a message with information
such as the job specification, a time-to-live, a uid, and an authorized resource owner, and then uses IMP client API to
sign all fields of the message. The signed message becomes the user request token J which authorizes the resource
owner to execute the request at some point on behalf of the guest.
This signed request then becomes part of the user’s job. When the job is scheduled by the instance, the owner assigns
a resource set R to the job, and writes that information to the job record, marking the job as runnable.
The execution system within the instance then determines the set of resources on which an invocation of the IMP is
required and creates a local resource set Rlocal, which is necessarily disjoint for each IMP, and acts as a representation
of the local resources to which the IMP should grant access to the guest user.
Rlocal and J, along with other optional fields, are then concatenated and become input to the Flux IMP executable.
The IMP verifies through local configuration and state that the instance owner has authority to grant access to resources
in the local resource set, and verifies via J that the guest has authorized the resources owner to execute specific work
on their behalf.
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The IMP verifies the integrity and authenticity of J using cryptographic methods provided by plugins. Once the
verification step is complete, the privileged IMP will invoke system configured plugins for setup and containment, then
change credentials to the guest user, and finally execute the processes of the job as specified in J.
In most cases, the IMP will execute a job shell on behalf of the user, passing the verified J as input to the shell. The shell
itself is specified either by the user in J or by IMP configuration, but should not be provided or modified by the instance
owner. The shell re-verifies integrity and authenticity of J before proceeding, then interprets the jobspec contained in
J to determine the set of tasks to invoke on the current resource set.
Note: It may be noted that the user’s request J is verified twice when a job shell is invoked, and this is by design.
The IMP verifies J to avoid passing tainted input to the job shell, which runs as the guest user. The shell re-verifies J
because it has no guarantee that the caller has already done this verification, or that J has not been changed since any
past verification.
Figure 1 below summarizes the overall role of the IMP in a multi-user Flux instance.

Fig. 10: Depiction of multi-user Flux IMP overall design. Here user bob is the instance owner, and alice is a guest.
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Input to the IMP
The input to the IMP includes the following fields
• Local assigned resource set (Rlocal)
• Options supplied by resource owner
• User Request (J) (described below)
Where J is the User Request or reference to such a request, which SHALL contain
• Jobspec as per 14/Canonical Job Specification
• Options supplied by guest user
• Guest user uid or username
• Job shell path
• UUID
• Timestamp and TTL
• Intended recipient (instance owner)
• Allowed resource set
• User signature (of above fields)
Where above fields have the following specific meanings and requirements
• Local assigned resource set is the list of local resources assigned to this job by the resource owner. It will be
used by IMP plugins to implement containment.
• Timestamp and TTL signifies that the request in question SHALL only be valid between Timestamp and Timestamp+TTL. This puts a time horizon on usage of J
• UUID is a globally unique identifier
• Intended recipient is set to the instance owner that is the target of the request. This ensures that the user’s request
cannot be used by another arbitrary user.
• The user signature signs all fields of J
• The job shell path is an absolute path to a job shell which will act as interpreter of the Jobspec in J. If missing,
a default will be supplied by IMP configuration.
IMP Internal Operation
Privilege Separation
When the IMP is invoked and has setuid privileges, the process MAY use privilege separation to limit the impact of
programming errors or bugs in libraries. For more information on privilege separation, see the paper on privilege
separated OpenSSH: “Preventing Privilege Escalation”1 .
1
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Request Verification
Once the privileged IMP process has read its input it SHALL perform the following verification steps:
1. Verify integrity and authenticity of J
2. Verify recipient field in J matches current real UID of the IMP (i.e. the resource owner)
3. Verify TTL on J
The IMP process MAY also perform the following OPTIONAL verification steps:
• Verify that the current real UID of the IMP process is the “owner” of the current container.
• Verify that the intersection of the assigned resource set and the current container is not empty.
Container ownership verification is considered optional because all non-system-owner processes in Flux MUST be
started by the IMP and thus will be placed in inescapable containers. It thus follows that a user running the IMP has
ownership of the resources on which the IMP has been invoked. This strategy is described further in the “Resource
ownership verification” section below.
Determining the intersection of the assigned resource with the current resource set is considered optional because this
check will be a side effect of sub-container creation. If, after all container creation plugins have been run, the container
for the job is empty, the IMP will abort with an error. Therefore an initial verification check may be redundant.
Resource ownership verification
Resources in Flux are initially owned by the system owner, i.e. the user which runs the system instance. Typically, this
would be some special system user, e.g. flux. The system owner is the only trusted user and resource ownership of
requests from this user SHALL NOT require verification.
In order to verify resource ownership for non-system users, the following requirements should be met:
• The IMP SHALL support some sort of containment strategy, implemented via plugins for maximum flexibility.
• The IMP’s container mechanism MUST support, at a minimum, process tracking functionality capable of creating
inescapable process groups.
• The IMP’s container strategy MUST be hierarchical, such that containers for jobs within an instance are created
as sub-containers of container of the parent.
With the following requirements met, the IMP may verify resource ownership by ensuring that the current container
includes the resources in the assigned resource set, and that the invoking user is owner of the current container.
Revoking resource ownership
Resource ownership MUST be revokable. The result of a revocation SHALL include termination of all processes
currently running in the container associated with the revoked resource grant. A revocation is recursive, and removes
the container and all child containers, including ancillary data.
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IMP post-verification execution
After verification of input is complete, the flux-imp executable invokes required job setup code as the superuser. This
setup code SHALL be implemented as system-installed and verified plugins, and MAY include such things as
• Execution of some sort of job prolog
• modification of system settings
• creation of directories
• state cleanup
• optional behavior
Once privileged setup is complete, the security IMP SHALL generate a log message or other audit trail for the individual
request. The IMP then SHALL proceed to obtain credentials of the guest user and finally exec(2) the job shell path
specified in J, or a IMP configuration default. After the call to exec(2) the security IMP is replaced by the guest user
process, and is no longer active.
Other IMP operational requirements
A multi-user instance of Flux not only requires the ability to execute work as a guest user, but it must also have privilege
to monitor and kill these processes as part of normal resource manager operation.
Signaling and terminating jobs in a multi-user instance
For terminating and signaling processes the IMP SHALL include a kill subcommand which, using the process tracking functionality, SHALL allow an instance owner to signal or terminate any guest processes including ancestors thereof
that were started by the owner’s instance.
IMP configuration
On execution, flux-imp SHALL read a site configuration file which MAY contain site-specific information such as
paths to trusted executables, plugin locations, certificate authority information etc. The IMP SHALL check for correct
permissions on all configuration files to reduce the risk of tampering.
Specific Defenses
This section describes some attacks and their specific defenses. It is still a work in progress.
• Executing arbitrary process as another user: The entirety of a user job request, including executables, arguments,
working directory, environment variables, etc, has an integrity guarantee, therefore a request cannot be forged,
even by the instance owner.
• Replay attacks, where a user’s job request is run again without their express permission, or a request is taken to
another system and executed without authority. The intended recipient field of the user request protects against
users other than the instance owner using the guest request, and a fixed time-to-live prevents the request from
being used indefinitely. Finally, flux-imp logs all invocations, thereby allowing replays to be detected and
audited.
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1.33.16 16/KVS Job Schema
This specification describes the format of data stored in the KVS for Flux jobs.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_16.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 12/Flux Security Architecture
• 14/Canonical Job Specification
• 15/Independent Minister of Privilege for Flux: The Security IMP
• 18/KVS Event Log Format
• 20/Resource Set Specification
• 21/Job States
Background
Components that use the KVS job schema
Instance components have direct, read/write access to the primary KVS namespace:
• Ingest agent
• Job manager
• Exec service
• Scheduler
Guest components have direct, read/write access to a private KVS namespace:
• Job shell
• User tasks
• Command line tools
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Job Life Cycle
A job is submitted to the ingest agent which validates jobspec, adds the job to the KVS, and informs the job manager
of the new job. Upon success, the jobid is returned to the user. The job manager then takes the active role in moving a
job through its life cycle:
1) If a job has dependencies, interacting with a job dependency subsystem to ensure they are met before proceeding.
2) Submitting an allocation request to the scheduler to obtain resources.
3) Once resources are allocated, submitting a start request to the exec service.
4) The exec service starts job shells directly in a single-user instance. In a multi-user instance, it directs the IMP to
start them with guest credentials, with appropriate containment.
5) The job shell examines jobspec and allocated resource set, then launches tasks on local resources. It provides
standard I/O, parallel bootstrap, signal propagation, and exit code collection services. It is a user-replaceable
component.
6) Once tasks exit, or an exceptional condition such as cancellation or expiration of wall clock allocation occurs,
the exec service cleans up any lingering tasks and job shells, and notifies the job manager which frees resources
back to the scheduler.
The job is now complete.
Implementation
Primary KVS Namespace
The Flux instance has a default, shared namespace that is accessible only by the instance owner.
All job data is stored under a jobs directory in the primary namespace. Each job has a directory under job.<jobid>,
where <jobid> is a unique sequence number assigned by the ingest agent. Jobs listed in the jobs directory may need
to be periodically archived and purged to keep its size manageable in long-running instances.
Guest KVS Namespace
A guest-writable KVS namespace is created by the exec service for the use of the job shell and the application. While
the job is active, this namespace is linked from job.<jobid>.guest in the primary KVS namespace. While linked,
it can be changed by the guest components without impacting performance of the primary namespace, while still being
accessible through the link in the primary namespace.
When the job transitions to inactive, the final snapshot of the guest namespace content is linked by the exec service
into the primary namespace, and the guest namespace is destroyed.
Access to Primary Namespace by Guest Users
Guests may access data in the primary KVS namespace only through instance services that allow selective guest access,
by proxy or by staging copies to the guest namespace.
Guest access for primary namespace contents R, J, jobspec, and eventlog is provided via a proxy service in the
instance.
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Event Log
Active jobs undergo change represented as events that are recorded under the key job.<jobid>.eventlog. A KVS
append operation is used to add events to this log.
Each append consists of a string matching the format described in RFC 18.
Content Produced by Ingest Agent
A user submits J with attached signature, as described in RFC 15.
The ingest agent validates J and if accepted, populates the KVS with:
job.<jobid>.J
signed user request token for passing to IMP in a multi-user instance.
job.<jobid>.jobspec
jobspec in JSON form, as described in RFC 14
job.<jobid>.eventlog
eventlog described above
The ingest agent logs one event to the eventlog:
submit userid=UID urgency=N
job was submitted, with authenticated userid and urgency (0-31)
Content Consumed/Produced by Job Manager
Upon notification of a new job.<jobid>, the job manager takes the active role in moving a job through its life cycle,
and logs events to the eventlog as described in RFC 21.
When the job manager is restarted, it recovers its state by scanning jobs and replaying the eventlog for each job found
there.
Content Consumed/Produced by Scheduler
When the scheduler receives an allocation request containing a jobid, it reads the jobspec from job.<jobid>.
jobspec.
The scheduler allocates resources by writing a resource set as described in RFC 20 to job.<jobid>.R and answering
the allocation request.
The scheduler frees resources by answering the free request, leaving R in place for job provenance. During a restart,
the job manager uses the eventlog to determine whether R is currently allocated.
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Content Consumed/Produced by Exec Service
When the exec system receives a start request containing a jobid, it reads the job.<jobid>.R and job.<jobid>.
jobspec and uses this information to launch job shells and subsequently tasks.
The exec system creates the job’s guest namespace and links it to job.<jobid>.guest. Its initial contents are populated with
exec.eventlog
An eventlog for the use of job shells, TBD.
Once all job shells have exited and all outstanding writes to the guest namespace have stopped, the exec system links
the guest namespace into the primary KVS namespace before notifying the job manager that the job is finished.
Content Produced/Consumed by Other Instance Services
Other services not mentioned in this RFC MAY store arbitrary data associated with jobs under the job.<jobid>.
data.<service> directory, where <service> is a name unique to the service producing the data. For example, a job
tracing service may store persistent trace data under the job.<jobid>.data.trace directory.
Content Consumed/Produced by Other Guest Services
Other guest services not mentioned in this RFC MAY store service-specific data in the guest KVS namespace under
<service>, where <service> is a name unique to the service producing the data.
Content Consumed/Produced by the Application
The application MAY store application-specific data in the guest KVS namespace under application.
Content Consumed/Produced by Tools
Tools such as parallel debuggers, running as the guest, MAY store data in the guest KVS namespace under tools.
<name>, where <name> is a name unique to the tool producing the data.

1.33.17 18/KVS Event Log Format
This specification describes the format for Flux KVS Event Logs.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_18.rst
• Editor: Stephen Herbein <sherbein@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
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Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 21/Job States and Events
Background
The initial use case for Flux KVS Event Logs is recording events that cause Flux job state transitions, for historical and
synchronization purposes. These events are defined in detail in RFC 21.
KVS atomic append capability enables multiple writers to add events to a single Flux Event Log in a race-free manner.
KVS watch capability enables a Flux Event Log to be used for synchronization.
Event Log Format
A Flux KVS Event Log SHALL consist of events separated by newlines. Each event SHALL be an independent JSON
object, serialized without embedded newlines. The Event Log as a whole is not valid JSON.
An Event Log SHALL only be written by appending one or more whole event objects. It SHALL NOT be created
empty, and it SHALL NOT be rewritten or truncated. It MAY be removed when it is no longer needed.
The following keys are REQUIRED in an event object:
timestamp
(number) The time stamp indicating when the event was created, represented as seconds since the Unix Epoch
(1970-01-01 UTC). It MUST be greater than zero, and MAY include sub-second precision.
name
(string) The name of the event.
The following keys are OPTIONAL in an event object:
context
(object) Application-specific event data.
Example
An example Flux Event Log:
{"timestamp":1552593348.073045,"name":"submit","context":{"urgency":16,"userid":5588,
˓→"flags":0}}
{"timestamp":1552593547.411336,"name":"urgency","context":{"urgency":0,"userid":5588}}
{"timestamp":1552593348.088391,"name":"alloc",context:{"note":"rank0/core[0-1]"}}
{"timestamp":1552593348.093541,"name":"free"}
{"timestamp":1552593348.089787,"name":"start"}
{"timestamp":1552593348.092830,"name":"release","context":{"ranks":"all","final":true}}
{"timestamp":1552593348.090927,"name":"finish","context":{"status":0}}
{"timestamp":1552593348.104432,"name":"clean"}
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1.33.18 19/Flux Locally Unique ID (FLUID)
This specification describes a scheme for a distributed, uncoordinated flux locally unique ID service that generates 64
bit k-ordered, unique identifiers that are a combination of timestamp since some epoch, generator id, and sequence
number. The scheme is used to generate Flux job IDs.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_19.rst
• Editor: Mark Grondona <mgrondona@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Background
Criteria
Very low probability of collision: Like 128 bit UUIDs on a global scale, FLUIDs should provide a reasonable guarantee
against collisions on a smaller scale: within a Flux instance.
Distributed: Flux job ingest should be distributed to achieve a high job ingest rate, therefore the generation of ID’s
should also be capable of being distributed to promote scalability.
Loosely ordered: Job ID’s generated by legacy resource managers are typically monotonically increasing integers that
reflect job submission order. This property is of debatable utility, but following the principle of least astonishment,
FLUIDs should retain it if possible.
Existing Solutions
The design of FLUIDs is patterned after Twitter Snowflake, and the derived implementation Boundary Flake. The
basic scheme is to couple a timestamp, machine or generator id, and sequence number into a number of bits.
Placing the timestamp into the most significant bits of the ID allows independently generated IDs to be loosely sorted
(k-ordered). Use of a separate machine ID per generator ensures uniqueness without coordination, and the sequence
number ensures each generator can create a certain number of IDs per timestamp unit.
Implementation
FLUIDs are composed of [ timestamp | id | sequence ] similar to Snowflake, to allow distributed, uncoordinated ID generation across a Flux instance, with the allocation of bits customized for the unique use case in Flux:
• 40 bits for timestamp since epoch in milliseconds, good for a 35 year long runtime with custom epoch set to job
start time.
• 14 bits for generator ID (up to 16K generators). By default, the generator ID could be set to the rank. For
sessions greater than 16K ranks, some generators could be idled and forward requests up the tree to keep the max
generators to 16K.
• 10 bits for sequence number (1024 IDs per ms)
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With this scheme it is theoretically possible to create a max of about 16B FLUIDs per second for 34 years.
This type of generator guarantees unique IDs, with probability of collision equal to zero, so no collision detection is
required.
Representation
A FLUID is a 64-bit integer, e.g. 6731191091817518.
Representations other than decimal MAY be used where appropriate, for instance for compactness or ease of transcription over the phone.
The following sections describe the set of supported alternate representations for FLUIDs.
FLUID base58 (F58) Encoding
In order to create a compact, human readable representation of a FLUID, the main alternate encoding of a FLUID
SHALL be Base58, using the alphabet
123456789ABCDEFGHJKLMNPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijkmnopqrstuvwxyz
To disambiguate this Base58 representation from decimal or other representations, FLUIDs with this encoding SHALL
be prefixed with the Unicode character U+0192 ƒ, and the final result SHALL be termed “FLUID base58 Encoding” or F58 for short. For example, the FLUID 6731191091817518 from above SHALL be represented in F58 as
ƒuZZybuNNy. As a fallback mechanism, a FLUID prefixed with an ASCII lowercase f will also be decoded as F58.
Examples: ƒZemgA8Bzf, ƒ278oEf7zGf
FLUID Hexadecimal (hex) Encoding
A hexadecimal encoding SHALL represent a FLUID in base16, including a 0x prefix to unambiguously differentiate
the representation from other FLUID standard encodings.
Examples: 0x17e9fb8df16c2e, 0xedaf97d000000
FLUID Dotted-Hexadecimal (dothex) Encoding
In order to support indexing of FLUIDs in a hierarchical KVS namespace, a dotted-hexadecimal encoding SHALL
represent a FLUID in base16, with each 4 hexadecimal digits separated by dots (.).
Examples: 0017.e9fb.8df1.6c2e, 000e.daf9.7d00.0000
FLUID Mnemonic (words) Encoding
In order to ease transferring of FLUIDs via human interaction, a mnemonic representation of FLUIDS SHALL be
supported by a conformant implementation.
The mnemonicode implementation converts integers to strings of pronounceable words and back again. This encoding
MAY be used when a FLUID must be conveyed by speaking, e.g. over the phone.
Examples: reform-remote-galileo--heart-package-academy, random-idea-yoyo--sugar-printer-academy
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Decoding Alternate FLUID Representations
The standard FLUID representations described in this RFC are unambiguous by design. That is, the type of FLUID
encoding can be definitively determined by the string representation.
Implementations that take an encoded FLUID as a string argument SHALL use the following rules to decode the
argument:
• If a string contains ., then decode as “dothex”
• Else if the string contains -, then decode as “words”
• Else if the string starts with ƒ or f, decode as F58
• Else if the string starts with 0x decode as “hex”
• Otherwise, decode as decimal
An implementation decoding FLUID string representations SHALL ignore leading and trailing whitespace.

1.33.19 20/Resource Set Specification Version 1
This specification defines the version 1 format of the resource-set representation or R in short.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_20.rst
• Editor: Dong H. Ahn <ahn1@llnl.gov>
• State: Raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 4/Flux Resource Model
• 8/Flux Task and Program Execution Services
• 14/Canonical Job Specification
• 15/Independent Minister of Privilege for Flux
• 16/KVS Job Schema
• 22/Idset String Representation
• 29/Hostlist Format
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Overview
Flexible resource representation is important for some of the key components of Flux. Resource requests are part of
Flux jobspec, described in RFC 14. This RFC describes the format of a concrete resource-set representation referred
to as R, constructed by the scheduler in response to a resource request. R is input to the remote execution system,
which uses information expressed in R to establish containment, binding, mapping, and execution of program tasks,
apportioned across broker ranks. As a program terminates, the execution system releases shards of the original R,
eventually adding up to its union, back to the scheduler. Finally, when a Flux instance launches a child instance, R
is passed down from the enclosing instance to the child instance, where it primes the child scheduler with a block of
allocatable resources.
Design Goals
The R format is designed with the following goals:
• Allow the resource data conformant to our resource model (RFC 4) to be serialized and deserialized with no data
loss;
• Express the resource allocation information to the program execution service (RFC 8);
• Use the same format to release a resource subset of R to the scheduler;
• Allow the consumers of R to deserialize an R object while minimizing the parsing complexity and the data to
read;
Producers and Consumers
• The scheduler for a Flux instance (or instance scheduler) uses this format to serialize each resource allocation
as REQUIRED by the instance program execution service and OPTIONALLY REQUIRED by child scheduler
instances.
• The instance scheduler deserializes an R object to build its internal resource data used for scheduling.
• Users MAY manually write an R object for testing and debugging.
• User-facing utilities that query a resource status (e.g., what resources are available or idle, or what resources are
allocated to a job) MAY use an R object to extract this information;
• The program execution service emits a valid R object to release a resource subset of an R to the instance scheduler.
Resource Set Format Definition
The JSON documents that conform to the R format SHALL be referred to as R JSON documents or in short R documents. An R JSON document SHALL consist of a dictionary with four keys: version, execution, scheduling
and attributes. It SHALL be valid if and only if it contains the version key and either or both the execution
and scheduling keys. The value of the execution key SHALL contain sufficient data for the execution system to
perform its core tasks. The value of scheduling SHALL contain sufficient data for schedulers. Finally, the value
of attributes SHALL provide optional information including but not being limited to data specific to the scheduler
used to create this JSON document.
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Version
The value of the version key SHALL contain 1 to indicate the format version.
Execution
The value of the execution key SHALL contain at least the keys R_lite, and nodelist, with optional keys
properties, starttime and expiration. Other keys are reserved for future extensions.
R_lite is a strict list of dictionaries each of which SHALL contain at least the following two keys:
rank
The value of the rank key SHALL be a string list of broker rank identifiers in idset format (See RFC 22). This
list SHALL indicate the broker ranks to which other information in the current entry applies.
children
The children key encodes the information about certain compute resources contained within this compute
node. The value of this key SHALL contain a dictionary with two keys: core and gpu. Other keys are reserved
for future extensions.
core
The core key SHALL contain a logical compute core IDs string in RFC 22 idset format.
gpu
The OPTIONAL gpu key SHALL contain a logical GPU IDs string in RFC 22 idset format.
The nodelist key SHALL be an array of hostnames which correspond to the rank entries of the R_lite dictionary,
and serves as a mapping of R_lite rank entries to hostname. Each entry in nodelist MAY contain a string in RFC
29 Hostlist Format, e.g. host[0-16].
The execution key MAY also contain any of the following optional keys:
properties
The optional properties key SHALL be a dictionary where each key maps a single property name to a RFC 22
idset string. The idset string SHALL represent a set of execution target ranks. A given execution target rank
MAY appear in multiple property mappings. Property names SHALL be valid UTF-8, and MUST NOT contain
the following illegal characters:
! & ' " ^ ` | ( )
Additionally, the @ character is reserved for scheduler specific property use. In this case, the literal property
SHALL still apply to the defined execution target ranks, but the scheduler MAY use the suffix after @ to apply
the property to children resources of the execution target or for another scheduler specific purpose. For example,
the property amd-mi50@gpu SHALL apply to the defined execution target ranks, but a scheduler MAY use the
gpu suffix to perform scheduling optimization for gpus of the corresponding ranks. This MAY result in both
amd-mi50@gpu and amd-mi50 being valid properties for resources in the instance.
starttime
The value of the starttime key, if present, SHALL encode the start time at which the resource set is valid.
The value SHALL be the number of seconds elapsed since the Unix Epoch (1970-01-01 00:00:00 UTC) with
optional microsecond precision. If starttime is unset, then the resource set has no specified start time and is
valid beginning at any time up to expiration.
expiration
The value of the expiration key, if present, SHALL encode the end or expiration time of the resource set in
seconds since the Unix Epoch, with optional microsecond precision. If starttime is also set, expiration
MUST be greater than starttime. If expiration is unset, the resource set has no specified end time and is
valid beginning at starttime without expiration.
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Scheduling
The scheduling key allows RFC4-compliant schedulers to serialize any subset of graph resource data into its value
and later deserialize this value with no data loss. The scheduling key contains a dictionary with a single key: graph.
Other keys are reserved for future extensions. The graph key SHALL conform to the latest version of the JSON Graph
Format (JGF). Thus, its value is a dictionary with two keys, nodes and edges, that encode the resource vertices and
edges as described in RFC 4.
Graph Vertices
The value of the nodes key defined in JGF is a strict list of graph vertices. Each list member is a vertex that contains
two keys: id and metadata. The id key SHALL contain a unique string ID for the containing vertex. The value of the
metadata key is a dictionary that encodes the resource pool data described in RFC 4. Thus, this dictionary SHALL
contain the following keys to describe the base data of a resource pool:
• type
• uuid
• basename
• name
• id
• properties
• size
• unit
It MAY contain other OPTIONAL resource vertex data.
Graph Edges
The value of the edges key defined in JGF SHALL be a strict list of graph edges. Each list element SHALL be an edge
that connects two graph vertices and contains the source, target and metadata keys. The value of the source key
SHALL contain the ID of the source graph vertex. The value of the target key SHALL contain the ID of the target
graph vertex. The value of this metadata key SHALL contain a dictionary that encodes the resource subsystem and
relationship data for the containing edge as described in RFC 4. It SHALL contain two keys:
subsystem
The value of the subsystem key SHALL be a string that indicates a specific subsystem to which this edge
belongs. (e.g., containment or power subsystems).
relationship
The value of the relationship key SHALL be a string that indicates a relationship between the source and
target resource vertices. The relationship SHALL only be defined within the subsystem defined above. (e.g.,
“contains” relationship within the “containment” subsystem).
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Attributes
The purpose of the attributes key is to provide optional information on this R document. The attributes key
SHALL be a dictionary of one key: system. Other keys are reserved for future extensions.
system Attributes in the system dictionary provide additional system information that have affected the creation of
this R document. All of the system attributes are optional.
A common system attribute is:
scheduler The value of the scheduler is a free-from dictionary that may provide the information specific to the scheduler used to produce this document. For example, a scheduler that manages multiple job queues may add queue=batch
to indicate that this resource set was allocated from within its batch queue.
References
JSON Graph Format Github, Anthony Bargnesi, et al., Visited Jan. 2019

1.33.20 21/Job States and Events Version 1
This specification describes Flux job states and the events that trigger job state transitions.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_21.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 16/KVS Job Schema
• 18/KVS Event Log Format
• 22/Idset String Representation
• 27/Flux Resource Allocation Protocol Version 1
Background
The job state machine is intended to be a useful abstraction of job life cycle for users. If a job is not yet running, the
job state communicates at a high level what it is waiting for. In addition to being available to query, job states may also
be used as a basis for synchronization by tools such as workflow managers.
A job is said to be active if it has not yet reached the captive end state, and inactive once it has.
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Design Criteria
• Job states SHOULD exist for job phases with the potential for long duration, to provide transparency to users.
• The instance owner and job owner SHALL be permitted to monitor job state transitions, for synchronization.
• There SHALL be one initial state and one final state.
• All job state transitions SHALL be initiated by the job manager.
• A state SHALL exist for synchronization on job completion, such that job data in the KVS is stable once this
state is reached.
• All job state transitions SHALL be driven by events.
• Events SHALL be logged to the job eventlog.
• Replaying the job eventlog SHALL accurately reproduce the current job state.
• The job manager SHOULD be capable of ingesting job eventlogs following recent versions of this specification,
to avoid losing job data when Flux is restarted after a software upgrade.
Implementation
State Diagram

State Descriptions
NEW
Initial state. The required first submit event logs the job’s creation, and the validate event transitions the state
to DEPEND after the job has been validated.
DEPEND
The job is blocked waiting for dependencies to be satisfied. Once all dependencies have been satisfied the depend
event is logged and the state transitions to PRIORITY.
PRIORITY
The job is blocked waiting for a priority to be assigned by the job manager priority plugin. Upon priority assignment, the job manager logs the priority event. The state transitions to SCHED.
SCHED
The job is blocked waiting for resources. The job manager sends an allocation request to the scheduler and
receives a response once the job has been assigned resources, then logs the alloc event. The state transitions to
RUN.
RUN
The job is able to run or is running. The job manager sends a request to the exec service to start the job, then
logs a start event once the job shells have been started, and a finish event once all the job shells have exited.
The state transitions to CLEANUP.
CLEANUP
The job has completed or an exception has occurred. Under normal termination, the job manager waits for notification from the exec service that job resources can be released, logging release events, then returns resources
to the scheduler and logs a free event. Under exceptional termination, one or more steps may be unnecessary,
depending on prior events. Once cleanup is complete, the job manager logs a clean event. The state transitions
to INACTIVE.
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INACTIVE
Job data in KVS is now read-only (captive state).
Virtual States
In the interest of encouraging consistent language, we define the following “virtual states” as shorthand for the union
of two or more actual job states:
PENDING
The job is in DEPEND, PRIORITY, or SCHED states.
RUNNING
The job is in RUN or CLEANUP states.
ACTIVE
The job is in DEPEND, PRIORITY, SCHED, RUN, or CLEANUP states.
Exceptions
An exception event is an extraordinary occurrence that MAY interrupt the “normal” job life cycle.
An exception SHALL be assigned a severity value from 0 (most severe) to 7 (least severe).
An exception event with severity of zero SHALL cause the job state to immediately transition to CLEANUP. Exception
events with a severity other than zero do not affect job state, and are assumed to be meaningful to other components
managing non-fatal exceptions.
More than one exception MAY occur per job.
The exception event format is described below.
Event Descriptions
Job state transitions are driven by events that are logged to job.<jobid>.eventlog as required by RFC 16.
Events are formatted as described in RFC 18, with additional requirements described below:
Submit Event
Job was submitted.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
urgency
(integer) Initial urgency in the range of 0-31.
userid
(integer) Authenticated user ID of submitter.
flags
(integer) Mask of flags (1=debug).
version
(integer) Version of the job eventlog format. This document describes version 1.
Example:
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{"timestamp":1552593348.073045,"name":"submit","context":{"urgency":16,"userid":5588,
˓→"flags":0,"version":1}}
The submit event SHALL be the first event posted for each job.
Jobspec-update Event
Set jobspec attributes after job submission. The event context object SHALL consist of a dictionary of period-delimited
keys beginning with attributes. and MUST contain at least one entry.
Example:
{"timestamp":1552593348.073045,"name":"jobspec-update","context":{"attributes.system.
˓→duration":3600}}

Note: The jobspec-update event affects only the Flux instance’s view of the job. The signed request containing the
user’s original jobspec SHALL NOT be altered.

Validate Event
Job submission is valid.
No context is defined for this event.
Example:
{"timestamp":1605115080.0358412,"name":"validate"}

Invalidate Event
Job submission is invalid. The job (including the KVS eventlog) SHALL be immediately removed.
No context is defined for this event.
Example:
{"timestamp":1605115080.0358412,"name":"invalidate"}

Set-flags Event
One or more flags have been set on the job.
The following key is REQUIRED in the event context object:
flags
(array of string) array of flag names to set.
Example:
{"timestamp":1552593348.073045,"name":"set-flags","context":{"flags":["debug"]}}
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Dependency-add Event
A dependency has been added to the job. This dependency must then be removed via a dependency-remove event.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
description
(string) Name or description of this dependency.
{"timestamp":1552593348.073045,"name":"dependency-add","context":{"description":"begin˓→time=1552594348"}}

Dependency-remove Event
A dependency has be removed from a job. The dependency description MUST match a previously added dependency
from a dependency-add event.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
description
(string) Name or description of the dependency to remove.
{"timestamp":1552594348.0,"name":"dependency-remove","context":{"description":"begin˓→time=1552594348"}}

Depend Event
All job dependencies have been met.
No context is defined for this event.
Example:
{"timestamp":1605115080.0358412,"name":"depend"}

Priority Event
Job’s priority has been assigned.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
priority
(integer) Priority in the range of 0-4294967295.
{"timestamp":1552593547.411336,"name":"priority","context":{"priority":42}}
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Flux-Restart Event
The job manager has restarted.
No context is defined for this event.
Example:
{"timestamp":1605115080.0358412,"name":"flux-restart"}

Urgency Event
Job’s urgency has changed.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
urgency
(integer) New urgency in the range of 0-31.
userid
(integer) Authenticated user ID of requester.
{"timestamp":1552593547.411336,"name":"urgency","context":{"urgency":0,"userid":5588}}

Alloc Event
Resources have been allocated by the scheduler.
The following keys are OPTIONAL in the event context object:
annotations
(object) A dictionary of scheduler-dependent key-value pairs as described in RFC 27
Example:
{"timestamp":1552593348.088391,"name":"alloc","context":{"annotations":{"sched.resource_
˓→summary":"rank0/core[0-1]"}}}

Prolog-start Event
A prolog action has started for the job. This event SHALL prevent the job manager from initiating a start request to
the execution system until the prolog action is completed with a corresponding prolog-finish event.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
description
(string) Name or description of the prolog action.
{"timestamp":1552593348.073045,"name":"prolog-start","context":{"description":"/usr/sbin/
˓→job-prolog.sh"}}
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Prolog-finish Event
A prolog action for the job has completed. The prolog description SHOULD match a previous prolog-start event.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
description
(string) Name or description of the prolog action.
status
(integer) Completion status of the prolog action. A status of zero SHALL be considered success, with a non-zero
status indicating failure.
{"timestamp":1552594348.0,"name":"prolog-finish","context":{"description":"/usr/sbin/job˓→prolog.sh", "status":0}}

Epilog-start Event
An epilog action has started for the job. This event SHALL prevent the job manager from initiating a free request to
the scheduler until the epilog action is completed with a corresponding epilog-finish event.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
description
(string) Name or description of the epilog action.
{"timestamp":1552593348.073045,"name":"epilog-start","context":{"description":"/usr/sbin/
˓→job-epilog.sh"}}

Epilog-finish Event
A epilog action for the job has completed. The epilog description SHOULD match a previous epilog-start event.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
description
(string) Name or description of the epilog action.
status
(integer) Completion status of the epilog action. A status of zero SHALL be considered success, with a non-zero
status indicating failure.
{"timestamp":1552594348.0,"name":"epilog-finish","context":{"description":"/usr/sbin/job˓→epilog.sh", "status":0}}
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Free Event
Resources have been released to the scheduler.
The context SHALL be empty.
Example:
{"timestamp":1552593348.093541,"name":"free"}

Start Event
Job shells have started.
The context SHALL be empty.
Example:
{"timestamp":1552593348.089787,"name":"start"}

Release Event
Resources have been released.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
ranks
(string) An idset of broker ranks or “all”, indicating a subset of resources that are being released.
final
(boolean) True if all resources allocated to the job have been released.
Example:
{"timestamp":1552593348.092830,"name":"release","context":{"ranks":"all","final":true}}

Finish Event
Job shells have terminated.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
status
(integer) The largest of the job shell wait status codes, as defined by POSIX wait(2)1 .
Example:
{"timestamp":1552593348.090927,"name":"finish","context":{"status":0}}
1

wait, waitpid - wait for a child process to stop or terminate; The Open Group Base Specifications Issue 6; IEEE Std 1003.1, 2004 Edition
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Clean Event
Cleanup has completed.
The context SHALL be empty.
Example:
{"timestamp":1552593348.104432,"name":"clean"}

Exception Event
An exception occurred.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
type
(string) Specify the type of exception (see below).
severity
(integer) Specify the severity of the exception, in range of 0 (most severe) to to 7 (least severe).
The following keys are OPTIONAL:
note
(string) Brief human-readable explanation of the exception.
userid
(integer) User ID that initiated the exception, if other than instance owner.
Example:
{"timestamp":1552593986.335602,"name":"exception","context":{"type":"oom","severity":0,
˓→"userid":5588,"note":"out of memory on foo42"}}
Exception types include but are not limited to:
cancel
The job was canceled.
timelimit
The job’s wall clock limit was exceeded.
depend
A problem occurred during dependency resolution.
alloc
A problem occurred during scheduling.
start
A problem occurred while starting job shells.
free
A problem occurred while releasing resources to the scheduler.
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Memo Event
A brief data record has been associated with the job.
The context object SHALL contain a set of key-value pairs to associate with the job. Existing identical keys from a
previous memo event SHALL be replaced. A value of JSON null SHALL remove the associated key.
Example:
{"timestamp":1637723184.3725791,"name":"memo","context":{"key":"value"}}

Debug Event
Debug event names are prefixed with “debug.” They are optional and are intended to provide context in the eventlog
that aids debugging.
There are no specific requirements for the event context.
Example:
{"timestamp":1552594649.848032,"name":"debug.free-request"}

Synchronization
Any state but NEW is valid for synchronization.
Once a given state has been signaled (with a KVS snapshot reference), the following invariants hold with respect to the
KVS job schema described in RFC 16:
CLEANUP
Either an exception has been logged to job.<jobid>.eventlog, or a global status code from the application is
available (TBD).
INACTIVE
job.<jobid> contains the final snapshot of the job schema.

1.33.21 22/Idset String Representation
This specification describes a compact form for expressing a set of non-negative, integer ids.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_22.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
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Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Background
It is often necessary to represent a set of non-negative, integer ids as a compact string for human input, output, or in
messages. For example:
• A set of task ranks.
• A set of broker ranks.
• A set of resource ids or indices.
Implementation
An idset SHALL consist of unique, non-negative integer ids.
An idset string SHALL consist of ids in ascending numerical order, delimited by commas, e.g. 1,2,3,5,6,42.
Ids in an idset string SHALL be represented in decimal form.
Ids in an idset string SHALL NOT include leading zeroes.
Consecutive ids in an idset string MAY be compressed into hyphenated ranges, e.g. 1-3,5-6,42.
An idset string MAY be surrounded by square brackets to promote readability, e.g. [1-3,5-6,42].
An idset string SHALL consist only of the following characters:
• The decimal digits: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
• Comma: ,
• Hyphen: • Square brackets: [ ]

1.33.22 23/Flux Standard Duration
This specification describes a simple string format used to represent a duration of time.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_23.rst
• Editor: Mark A. Grondona <mark.grondona@gmail.com>
• State: raw
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Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Background
Many Flux utilities and services may take a time duration as input either via user-provided options, configuration input,
or message payload contents. To provide a consistent interface, and reduce the chance of incompatibility between Flux
components, it is useful to standardize on a duration format that is human readable, easily parsed, and compact.
Utilities and services that support the duration form described here are said to support “Flux Standard Duration.”
Implementation
A Flux Standard Duration SHALL be a string of the form N[SUFFIX], where N is a floating point number and SUFFIX
is an OPTIONAL unit.
N SHALL have a range of [0:infinity] and SHALL be in a form allowed by C991 strtof or strtod.
The OPTIONAL unit suffix MUST be one of the following (case sensitive):
Suffix
ms
s
m
h
d

Name
milliseconds
seconds
minutes
hours
days

Multiplier
1E-3
1
60
3600
86400

As a special case, when N is infinity or inf, the unit suffix SHALL be omitted.
Test Vectors
FSD string
2ms
0.1s
30
1.2h
5m
0s
5d
inf
INF
infinity
1
2

duration (seconds)
0.002
0.1
30
4320
300
0
432000
INFINITY2
INFINITY
INFINITY

C99 - ISO/IEC 9899:1999 standard section 7.20.1.3: The strtod, strtof, and strtold functions
C99 - ISO/IEC 9899:1999 standard section 7.12/4 INFINITY (p: 212-213)
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1.33.23 24/Flux Job Standard I/O Version 1
This specification describes the format used to represent standard I/O streams in the Flux KVS.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_24.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick.jim@gmail.com>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 16/KVS Job Schema
• 18/KVS Event Log Format
• 22/Idset String Representation
Goals
• Incorporate task I/O streams into KVS job record.
• Provide Flux front end tools with read access to output, write access to input streams.
• Provide the Flux shell with write access to output, read access to input streams.
• Use standard encoding(s) where possible, suitable for long-term archival.
• KVS data should remain valid while the job is active (as data is appended).
• Support textual or binary data.
• Output should be labeled with the task rank that produced it.
• Input and output should be labeled with a timestamp.
• Each stream may independently indicate end-of-stream.
• Support standard UNIX I/O streams: stdin, stdout, stderr.
• Support shell error and debug logging.
Implementation
Standard I/O streams SHALL be stored under two keys in the KVS job schema: job.<jobid>.guest.output and
job.<jobid>.guest.input. The values SHALL be formatted as a KVS event log (RFC 18), with events as described
below.
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Header Event
The header event describes the input or output events that follow. There SHALL be exactly one header event in each
log, appearing first.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
version
(integer) Version of this format. This RFC describes version 1.
encoding
(object) A dictionary mapping stream names (e.g. stdin, stdout, stderr) to default encoding type (e.g.
base64, UTF-8).
count
(object) A dictionary mapping stream names (e.g. stdout, stderr) to the number of expected open streams
with that name.
options
(object) A dictionary mapping option names to values. See Header Options section below for the available
options.
Example:
{
"timestamp":1552593348.073045,
"name":"header",
"context":{
"version":1,
"encoding":{
"stdout":"base64",
"stderr":"UTF-8",
},
"count":{
"stdout":2,
"stderr":2,
},
"options":{
}
}
}
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Header Options
TBD: input distribution options.
Data Event
The output event encapsulates a blob of input or output data.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
stream
(string) The stream name (e.g. stdin, stdout, stderr). All valid stream names MUST appear as keys in the
header encoding object.
rank
(string) A string representing the rank(s) that produced the output, or which will read the input. The string may
be an idset string (RFC 22) or the string “all” to indicate all ranks in a job.
The following keys are OPTIONAL in the event context object:
data
(string) The output data, encoded as described by the header.
eof
(boolean) End of stream indicator.
The following keys are OPTIOINAL in the event context object:
encoding
(string) The encoding of this particular data event when different from the default encoding specified by the
header event.
The context object SHOULD contain either a data or eof key, or both.
Example:
{
"timestamp":1552593349.1,
"name":"data",
"context":{
"stream":"stdout",
"rank":"31",
"data":"bWVlcAo=",
"eof":"true"
}
}
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Redirect Event
The redirect event indicates that a stream’s data has been redirected away from the log. The caller should not expect
any additional data events in the log for that stream.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the event context object:
stream
(string) The stream name (e.g. stdout, stderr). All valid stream names MUST appear as keys in the header
encoding object.
rank
(string) An idset string (RFC 22) representing the rank(s) that are redirecting output.
The following keys are OPTIONAL in the event context object:
path
(string) Indicates the path data has been redirected to, if the data has been redirected to a file.
Example:
{
"timestamp":1552593350.4,
"name":"redirect",
"context":{
"stream":"stdout",
"path":"job.output",
}
}

Log Event
The log event supports error and debug logging from the Flux shells.
The following keys are REQUIRED in the log event context object:
level
(integer) An Internet RFC 5424 severity level in the range of 0 (LOG_EMERG) to 7 (LOG_DEBUG).
message
(string) Textual log message, encoded with UTF-8.
The following keys are OPTIONAL in the event context object:
rank
(integer) The shell rank. If not present then the shell rank is unknown.
program
(string) Program name that generated the log message. If not present, the program default is flux-shell.
file
(string) Source file from which the log message was generated.
line
(integer) Source line from which the log message was generated.
component
(string) A shell component or plugin name which generated the log message.
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1.33.24 25/Job Specification Version 1
A domain specific language based on YAML is defined to express the resource requirements and other attributes of
one or more programs submitted to a Flux instance for execution. This RFC describes the version 1 of jobspec, which
represents a request to run exactly one program. This version is a simplified version of the canonical jobspec format
described in RFC 14.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_25.rst
• Editor: Stephen Herbein <herbein1@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 4/Flux Resource Model
• 8/Flux Task and Program Execution Services
• 14/Canonical Job Specification
• 20/Resource Set Specification Version 1
• 26/Job Dependency Specification
• 31/Job Constraints Specification
Goals
• Express the resource requirements of a program to the scheduler.
• Allow resource requirements to be expressed simply in terms of Nodes, CPUs, and GPUs.
• Express program attributes such as arguments, run time, and task layout, to be considered by the program execution service (RFC 12)
Overview
This RFC describes the version 1 form of “jobspec”, a domain specific language based on YAML1 . The version 1
of jobspec SHALL consist of a single YAML document representing a reusable request to run exactly one program.
Hereafter, “jobspec” refers to the version 1 form, and “non-canonical jobspec” refers to the non-canonical form.
1

YAML Ain’t Markup Language (YAML) Version 1.1, O. Ben-Kiki, C. Evans, B. Ingerson, 2004.
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Jobspec Language Definition
A jobspec V1 YAML document SHALL consist of a dictionary defining the resources, tasks and other attributes of a
single program. The dictionary MUST contain the keys resources, tasks, attributes, and version.
Each of the listed jobspec keys SHALL meet the form and requirements listed in detail in the sections below. For
reference, a ruleset for compliant jobspec V1 is provided in the Schema section below.
Resources
The value of the resources key SHALL be a strict list which MUST define either node or slot as the first and only
resource. Each list element SHALL represent a resource vertex (described below).
A resource vertex SHALL contain only the following keys:
• type
• count
• unit
• with
• label
a node type resource vertex MAY also contain the following optional keys:
• exclusive
The definitions of unit, with, exclusive and label SHALL match those found in RFC14. The others are redefined
and simplified to mean the following:
type
The type key for a resource SHALL indicate the type of resource to be matched. In V1, only four resource types
are valid: [node, slot, core, and gpu]. slot types are described in the Reserved Resource Types section
below.
count
The count key SHALL indicate the desired number of resources matching the current vertex. The count SHALL
be a single integer value representing a fixed count
V1-Specific Resource Graph Restrictions
In V1, the resources list MUST contain exactly one element, which MUST be either node or slot. Additionally,
the resource graph MUST contain the core type.
In V1, there are also restrictions on which resources can have out edges to other resources. Specifically, a node can
have an out edge to a slot, and a slot can have an out edge to a core. If a slot has an out edge to a core, it can
also, optionally, have an out edge to a gpu as well. Therefore, the complete enumeration of valid resource graphs in
V1 is:
• slot>core
• node>slot>core
• slot>(core,gpu)
• node>slot>(core,gpu)
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Tasks
The value of the tasks key SHALL be a strict list which MUST define exactly one task. The list element SHALL be
a dictionary representing a task to run as part of the program. A task descriptor SHALL contain the following keys,
whose definitions SHALL match those provided in RFC14:
• command
• slot
• count
– per_slot
– total
Attributes
The attributes key SHALL be a dictionary of dictionaries. The attributes dictionary MUST contain system key
and MAY contain the user key. Common system keys are listed below, and their definitions can be found in RFC14.
Values MAY have any valid YAML type.
• user
• system
– duration
– environment
– cwd
– dependencies
– constraints
Most system attributes are optional, but the duration attribute is required in jobspec V1.
Example Jobspec
Under the description above, the following is an example of a fully compliant version 1 jobspec. The example below
declares a request for 4 “nodes” each of which with 1 task slot consisting of 2 cores each, for a total of 4 task slots. A
single copy of the command app will be run on each task slot for a total of 4 tasks.
version: 1
resources:
- type: node
count: 4
with:
- type: slot
count: 1
label: default
with:
- type: core
count: 2
tasks:
- command: [ "app" ]
(continues on next page)
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slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"

Basic Use Cases
To implement basic resource manager functionality, the following use cases SHALL be supported by the jobspec:
Section 1: Node-level Requests
The following “node-level” requests are all requests to start an instance, i.e. run a single copy of flux start per
allocated node. Many of these requests are similar to existing resource manager batch job submission or allocation
requests, i.e. equivalent to oarsub, qsub, and salloc.
Use Case 1.1
Request nodes outside of a slot
Specific Example
Request 4 nodes, each with 1 slot
Existing Equivalents
Slurm
PBS

salloc -N4
qsub -l nodes=4

Jobspec YAML
version: 1
resources:
- type: node
count: 4
with:
- type: slot
count: 1
label: default
with:
- type: core
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "flux", "start" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
(continues on next page)
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duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"

Section 2: General Requests
The following use cases are more general and include more complex slot placement and task counts.
Use Case 2.1
Run N tasks across M nodes, unequal distribution
Specific Example
Run 5 copies of hostname across 4 nodes, default distribution
Existing Equivalents
Slurm

srun -n5 -N4 hostname

Jobspec YAML
version: 1
resources:
- type: node
count: 4
with:
- type: slot
count: 1
label: myslot
with:
- type: core
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "hostname" ]
slot: myslot
count:
total: 5
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 2.2
Run N tasks, Require M cores per task
Specific Example
Run 10 copies of myapp, require 2 cores per copy, for a total of 20 cores
Existing Equivalents
Slurm
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Jobspec YAML
version: 1
resources:
- type: slot
label: default
count: 10
with:
- type: core
count: 2
tasks:
- command: [ "myapp" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 2.3
Run N tasks, Require M cores and J gpus per task
Specific Example
Run 10 copies of myapp, require 2 cores and 1 gpu per copy, for a total of 20 cores and 10 gpus
Jobspec YAML
version: 1
resources:
- type: slot
count: 10
label: default
with:
- type: core
count: 2
- type: gpu
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "myapp" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"
Use Case 2.4
Run N tasks across M nodes, each task with 1 core and 1 gpu
Specific Example
1.33. 34/Flux Task Map
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Run 16 copies of myapp across 4 nodes, each copy with 1 core and 1 gpu
Existing Equivalents
Slurm

srun -n16 -N4 --gpus-per-task=1 myapp

Jobspec YAML
version: 1
resources:
- type: node
count: 4
with:
- type: slot
count: 4
label: default
with:
- type: core
count: 1
- type: gpu
count: 1
tasks:
- command: [ "myapp" ]
slot: default
count:
per_slot: 1
attributes:
system:
duration: 3600.
cwd: "/home/flux"
environment:
HOME: "/home/flux"

Schema
A jobspec conforming to version 1 of the language definition SHALL adhere to the following ruleset, described using
JSON Schema2 .
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "http://github.com/flux-framework/rfc/tree/master/data/spec_24/schema.json",
"title": "jobspec-01",
"description":

"Flux jobspec version 1",

"definitions": {
"intranode_resource_vertex": {
"description": "schema for resource vertices within a node, cannot have child␣
˓→vertices",
"type": "object",
"required": ["type", "count"],
(continues on next page)
2

JSON Schema: A Media Type for Describing JSON Documents; H. Andrews; 2018
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"properties": {
"type": { "enum": ["core", "gpu"]},
"count": { "type": "integer", "minimum" : 1 },
"unit": { "type": "string" }
},
"additionalProperties": false
},
"node_vertex": {
"description": "schema for the node resource vertex",
"type": "object",
"required": ["type", "count", "with"],
"properties": {
"type": { "enum" : ["node"] },
"count": { "type": "integer", "minimum" : 1 },
"unit": { "type": "string" },
"with": {
"type": "array",
"minItems": 1,
"maxItems": 1,
"items": {
"oneOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/slot_vertex"}
]
}
}
},
"additionalProperties": false
},
"slot_vertex": {
"description": "special slot resource type - label assigns to task slot",
"type": "object",
"required": ["type", "count", "with", "label"],
"properties": {
"type": { "enum" : ["slot"] },
"count": { "type": "integer", "minimum" : 1 },
"unit": { "type": "string" },
"label": { "type": "string" },
"exclusive": { "type": "boolean" },
"with": {
"type": "array",
"minItems": 1,
"maxItems": 2,
"items": {
"oneOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/intranode_resource_vertex"}
]
}
}
},
"additionalProperties": false
}
},
(continues on next page)
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"type": "object",
"required": ["version", "resources", "attributes", "tasks"],
"properties": {
"version": {
"description": "the jobspec version",
"type": "integer",
"enum": [1]
},
"resources": {
"description": "requested resources",
"type": "array",
"minItems": 1,
"maxItems": 1,
"items": {
"oneOf": [
{ "$ref": "#/definitions/node_vertex" },
{ "$ref": "#/definitions/slot_vertex" }
]
}
},
"attributes": {
"description": "system and user attributes",
"type": ["object", "null"],
"properties": {
"system": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"duration": { "type": "number", "minimum": 0 },
"cwd": { "type": "string" },
"environment": { "type": "object" }
}
},
"user": {
"type": "object"
}
},
"additionalProperties": false
},
"tasks": {
"description": "task configuration",
"type": "array",
"maxItems": 1,
"items": {
"type": "object",
"required": ["command", "slot", "count" ],
"properties": {
"command": {
"type": ["string", "array"],
"minItems": 1,
"items": { "type": "string" }
},
"slot": { "type": "string" },
(continues on next page)
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"count": {
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"per_slot": { "type": "integer", "minimum" : 1 },
"total": { "type": "integer", "minimum" : 1 }
}
}
},
"additionalProperties": false
}
}
}
}

1.33.25 26/Job Dependency Specification
An extension to the canonical jobspec designed to express the dependencies between one or more programs submitted
to a Flux instance for execution.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_26.rst
• Editor: Stephen Herbein <herbein1@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 14/Canonical Job Specification
• 19/Flux Locally Unique ID
• 21/Job States and Events
• OpenMP Specification
• IETF RFC3986: Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
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Goals
• Define how job dependencies are represented in jobspec.
• Define how job dependencies are represented as command line arguments.
• Describe simple, built-in job dependency schemes.
• Plan for new dependency schemes to be added later.
• Describe a mechanism for specifying dependencies as a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
• Describe a mechanism for specifying more advanced, runtime dependencies.
Background
RFC 21 defines a DEPEND state for jobs, which is exited once all job dependencies have been satisfied, or a fatal
exception has occurred. The job must progress through DEPEND and PRIORITY states before reaching SCHED state,
therefore, dependency processing is independent of the scheduler.
When a job enters DEPEND state, job manager plugins post dependency-add events to the job eventlog, as described in RFC 21. Plugins may add dependencies based on explicit user requests in the jobspec, or based on other
implementation-dependent criteria.
As dependencies are satisfied, job manager plugins post dependency-remove events to the job eventlog, as described
in RFC 21. The job may leave DEPEND state once all added dependencies have been removed.
Built-in job manager plugins handle the simple dependency schemes described below. Job manager plugins may be
added to handle new schemes as needed. Plugins may be self contained, or may outsource dependency processing to a
service outside of the job manager; for example, a separate broker module or an entity that is not part of Flux.
Dependency Event Semantics
Dependency events SHALL only be posted to the job eventlog by job manager plugins.
Dependency events SHALL be treated as matching when their description fields have the same value.
A dependency SHALL be considered satisfied when matching dependency-add and dependency-remove events
have been posted.
Some special semantics for these events are needed to allow plugins to reacquire their internal state when the job
manager is restarted:
Attempts to post duplicate dependency-add events for unsatisfied dependencies SHALL NOT raise a plugin error
and SHALL NOT be posted.
Attempts to post duplicate dependency-add events for satisfied dependencies SHALL raise a plugin error.
Representation
A job dependency SHALL be represented as a JSON object with the following REQUIRED keys:
scheme
(string) name of the dependency scheme
value
(string) semantics determined by the scheme.
A dependency object MAY contain additional OPTIONAL key-value pairs, whose semantics are determined by the
scheme.
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in jobspec
Each dependency requested by the user SHALL be represented as an element in the jobspec attributes.system.
dependencies array. Each element SHALL conform to the object definition above.
If job requests no dependencies, the key attributes.system.dependencies SHALL NOT be added to the jobspec.
on command line
On the command line, a job dependency MAY be expressed in a compact, URI-like form, with the first OPTIONAL
key-value pair represented as a URI query string, and additional OPTIONAL key-value pairs represented as URI query
options (& or ; delimited):
scheme:value[?key=val[&key=val...]]
Examples:
• afterany:ƒ2oLkTLb
• string:foo?type=out
• fluid:hungry-hippos-white-elephant
This form SHOULD be translated by the command line tool to the object form above before being shared with other
parts of the system.
Simple Dependencies
The following dependency schemes are built-in.
after
value SHALL be interpreted as the antecedent jobid, in any valid FLUID encoding from RFC 19.
The dependency SHALL be satisfied once the antecedent job enters RUN state and posts a start event. If the
antecedent job reaches INACTIVE state without entering RUN state and posting a start event, a fatal exception
SHOULD be raised on the dependent job.
afterany
value SHALL be interpreted as the antecedent jobid, in any valid FLUID encoding from RFC 19.
The dependency SHALL be satisfied once the antecedent job enters INACTIVE state, regardless of result.
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afterok
value SHALL be interpreted as the antecedent jobid, in any valid FLUID encoding from RFC 19.
The dependency SHALL be satisfied once the antecedent job enters INACTIVE state, with a successful result. If the
antecedent job does not conclude successfully, a fatal exception SHOULD be raised on the dependent job.
afternotok
value SHALL be interpreted as the antecedent jobid, in any valid FLUID encoding from RFC 19.
The dependency SHALL be satisfied once the antecedent job enters INACTIVE state, with an unsuccessful result. If
the antecedent job concludes successfully, a fatal exception SHOULD be raised on the dependent job.
begin-time
value SHALL be interpreted as a floating point timestamp in seconds since the UNIX epoch. The dependency SHALL
be satisfied once the system time reaches the specified timestamp.
OpenMP-style Dependencies
The string and fluid schemes are reserved for more sophisticated symbolic and jobid based dependencies, inspired
by the OpenMP specification.
string
value SHALL be interpreted as a symbolic dependency name.
In addition, the following keys are REQUIRED for this scheme:
type
(string) in, out, or inout as described below.
scope
(string) user or global as described below.
fluid
value SHALL be interpreted as a jobid, in any valid FLUID encoding from RFC 19.
type
(string) in, out, or inout as described below.
scope
(string) user or global as described below.
A dependency of this scheme with a type of out SHALL be generated automatically for every job when OpenMP-style
dependencies are active.
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Type
The value of the type key SHALL be one of the following:
• out This key only affects future submitted jobs. If the value of this key is the same as the value in an in or inout
dependency of a future job within scope, then the future job will be a dependent job of the current generated job.
• in If the value of this key is the same as the value in an out or inout dependency of a previously submitted job
within scope, then the generated job will be a dependent job of that previous job.
• inout If the value of this key is the same as the value in an out or inout dependency of a previously submitted
job within scope, then the generated job will be a dependent job of that previous job.
Planned future values for type include inoutset, runtime, and all.
Scope
The value of the scope key SHALL be one of the following:
• user All jobs previously submitted by the user are contained within this scope. A user can create a dependency
of any type within this scope.
• global All jobs previously submitted are contained within this scope, subject to policy constraints. The instance
owner can create a dependency of any type within this scope. A non-instance owner can only create a dependency
with the type in within this scope.
Examples
Under the description above, the following are examples of fully compliant dependency declarations.
Example 1
Submitting a chain of jobs using inout
Submitting multiple jobs with the following dependency definition will result in the jobs running one after another.
- type: inout
scope: user
scheme: string
value: foo
Example 2
Submitting job that depends on a system job
Submitting a job with the following dependency will result in the job running after the completion of the system job
with the FLUID of hungry-hippo-white-elephant. One common use-case of this example is the case of a large
system dedicated access time (DAT). A DAT typically preempts any running jobs. Users that do not want their jobs
preempted will need to submit their jobs with a dependency on the system DAT job.
- type: in
scope: global
scheme: fluid
value: hungry-hippo-white-elephant
Example 3
Submitting a fan-out of jobs
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A typical sub-component of a workflow DAG is a fan-out of jobs, consisting of a single pre-processing job, many tasks,
and a single post-processing job. These jobs are represented as A, B, and C respectively in the DAG visualization
below.
A
/|\
B B B
\|/
C
The dependency definitions for each of the job types (i.e., A, B, C) in the above DAG are provided below.
Job A

Job(s) B

Job C

- type: out
scope: user
scheme: string
value: A

- type: in
scope: user
scheme: string
value: A
- type: out
scope: user
scheme: string
value: B

- type: in
scope: user
scheme: string
value: B

1.33.26 27/Flux Resource Allocation Protocol Version 1
This specification describes Version 1 of the Flux Resource Allocation Protocol implemented by the job manager and
a compliant Flux scheduler.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_27.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 14/Canonical Job Specification
• 16/KVS Job Schema
• 20/Resource Set Specification Version 1
• 21/Job States and Events
• 23/Flux Standard Duration
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Background
The Flux job manager’s role is managing the queue of pending job requests and transitioning jobs through the job
states defined in RFC 21, actively initiating actions in each state. A Flux scheduler’s role is passively fulfilling resource
allocation requests that the job manager makes on behalf of jobs.
A scheduler implementation registers the generic service name sched and provides several well known service methods. The job manager requests resources from the scheduler with a sched.alloc request when a job enters SCHED
state. It releases resources with a sched.free request when a job enters CLEANUP state.
The simplest imaginable scheduler satisfies sched.alloc requests in order until it is out of resources, then blocks until
sched.free requests release enough resources to satisfy the next sched.alloc request. More complex schedulers
consider multiple sched.alloc requests and satisfy them out of order to prioritize or balance measures of success
such as resource utilization or fairness.
Abstract resource allocation requests are expressed as a jobspec object (RFC 14). Concrete resources assignments are
expressed a an R object (RFC 20). These objects are stored in the KVS per the job schema (RFC 16).
This RFC describes the RPC messages outlined above. It also describes the initialization messages used to establish
parameters for scheduler operation and identify resources that are already allocated at scheduler startup. It does not
cover the mechanism by which a scheduler discovers the initial inventory of resources.
Design Criteria
• Support multiple scheduler implementations, minimizing repeated code in schedulers.
• Allow the maximum number of outstanding allocation requests sent by the job manager to be controlled by the
scheduler.
• Allow the scheduler module to be reloaded with recovery of resource allocations of running jobs.
• Allow the scheduler module to abort (return from its module thread unexpectedly) without impacting running
work.
• Send allocation requests to scheduler in priority, submit time order.
• Inform scheduler of job priority and submit time so it can reorder requests internally, combining these factors
with others.
• Support job cancellation in SCHED state.
• Support job priority change in SCHED state.
• The resource allocation protocol should not present obstacles to scaling to O(1M) jobs in SCHED state.
• The protocol should not inhibit scaling job throughput to O(100) jobs per second.
• Capture scheduler specific job annotations for display by the job listing tool (e.g. start time estimates).
Implementation
To escape scalability limitations of the Flux “tag pool”, sched.alloc and sched.free RPCs use the job ID to match
requests and responses, and set the RFC 6 matchtag message field to zero. It follows that:
• The job ID MUST appear in the sched.alloc and sched.free request and response message payloads.
• There SHALL NOT be more than one sched.alloc or sched.free request in flight for each job, since otherwise a request could not be uniquely matched to a response using the job ID.
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• The errnum field in sched.alloc and sched.free response messages MUST be set to zero, even if the response
indicates an error. Otherwise, the message payload could not include the job ID since RFC 6 defines the payload
of an error response to be optional error text.
• The job manager SHALL treat a conventional Flux error response to sched.alloc or sched.free with a
nonzero errnum field as a scheduler fatality, and SHALL not send further requests to the scheduler until it receives
a new job-manager.sched-ready request (see Finalization below).
The other RPCs behave conventionally.
A detailed description of these RPCs follows.
Hello
Before any other RPCs are sent to the job manager, the scheduler SHALL send an empty request to job-manager.
sched-hello with the FLUX_MSGFLAG_STREAMING flag set. The job manager SHALL send one response message for each job with allocated resources. Each response payload SHALL consist of a JSON object with the following
REQUIRED keys:
id
(integer) job ID
priority
(integer) priority in the range of 0 through 4294967295
userid
(integer) job owner
t_submit
(double) job submission time
Example:
{
"id": 1552593348,
"priority": 43444,
"userid": 5588,
"t_submit": 1552593348.073045,
}
For each job response, the scheduler SHALL mark its assigned resources allocated internally. It MAY look up R in
the KVS by job ID according to the job schema (RFC 16).
The scheduler SHALL wait for an error response with ENODATA set, indicating the stream of responses has completed
(RFC 6).
If an error response other than ENODATA is returned to the job-manager.sched-hello request, the scheduler
SHALL log the error and exit its module thread.
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Ready
Once the scheduler has processed the job-manager.sched-hello handshake, it SHALL notify the job manager that
it is ready to accept allocation requests by sending a request to job-manager.sched-ready.
The request payload SHALL consist of a JSON object with the following REQUIRED key:
mode
(string) selected concurrency mode
The mode string SHALL be one of the following:
unlimited
The job manager SHALL send a sched.alloc request for all jobs in SCHED state, with no limit on concurrency.
limited
The job manager SHALL limit the number of concurrent sched.alloc requests to value specified by the limit
key (described below).
The following key is REQUIRED for limited mode only:
limit
(integer) The number of concurrent sched.alloc requests that can be sent. limit can be in the range of 1 to
2147483647.
Example:
{"mode":"limited","limit":42}
The response payload is a JSON object with the following REQUIRED keys:
count
(integer) current queue depth
After responding to the job-manager.sched-ready request, the job manager MAY immediately begin sending
sched.alloc and sched.free requests.
If an error response is returned to the job-manager.sched-ready request, the scheduler SHALL log the error and
exit its module thread.
Alloc
The job manager SHALL send a sched.alloc request when a job enters SCHED state, and concurrency criteria
established by the initialization handshake are met. The request payload consists of a JSON object with the following
REQUIRED keys:
id
(integer) job ID
priority
(integer) priority in the range of 0 through 4294967295
userid
(integer) job owner
jobspec
(object) jobspec object (RFC 14)
Example:
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{
"id": 1552593348,
"priority": 53444,
"userid": 5588,
"jobspec": {
"resources": [
{
"type": "slot",
"count": 1,
"with": [{"type": "core", "count": 1}], "label": "task"
}
],
"tasks": [
{
"command": ["/bin//true"],
"slot": "task",
"count": {"per_slot": 1}
}
],
"attributes": {
"system": {
"duration": 0,
"cwd": "/home/user/project",
}
},
"version": 1
}
}
The jobspec sent with sched.alloc MAY have its environment section redacted to reduce its size, since the environment is not needed by the scheduler. Should it be needed, the full jobspec SHALL be stable in the KVS per the job
schema (RFC 16) when the sched.alloc request is received.
The response payload is a JSON object with the following REQUIRED keys:
id
(integer) job ID
type
(integer) response type in the range of 0 through 3
There are four response types:
SUCCESS (0)
Resources have been allocated
ANNOTATE (1)
The scheduler wishes to annotate the job (see below)
DENY (2)
The job cannot be scheduled
CANCEL (3)
The alloc request was canceled by a sched.cancel request (see below).
The alloc request MAY receive multiple responses.
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Alloc Success
If resources can be allocated, the scheduler SHALL ensure that R has been successfully committed to the KVS per the
job schema (RFC 16) before responding.
In addition to the above REQUIRED keys, the SUCCESS response includes the OPTIONAL key:
annotations
(object) key value pairs
Example:
{
"id": 1552593348,
"type": 0,
"annotations": {
"sched": {
"resource_summary":"rank[0-1]/core0"
}
}
}
If present, the job manager SHALL update the job’s annotation dictionary as described in the next section. The scheduler MAY delete annotations such as sched.t_estimate that are not relevant now that the allocation request has been
satisfied.
The job manager posts an alloc event in response to the successful allocation of resources. A snapshot of job’s
annotation dictionary, after the above update, is included in the alloc event context per RFC 21, thus preserving it in
job record when the allocation is successful.
After the SUCCESS response, the sched.alloc request is complete and may be retired by the job manager and
scheduler.
Alloc Annotate
While a job is in SCHED state, the scheduler MAY send multiple ANNOTATE type responses to the sched.alloc
request to update scheduler-defined information for display by the job listing tool.
In addition to the above REQUIRED keys, the ANNOTATE response includes the REQUIRED key:
annotations
(object) key value pairs
The job manager SHALL maintain a dictionary of annotations for each job.
Each ANNOTATE response and the SUCCESS response (if it contains annotations) SHALL update the dictionary
according to the following rules:
• If a key exists and is a dictionary, and the new value is a dictionary, the rules below SHALL be applied to the
dictionary recursively.
• If a key exists, its value SHALL be replaced with the new value.
• If a key exists and the new value is JSON null, the key SHALL be removed.
• If a key does not exist, the key SHALL be added with the new value.
The key MAY be one of the following:
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sched
(dictionary) dictionary object containing scheduler specific annotations
sched.t_estimate
(double) estimated absolute start time in seconds since UNIX epoch
sched.reason_pending
(string) human readable reason job is pending
sched.resource_summary
(string) human readable overview of assigned resources
sched.queue
(string) human readable identification of job queue
user
(dictionary) dictionary object containing user specific annotations
A scheduler MAY define additional sched keys as needed.
A value MAY be any valid JSON value.
Example:
{
"id": 1552593348,
"type": 1,
"annotations": {
"sched": {
"t_estimate": 593016000.0,
"reason_pending": "requested GPUs are unavailable"
}
}
}
Annotations SHALL be considered volatile until a SUCCESS response is received to the sched.alloc request, as
described in Alloc Success above. Annotations SHALL be discarded by the job manager if the allocation fails.
Alloc Deny
If the resource request can never be fulfilled, the scheduler SHALL respond to the sched.alloc with a DENY type
response.
In addition to the above REQUIRED Keys, the DENY response includes the OPTIONAL key:
note
(string) the reason why the allocation cannot ever be granted
Example:
{
"id": 1552593348,
"type": 2,
"note": "more nodes requested than configured"
}
If present, the note SHALL be added to the exception event context generated by the job manager when processing
the allocation failure.
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After the DENY response, the sched.alloc request is complete and may be retired by the job manager and scheduler.
Alloc Cancel
When the scheduler receives a sched.cancel request for a job (see below), it SHALL respond to the corresponding
sched.alloc request with response type CANCEL. Only the REQUIRED keys above are allowed in a CANCEL
response.
Example:
{
"id": 1552593348,
"type": 3
}
After the CANCEL response, the sched.alloc request is complete and may be retired by the job manager and scheduler.
Cancel
The job manager may cancel a pending sched.alloc request by sending a request to sched.cancel with payload
consisting of a JSON object with the following REQUIRED key:
id
(integer) job ID
Example:
{
"id": 1552593348
}
The scheduler SHALL NOT respond directly to the sched.cancel request. Instead, if a sched.alloc request is
pending for the specified job, it SHALL respond to the sched.alloc request with a CANCEL response as described
above. If the specified job does not have a pending sched.alloc request, the request SHALL be ignored by the
scheduler.
Note that receipt of a sched.cancel does not necessarily indicate that the job is canceled. For example, the job
manager may cancel all outstanding sched.alloc requests in response to the queue being administratively disabled,
or to make room for higher priority jobs in single mode.
Prioritize
When jobs with outstanding sched.alloc requests are re-prioritized, the job manager notifies the scheduler by sending
a sched.prioritize request. The request payload consists of a JSON object with the following REQUIRED key:
jobs
(array) list of [id, priority] tuples
Each tuple SHALL consist of a two element array, containing:
[0]
(integer) job ID
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[1]
(integer) priority in the range of 0 through 4294967295
Example:
{
"jobs":[
[49056579584,
[57428410368,
[63988301824,
[69675778048,
]

444],
298],
343205],
99]

}
Job IDs which cannot be correlated to a pending sched.alloc request may be safely ignored.
No response is sent to the sched.prioritize request.
Note: A job manager priority plugin MAY initiate a priority update of many jobs at once. The job manager captures
these updates in a single sched.prioritize request.

Free
The job manager SHALL send a sched.free request when a job that is holding resources enters CLEANUP state.
The request payload consists of a JSON object with the following REQUIRED key:
id
(integer) job ID
Example:
{
"id": 1552593348
}
Upon receipt of the sched.free request, the scheduler MAY look up R in the KVS by job ID according to the job
schema (RFC 16). It SHOULD mark the job’s resources as available for reuse.
Once the sched.free request has been processed by the scheduler, it SHALL send a response with payload consisting
of a JSON object with the following REQUIRED key:
id
(integer) job ID
Example:
{
"id": 1552593348
}
After the sched.free response, the request is complete and may be retired by the job manager and scheduler.
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Finalization
If the job manager receives a conventional Flux error response to a sched.alloc or sched.free request, it SHALL
log the error and suspend scheduling operations. This ensures that, if the scheduler is not loaded, and the broker
responds with an ENOSYS error on its behalf, the job manager behaves appropriately.
Similarly, if the job manager receives a disconnect request from the scheduler, it SHALL suspend scheduler operations.
Operations MAY resume if the scheduler re-establishes itself with the job-manager.sched-hello and
job-manager.sched-ready handshakes.
Exceptions
When a job encounters a fatal exception, the job manager transitions it to CLEANUP state.
Upon the job entering CLEANUP state, the job manager sends a sched.cancel request on its behalf if the job has an
outstanding sched.alloc request. If the job is holding resources when it enters CLEANUP, the job manager sends a
sched.free request.
If the scheduler is monitoring job exceptions, it SHOULD NOT react in ways that might conflict with the job manager’s
actions.

1.33.27 28/Flux Resource Acquisition Protocol Version 1
This specification describes the Flux service that schedulers use to acquire exclusive access to resources and monitor
their ongoing availability.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_28.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 20/Resource Set Specification Version 1
• 22/Idset String Representation
• 27/Flux Resource Allocation Protocol Version 1
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Background
A Flux instance manages a set of resources. This resource set may be obtained from a configuration file, dynamically
discovered, or assigned by the enclosing instance. Resources may be excluded from scheduling by configuration, made
unavailable temporarily by administrative control, or fail unexpectedly. The resource acquisition protocol allows the
scheduler to track the set of resources available for scheduling and monitor ongoing availability, without dealing directly
with these details, which are managed by the flux-core resource module.
Version 1 of this protocol maps chunks of resources to integer execution targets, and reports availability at the target
level. All resources are mapped to targets, and all the resources associated with a given target are either up or down as
an atomic unit. Execution targets map directly to the rank idset under R_lite in the RFC 20 resource object execution
section.
A streaming resource.acquire RPC is offered by the flux-core resource module to the scheduler. The responses to
this RPC define the resource set available for scheduling, and mark targets up or down as availability changes.
Version 1 of this protocol supports a static resource set per Flux instance. Resource grow and shrink are to be handled
by a future protocol revision.
Design Criteria
• Provide resource discovery service to scheduler implementations.
• Allow the scheduler to determine satisfiability of resource requests independent of resource availability.
• Support monitoring of available execution targets.
• Support administrative drain of execution targets.
• Support administrative exclusion of execution targets.
Implementation
The scheduler SHALL send a resource.acquire streaming RPC request at initialization to obtain resources to be
used for scheduling and monitor changes in status.
Acquire Request
The resource.acquire request has no payload.
Initial Acquire Response
The initial resource.acquire response SHALL include the following keys:
resources
(object) RFC 20 (R version 1) resource object that contains the full resource inventory, less execution targets
excluded by configuration. The scheduler MAY use this set to determine the general satisfiability of job requests.
up
(string) RFC 22 idset of execution targets in resources that are initially available. The scheduler SHALL only
allocate the resources associated with an execution target to jobs if the target is up.
Example:
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{
"resources": {
"version": 1,
"execution": {
"R_lite": [
{
"rank": "0-5",
"children": {
"core": "0-5",
"gpu": "0"
}
}
],
"starttime": 0,
"expiration": 0,
"nodelist": [
"host[0-5]"
]
}
},
"up": "0-2"
}

Additional Acquire Responses
Subsequent resource.acquire responses SHALL include one or more of the following OPTIONAL keys:
up
(string) RFC 22 idset of execution targets that should be marked available for scheduling. The idset only contains
targets that are transitioning, not the full set of available targets.
down
(string) RFC 22 idset of execution targets that should be marked unavailable for scheduling. The idset only
contains targets that are transitioning, not the full set of unavailable targets.
property-add
(object) RFC 20 conforming properties object containing properties that should be added to the specified execution targets. When present, this key reflects an update to the instance resource inventory which MAY affect job
satisfiability, the determination of which is left to the scheduler implementation.
property-remove
(object) RFC 20 conforming properties object containing properties that should be removed from the specified
execution targets. When present, this key reflects an update to the instance resource inventory which MAY affect
job satisfiability, the determination of which is left to the scheduler implementation.
Example:
{
"up": "3-6",
"down": "2"
"property-add": { "foo": "0-1" },
"property-remove" { "bar": "3" }
}
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If down resources are assigned to a job, the scheduler SHALL NOT raise an exception on the job. The execution system
takes the active role in handling failures in this case. Eventually the scheduler will receive a sched.free request for
the offline resources.
Note: down encompasses both crashed and drained execution targets. The scheduler handles both cases the same, so
they are not differentiated in the protocol.

Error Response
If an error response is returned to resource.acquire, the scheduler should log the error and exit the reactor, as failure
indicates either a catastrophic error, a failure to acquire any resources, or a failure to conform to this protocol.
Disconnect Request
If the scheduler is unloaded, a disconnect request is automatically sent to the flux-core resource module. This cancels
the resource.acquire request and makes resources available for re-acquisition.
Running jobs are unaffected.
Note: This behavior on disconnect is intended to support reloading the scheduler on a live system without impacting
the running workload.
Since resources may remain allocated to jobs after a disconnect, it is presumed that re-acquisition of resources will be
accompanied by a job-manager.hello request, as described in RFC 27, to rediscover these allocations.

1.33.28 29/Hostlist Format
This specification describes a compact form for expressing a list of hostnames which contain an optional numerical
part.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_29.rst
• Editor: Mark A. Grondona <mgrondona@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
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Background
The hostlist is a somewhat well known format supported by existing HPC tools such as pdsh, powerman, and genders.
The format is designed as a convenience on systems where hostnames are assigned with a common prefix, a numeric
part, and an optional suffix. The result is a compact way to represent a possibly large list of hosts by name, e.g.
prefix[0-1024].
This RFC details the Flux implementation of the hostlist format.
Implementation
A hostlist SHALL represent an ordered list of strings.
A hostlist string SHALL be a list of comma separated hostlist expressions.
A hostlist expression SHALL be a string of the form prefix[idlist]suffix, where all components prefix,
[idlist], and suffix are OPTIONAL.
An empty hostlist expression, "", SHALL represent an empty list.
The prefix and suffix components of a hostlist expression SHALL consist of any printable, non-whitespace ASCII
character besides the special characters including square brackets: “[ ]”, and comma: “,”.
An idlist SHALL represent an ordered list of non-negative integer ids.
An idlist MAY be a simple comma-separated list, e.g. 5,4,10,11,12,13.
Consecutive ids in an idlist MAY be compressed into hyphenated ranges, e.g. 5,4,11-13.
Leading zeros in the first element of an idlist SHALL be preserved across all ids in the list, e.g. 005,4,11-13 represents
the list 005,004,011,012,013.
An idlist MAY contain repeated numbers, e.g. 2,2,2 is a valid list.
Within a hostlist expression, an idlist SHALL be enclosed in square brackets, e.g. host[0-10,12].
Test Vectors
• "" = ""
• "foox,fooy,fooz" = "foox,fooy,fooz"
• "[1-3,5-6]" = "1,2,3,5,6"
• "foo[1-5]" = "foo1,foo2,foo3,foo4,foo5"
• "foo[0-4]-eth2" = "foo0-eth2,foo1-eth2,foo2-eth2,foo3-eth2,foo4-eth2"
• "foo1,foo1,foo1" = "foo1,foo1,foo1"
• "[00-02]" = "00,01,02"
• "[00-2]" = "00,01,02"
• "foo[1,1,2,1]" = "foo1,foo1,foo2,foo1"
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1.33.29 30/Job Urgency
This specification describes the Flux job urgency parameter.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_30.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 21/Job States and Events
Background
The Flux job urgency parameter reflects the job owner’s idea of the job’s importance relative to other work queued
on the system. It is one factor used by the job manager priority plugin to calculate the job priority, which determines
queue listing order, and the order in which jobs are presented to the scheduler.
The urgency MAY be provided by the job owner at job submission time. It MAY be adjusted by the job owner while
the job is pending.
Implementation
Job urgency SHALL be an integer with range of 0 through 31.
A guest user MAY set or update the urgency of their own jobs to values in the range of 0-16.
The instance owner MAY set or update the urgency of any job to any valid value.
If the urgency is unspecified during job submission, a default initial value of 16 is assigned.
A value of 0 indicates that the job should be held. A held job is assigned the lowest possible priority, bypassing the
job manager priority plugin. Although it remains in the queue while pending, a held job SHALL NOT be assigned
resources.
A value of 31 indicates that the job should be expedited. An expedited job is assigned the highest possible priority,
bypassing the job manager priority plugin.
If the urgency is updated, the job manager priority plugin SHALL be notified so it can adjust the job’s priority.
The current urgency value SHALL persist across a Flux instance restart, therefore each change SHALL be recorded in
the job’s event log.
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1.33.30 31/Job Constraints Specification
This specification describes an extensible format for the description of job constraints.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_26.rst
• Editor: Mark A. Grondona <mgrondona@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 14/Canonical Job Specification
• 20/Resource Set Specification Version 1
Goals
• Define a format for the specification of general constraints in jobspec
• Embed extensibility into the format to allow for growth of feature set
Background
It is common practice for resource management systems to allow job requests to contain constraints beyond the size
and count of resources that are being requested. Most often, these constraints specify a set of allowable features or
properties which the assigned resources must satisfy. However more complex constraint satisfaction problems are
often supported to allow for advanced resource matching.
This RFC defines an extensible format for the specification of job constraints in JSON.
Representation
Job constraints SHALL be represented as a JSON object, which loosely follows the JsonLogic format of
{ "operator": [ "values", ] }
where each value can also be a constraint object. This format has several advantages:
• The set of supported operators can be restricted for ease of implementation then later extended for additional
functionality
• The format allows nesting to support complex constraints
• Simple cases can be expressed simply
In this version of the RFC, only the following constraint operators SHALL be supported
• properties: The set of values SHALL designate a set of required properties on execution targets. As a special
case, if a property value begins with the character ^, then the remaining part of the value SHALL indicate a
property that MUST NOT be included in the allocated resource set.
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Future extensions
The following constraint operators MAY be supported. If a job is submitted using these constraint operators, and the
operators are not supported by the instance, then the job SHALL be rejected with an appropriate error message:
• not: Logical negation. Takes a single value and negates it. For example, to constrain a job to only those resources
that do not have a set of attributes foo and bar, the following expression could be used
{ "not": [{ "properties": [ "foo", "bar" ]}] }
• or: Simple logical or. Evaluates true if any one of the value arguments is true, e.g. to constrain jobs to resources
that have either foo or bar:
{ "or": [{ "properties": [ "foo" ]}, { "properties": [ "bar" ]}] }
• and: Simple logical and.
Examples
Constrain resources such that all execution targets have property ssd:
{ "properties": [ "ssd" ] }
Constrain resources such that no execution targets with property slowgpu are allocated:
{ "properties": [ "^slowgpu" ] }

1.33.31 32/Flux Job Execution Protocol Version 1
This specification describes Version 1 of the Flux Job Execution Protocol implemented by the job manager and job
execution system.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_32.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 14/Canonical Job Specification
• 15/Independent Minister of Privilege for Flux: The Security IMP
• 16/KVS Job Schema
• 21/Job States and Events
• 27/Flux Resource Allocation Protocol Version 1
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Background
The job execution service launches Flux job shells on execution targets at the behest of the job manager. The job shells
in turn launch one or more user processes that comprise the job. The job execution service thus acts as an intermediary
between the job manager and a set of job shells.
RFC 16 describes the division of labor among Flux job services, and how they share information via the KVS Job
Schema. The Flux Execution Protocol version 1 defines the minimal interactions between the job manager and the
execution service needed to synchronize the concurrent progress of multiple jobs through their running phase.
As a reminder, the job execution service runs as the unprivileged Flux instance owner. In a multi-user Flux instance,
it launches Flux job shells via the IMP as described in RFC 15, with the IMP managing the user transition after
authenticating the signed job request from the KVS. The security aspects of launching a job as another user are not
reflected in the job execution protocol.
Design Criteria
The job execution protocol must adhere to these criteria:
• Maintain a clean separation of concerns between job manager, scheduler, execution service, and Flux job shell.
• Avoid presenting obstacles to the scaling of job size, the number of jobs running concurrently, or job throughput.
• Communicate job problems to the job manager, such that the job manager can use this information to raise job
exceptions.
• Support partial release of allocated resources to the scheduler, in case one or more execution targets cannot be
expeditiously finalized.
• Communicate high level job results to the job manager upon job completion.
• Support execution service reload.
• Support execution service override by the Flux simulator.
Implementation
As with the scheduler RPCs described in RFC 27, <service>.start RPCs use the job ID to match requests and
responses, and set the RFC 6 matchtag message field to zero. It follows that:
• The job ID MUST appear in the <service>.start request and response message payloads.
• There SHALL NOT be more than one <service>.start request in flight for each job, since otherwise a request
could not be uniquely matched to a response using the job ID.
• The errnum field in <service>.start response messages MUST be set to zero, even if the response indicates
an error. Otherwise, the message payload could not include the job ID since RFC 6 defines the payload of an
error response to be optional error text.
• The job manager SHALL treat a conventional Flux error response to <service>.start with a nonzero errnum
field as an execution service fatality, and SHALL not send further requests to the execution service until it receives
a new job-manager.exec-hello request.
The other RPCs behave conventionally.
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Hello
The Flux execution service SHALL register a service name with the job manager on initialization. This service MAY be
job-exec or another name. The execution service calls the job-manager.exec-hello RPC whose request payload
SHALL be a JSON object containing with one REQUIRED key:
service
(string) execution service name
Example:
{
"service": "job-exec"
}
If an execution service is already loaded, the job manager SHALL allow the new one to override it.
The response payload SHALL be empty on success. The job manager SHALL issue a failure response if any jobs have
an outstanding start request to an existing execution service. The execution service SHALL treat a failure response
to exec-hello as fatal.
Start Request
Once the execution service is registered, the job manager SHALL send <service>.start requests for any jobs that
have been allocated resources. Each start request begins a streaming RPC that remains active while the job is running.
The request payload SHALL be a JSON object containing the following REQUIRED keys:
id
(integer) the job ID
userid
(integer) the submitting userid
jobspec
(object) jobspec object (RFC 14)
reattach
(boolean) Set to True if broker has been restarted and job should still be running.
Example:
{
"id": 1552593348,
"userid": 5588,
"jobspec": {},
"reattach": false,
}
The response payload SHALL be a JSON object containing the following REQUIRED keys:
id
(integer) the job ID, used by the job manager to match the response back to the request
type
(string) the type of response (see below)
data
(object) type-dependent data (see below)
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There are four response types:
start
Indicates that the job shells have started. data is an empty object. Example:
{
"id": 1552593348,
"type": "start",
"data": {},
}
release
Release R fragment to job-manager. data contains two keys: ranks (string), an idset representing subset of
execution targets whose resources may be released; and final (boolean) a flag indicating whether all the job’s
execution targets have now been released. Example:
{
"id": 1552593348,
"type": "release",
"data": {
"ranks": "0-2",
"final": true,
},
}
exception
Raise an exception on the job as described in RFC 21. data contains two required keys: severity (integer),
the exception severity; and type (string), the exception type. A third key, note (string), is a human readable
description of the exception which the job manager SHALL include in the exception context if present. Example:
{
"id": 1552593348,
"type": "exception",
"data": {
"severity": 0,
"type": "timeout",
"note": "resource allocation expired",
},
}
finish
Job is complete. data contains one required key: status (integer), the numerically greatest wait status returned
by the set of job shells. Example:
{
"id": 1552593348,
"type": "finish",
"data": {
"status": 143,
},
}
An exception response MAY be sent at any point. start and/or finish responses MAY be omitted depending
on when a fatal exception occurs. The execution service MUST always send a release response with final set to
True. The final release response SHALL be the last response sent by the execution service for a given job ID and is
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interpreted as “end of stream” by the job manager.

1.33.32 33/Flux Job Queues
This specification describes Flux Job Queues. A Flux Job Queue is a named, user-visible container for job requests
sorted by priority.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_33.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 14/Canonical Job Specification
• 20/Resource Set Specification Version 1
• 21/Job States and Events
• 27/Flux Resource Allocation Protocol Version 1
Background
Support for multiple queues is motivated by the following use cases:
• Schedule “debug” and “batch” jobs independently, on disjoint or overlapping resource sets.
• Allow jobs to be submitted in advance of dedicated application time, to run on a resource superset.
• Impose different limits on a given resource set.
• Implement a different priority scheme and/or scheduling algorithm on a given resource set.
• Allow only certain users or banks to access a given resource set.
• Allow for exceptions to limits and access controls.
Note: Use cases are spelled out in more detail in https://github.com/flux-framework/flux-core/issues/4306
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Design Criteria
• Handle the motivating use cases in the background section.
• Minimize overhead for single-queue Flux instances, which will remain the common case for non-system instances.
• Minimize disruption to the original design of Flux with a single anonymous queue.
• Elevate named queues to a first class abstraction in Flux.
• Promote a separation of concerns among Flux components such as scheduler, job manager, accounting plugins,
and Flux command line utilities.
• Avoid overloading the queue abstraction. For example, a new queue should not be required merely to affect job
priority or bypass limits (e.g. “standby”, “expedite”, or “exempt” queues).
Implementation
A Flux Job Queue is a user-visible container for job requests stored in priority order.
Queue configuration is OPTIONAL. If queues are not configured, the Flux instance SHALL have one anonymous
queue. If queues are configured, then all queues SHALL be named. If more than one named queue is configured, one
queue MUST be designated as the default queue by configuring policy.jobspec.defaults.system.queue (see
below).
Queues MAY be independently configured with:
• jobspec defaults policy
• limits policy
• scheduler policy
• priority policy
• access policy
• resource subset
Policy Configuration
A policy TOML table MAY specify queue policy that applies to all queues, including the anonymous one, unless
overridden on a per-queue basis. This table contains OPTIONAL sub-tables for jobspec.defaults, limits, access,
and scheduler.
Each queue MAY contain a policy table. If present, queue-specific policy values SHALL override global policy
values.
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Jobspec Defaults Policy
The policy.jobspec.defaults table contains default values for jobspec attributes that were not explicitly set by the
user and MAY contain following OPTIONAL keys. The key names are identical to the corresponding jobspec attribute
names (RFC 14, 25).
policy.jobspec.defaults.system.duration
(string) default duration, in Flux Standard Duration format (RFC 23).
policy.jobspec.defaults.system.queue
(string) default queue name.
Note: Jobspec defaults are applied at ingest to the unsigned copy of the jobspec held stored in the KVS under the
jobspec key. The original jobspec remains within the signed J key.

Limits Policy
The policy.limits table configures job limits and MAY contain the following OPTIONAL keys.
policy.limits.job-size.max.nnodes
(integer) maximum number of nodes.
policy.limits.job-size.max.ncores
(integer) maximum number of cores.
policy.limits.job-size.max.ngpus
(integer) maximum number of gpus.
policy.limits.job-size.min.nnodes
(integer) minimum number of nodes.
policy.limits.duration
(string) maximum job duration, in Flux Standard Duration format (RFC 23).
Scheduler Policy
The policy.scheduler table is read by the scheduler implementation and is opaque to the rest of Flux.
Priority Policy
TBD
Access Policy
The policy.access table MAY restrict queue access by UNIX user and group. It MAY contain following OPTIONAL
keys:
policy.access.allow-user
(list of strings) Specify a list of UNIX user names that are to be granted access.
policy.access.allow-group
(list of strings) Specify a list of UNIX group names that are to be granted access.
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The absence of allow-user and allow-group keys indicates that no queue access restrictions are in place. However,
the access policy MAY be extended by a jobtap plugin that enforces additional access conditions. For example, the
flux-accounting multi-factor priority plugin controls access to queues based on the user and bank information from the
accounting database.
Queue Configuration
A queues TOML table MAY define one or more named queues. Each queue SHALL be represented as a sub-table
that MAY contain the following OPTIONAL keys:
queues.NAME.requires
(array of strings) Specify queue-specific resource property constraints (RFC 31) that SHALL be added to the
jobspec system.constraints.properties array of all jobs submitted to this queue. If the jobspec already
specifies property constraints, then the queue-specific properties SHALL be appended (logical and).
queues.NAME.policy
(table) Specify policy fragments that apply only to this queue, using the form described in the previous section.
If the same policy appears in the top-level policy table and a queue-specific policy table, the queue-specific
value takes precedence for jobs submitted to that queue.
Initial Assignment of Job to Queue
Job requests MAY specify a queue name at submission time by setting the system.queue jobspec attribute (RFC 14).
If a queue was not explicitly named in the jobspec, and a default queue is defined, the queue SHALL be assigned by
before the jobtap job.validate callbacks are run.
Request Validation
A job request SHALL be rejected on submission if it names an unknown queue, or if it is possible to determine that
the job would exceed limits or violate access policy of the assigned queue.
Administrative Tools
A Flux command line tool SHALL provide the ability to enable/disable job submission on each queue individually, or
on all queues.
A Flux command line tool SHALL provide the ability to start/stop scheduling on each queue individually, or on all
queues. When scheduling is stopped, any pending alloc requests to the scheduler SHALL be canceled.
A Flux command line tool SHALL provide the ability to wait for a queue to become empty, or for all queues to become
empty.
A Flux command line tool SHALL provide the ability to wait for a queue to become idle, or for all queues to become
idle, where idle is defined as containing no jobs in RUN or CLEANUP state.
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Job Submission and Listing Tools
Job submission and listing tools SHOULD NOT need to parse the queues TOML table.
The service providing data to the job listing tool SHOULD list pending and running jobs in the default queue by default.
An option SHALL be provided to request jobs in other queues by name, or all queues.
The job submission tools SHOULD leave the queue unset (thereby selecting the default. An option SHALL be provided
to direct jobs to other queues by name.

1.33.33 34/Flux Task Map
The Flux Task Map is a compact mapping between job task ranks and node IDs.
• Name: github.com/flux-framework/rfc/spec_34.rst
• Editor: Jim Garlick <garlick@llnl.gov>
• State: raw
Language
The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”,
“RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
Related Standards
• 13/Simple Process Manager Interface v1
• 20/Resource Set Specification
• 22/Idset String Representation
Background
The task map communicates how a parallel program’s tasks are assigned to the allocated nodes. Given a node ID, the
task map can provide a set of ranks. Given a rank, the task map can provide a node ID. The task map has the following
uses:
• Inform parallel runtimes which tasks are co-located on a node so they can use local inter-process communication
instead of the network.
• Assuming that the RFC 20 resource set (R) and the task map are part of the persistent job record, allow stderr
tagged with a task ranks to be mapped to a node ID for postmortem correlation of job errors with node problems.
Note: The task map does not communicate which tasks are bound to or contained with specific resources on the node
such as cores or GPUs.
A task map can naively represented as a node ID-ordered list of RFC 22 idsets, with each idset separated by a semicolon.
We use this format when defining test vectors and refer to it as the raw task map.
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Goals
• Represent common regular task distributions such as block and cyclic in a space efficient manner so that the task
map can be scalably communicated.
• Avoid the need for a custom parser.
• Allow custom mappings to be expressed.
Existing Implementations
A de-facto standard task map format is the PMI-1 PMI_process_mapping format described in RFC 13, which specifies
a list of map blocks, each a 3-tuple of (nodeid, nnodes, ppn). Some examples are:

nnodes*ppn
4*4
4*2 + 2*4
4096*256

Table 2: PMI task maps with regular task distribution
block
cyclic:1
(vector,(0,4,4))
(vector,(0,4,1),(0,4,1),(0,4,1),(0,4,1))
(vector,(0,4,2),(4,2,4)) (vector,(0,6,1),(0,6,1),(4,2,1),(4,2,1))
(vector,(0,4096,256))
long (256 map blocks)

cyclic:2
(vector,(0,4,2),(0,4,2))
(vector,(0,6,2),(4,2,2))
long (128 map blocks)

Note: The cyclic:N distribution for N > 1 is equivalent to Slurm’s plane distribution.
This mapping is compact for block task distributions, where blocks of contiguous task ranks are assigned to nodes in
ascending order. Its scalability breaks down for cyclic task distributions, where one or more task ranks are assigned to
nodes in round-robin order. As an example, a PMI task map for 1M tasks distributed over 4K nodes in block distribution
is compact as shown above, but the same job with a cyclic distribution (stride of 1) is a string of 2824 characters.
Implementation
The Flux task map SHALL be represented as a JSON array to avoid the need for a custom parser. The array MUST
contain zero or more map blocks.
A Flux task map that contains zero map blocks SHALL indicate that the task mapping is unknown.
A Flux task map block is a JSON array with four REQUIRED integer array elements:
nodeid
The starting node ID for the block (zero-origin).
nnodes
The number of nodes represented by the block.
ppn
The number of tasks per node in the block.
repeat
The number of times the map block is logically repeated.
Note: The Flux 4-tuple map block is a superset of the 3-tuple employed by PMI. Flux adds the repeat element so that
map blocks need not be explicitly repeated in cyclic distributions.
The following table provides simple examples of Flux task maps for common regular task distributions:
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Table 3: Flux task maps with regular task distribution
nnodes*ppn block
cyclic:1
cyclic:2
4*4
[[0,4,4,1]]
[[0,4,1,4]]
[[0,4,2,2]]
4*2 + 2*4
[[0,4,2,1],[4,2,4,1]] [[0,6,1,2],[4,2,1,2]] [[0,6,2,1],[4,2,2,1]]
4096*256
[[0,4096,256,1]]
[[0,4096,1,256]]
[[0,4096,2,128]]
The Flux task map MAY be wrapped in a JSON object when it is communicated. The JSON object has the following
REQUIRED keys:
version
The integer task map version (1 for this RFC).
map
The task map array described above.
Example:
{"version":1, "map":[[0,4096,256,1]]}

Test Vectors
raw task map
mapping unknown
0
0;1
0-1
0-1;2-3
0,2;1,3
1;0
0-3;4-7;8-11;12-15
0,4,8,12;1,5,9,13;2,6,10,14;3,7,11,15
0-1,8-9;2-3,10-11;4-5,12-13;6-7,14-15
0-1;2-3;4-5;6-7;8-11;12-15
0,6;1,7;2,8;3,9;4,10,12,14;5,11,13,15
14-15;12-13;10-11;8-9;4-7;0-3
0-1;2-3;4-5;6-7;8-9;12-13;10-11;14-15
12-15;8-11;4-7;0-3
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[]
[[0,1,1,1]]
[[0,2,1,1]]
[[0,1,2,1]]
[[0,2,2,1]]
[[0,2,1,2]]
[[1,1,1,1],[0,1,1,1]]
[[0,4,4,1]]
[[0,4,1,4]]
[[0,4,2,2]]
[[0,4,2,1],[4,2,4,1]]
[[0,6,1,2],[4,2,1,2]]
[[5,1,4,1],[4,1,4,1],[3,1,2,1],[2,1,2,1],[1,1,2,1],[0,1,2,1]]
[[0,5,2,1],[6,1,2,1],[5,1,2,1],[7,1,2,1]]
[[3,1,4,1],[2,1,4,1],[1,1,4,1],[0,1,4,1]]
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